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PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

7

More
by the Hbiwalttr Μ.γικιιηγ C·.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire
Vermont and Ithode Island, also Insurauc·
Companies, Societies and Irdividuals are
Investing in this class of securities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

JOHN M. FREEMAN. Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
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Apollinaris
WATEB^r

"THE QUEEN

OF TABLE

"The defective sewerage system of many
of our cities and the no-drainage of our
larger towns and rural districts are poi-

soning the

very sources of potable water
in many instances. "
A. Van Der Veer, A.M., M.D.,
Président of the Medical Society qf
the State

February 3,

1886.

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Propria
tors of
POOR'S UIANCJAI, OF RAILKOADI9.
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
always 011 hand. Orders executed for cash or on
margin.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence
nvlted

ap6d(>m

45 Wall Street. New York.

PORTLAND

TRUST COMPANY
First Natioiial Bank

Building."

London Medical Record.

JelO

ApOllinaris

"Filthy streets may be W and defective drainage and sewerage worse, but
for the promotion of diseases of the diar-

rhceal type there is no agent like the polluted water supply."
A. Van der Veer, A.M., M.D.,
President of tks Medical Society of
the State

February
"
The

dangerous qualities of

contatn-

inated drinking water are not obviated
by the addition of wines or spirits."
Medical Officer of Privy Council,

England-

"

Use nothing but Natural Mineral

Waters, such as APOLLINARIS,
free from all vegetable poisons."
Boston Journal.
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ι
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PULLEN, GROCKEfi k CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,
NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
Membern of the Ν. V. Sie*·'

fix*

hnnge.

Private Wire to New Fork and Hoston.
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New York Herald.

pure milk."

J: 'dter polluted with sewage is poiNew York Times.
July «ο, 1885.
POT.LINAR1S has steadily in·/ in popular and professional esj-"-ι as a pure and agreeable
Table
British Medical Journal.
l! liter."
■

Apollinaris

"THE QUEEÎJ OF TABLE WATERS."
"If the inhabitant. ;<f great cities

jiltii thai ■'> concealed in the
water which they use, and trace every
drop and particle to its source, disgust
and nausea would be sufficientprotection"
New York Times.
"Pure water is o>ûj to be obtained
coulil see the

from NATURAL SOURCES."

Lancet.

"APOLLINARIS JFA TER issues
front a spring deeplv embedded in a rock,
and is therefore of ABSOLUTE
ORGANIC Ρ URÏTY."
Oscar Liebreich,
Regius Professor, University 0/ Berlin.

foreclosure suits, and your interest and
pay,
principle will be paid promptly. Send for references, etc., If you nave money to loan.
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νApollinaris

"THE QUEEïf OF TABLE WATEES."
"Ατο amount of pure ocean air in the

lungs

neutralize the bad effects of
water in the stomach,"
New York Herald.

can

polluted
'·

only

safe for the traveller
NATURAL MIN-

water

it/ink is a
ERAL J VA TER."
Sir Henry Thompson, F.R.C.S., Lond.

to

England.

ΝA Τ URAL
i INERAL WA TER has acquired a
leadingplace in public esteem throughout
British Medical Journal.
the -world."
"A Ρ OLLINARIS
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WOODBURY & HOIILTOS,

Apollinaris

BANKERS

"THE QUEEN OF TABLE WATEBS."
"
The dangerous qualities of contam-

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

inated drinking water are not obviated
by the addition of wines or spirits."
Medical Officer of Privy Council,

Choice

Securities,

suitable for

Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

eodtf
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Real Kitale mortgage Securitie·.
I am sending First Mortgage» un real estate
to eastern parties, netting then seven per cent,
per annum, with tlie Interest payable *emi-nnnuall y. I loan only one-third of the value of the
insecurity, and attend to all collections of both the
terest and principal. The mortgages tire In
form of Bonds with Interest coupons attached.
I will be pleased to correspond with parties and
Address,
give full particulars.
β. Π. RI KMI tn, Lincoln, Neb.
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MARANACOOK!

leased the DINING HALL on
these grounds for the fourth season and had
Enlarged, I am
my Cooking Arrangement*
the work of former
now prepared te do double
that I can feed all who
in
safe
saying
I
feel
;
years
wish on excursion days ; small parties can be accomodated any day; auy kind a dinner served bv
dally with
giving one day's notice ; tables supplied
garden ; also
Fresh vegetables from my eight acre
week.
or
Address
the
day
let
by
several rooms to

HAVING

aaaiLtïïiD. h. swan,· s
■Je30eod6w*

England.
"
The purity of APOLLINARIS
offers the best security against the danthe
gers which are common 'o most of
ordinary drinking wal ,rs.
London Mescal Record.

ANNUAL SALE, 10 MILLIONS.

Apollinavis
"THE QUEEN

~y Waterville, Me

'ABLE WATEBS."

<E

alone

"APOLLINARIS reigns
among nctural dietetic Table Waters.

Its nu/ritsous competitors appear to have
one after another died away."
British Medical Journal.
"Its purity offers the best security
against the dangers which are common to
most of the Ordinary drinking waters."
London Medical Record.
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*... BOSTON AMSS·
f3i TREMONT ST.—
A1AS3·
8EMD FOR CATA106UE fiJiO PRIUtSNOTION PAfLR-

30.032,3t>.038

Barometer.

59.2
56.4

Thermo'r.
Dew Point.

90.0

Humidity.

NW
8

Wind

Velocity—

30.144
62.5

73.0
60.0
64.0

88.0

SE

W

2

3

Cloudy I Clear

58.8

Clear

Mean dally bar...30.071
Mean daily ther.. 64.9
Max. vel. wind.... 12,W
Mean daily d'w pt.68.4
48
Total precip
Mean daily hum... .80.7
METEOBOLOGIUAL BEFOBT.
(Au*. 8, 1886,110.00 P. M.)

Observations taken at the same moment ol time
all stations.
Wina
1 Thermo'ter]

at

St!

Place ol

is
ο V

Observation. *>s

■ss

«

W

Mt. Wash't'n
Portland, Me
Albany, N. Y
New York...
Norfolk. Va.

58

701
70
71

x3 sw
x5 sw
—2 κ
x5 8
X6 8
0 NE

75

-2

NE

76

—3
—3
-5
x2

NE
NE
NE
Clm

x3
—1
xl

Clin

69

69|

68

Charleston... f30.ll
Jacksonville. 30.02
Savannah,<ia 130.09
New Orleans 29.98
Cincinnati, Ο 30.17
—

75
80
73

30.2*6 j *70

Buffalo, Ν.Ϊ. 30.20
Cleveland... |30.19
30.17
Detroit
30.18
Oswego
30.05
Alpena,Mich
Chicago, Ills. 30.06
Dulnth. Minn 29.83

<59

70
72,

Clear

74
70
72

29.94

8t.Paul,Minn

29.89
29.84
29.79

76
82
81

Denver
Cheyenne..

29.90

76
61
85

Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Clear
Clear

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Hazzy
Clear
Fair

8
SE

—1 8
xll 8
x6 S
—3 SW
Xl SE
x3 8
x3 8
-21 Ε
x5 8
x4| Ν

79

Milwaukee. 30.02
St. Louis, Mo 30.05

Clear
Clear
Clear
Fair
Clear
IClear
Clear

x2| S

65
73

Marquette...

Omaha, Neb.
Bismarck,Da
St. Vincent..

IClear

631 "x5 'sw

30.13
30.21
30.23
30.25

Philadelphia. 29.98
Washington.. 30.241
Atlanta, Oa.. 30.15

Memphis
Pittsburg

Clear

Χβ w
x8 w
x8 s

ce
68

New London 30.24

Boston, Mass 30.18
Kastport, Me 30.10

S4|

Cloudy

Clear

Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Clear
Clear
Clear

—3 W
-11 »N
Xl W

29.85
Fair
29.84
El 1 aso
Yankton...
Dead wood..
W. W. Eichelbergek,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, V. S. A.
MAINE.
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Banks and Trust

LOCAL· WKATHEB iiKPOKT.

3, 1886.

Bankers and Brokers Apollinaris
for

fairer weather indicated for the
New England and Middle Atlantic States.

warmer

"THE QUEEN OF TABLF- WATERS,"

SWAN & BARRETT,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

hours

Maximum ther .76.5
Minimum ther... .56.6

eodtf

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

England for
commencing at 7 a. m. Monday,
warmer
weather,
Aug. 9th, are fair,
seutherly winds ; for Tuesday, slightly
24

Weather...

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.

weather.
The indications for New

"The

purity of APOLLINARIS
offers the best security against the dangers which are common to most of the
ordinary drinking waters."

WEATHER.

Washington, Aug. 9.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont
are
fair, warmer

of New York.

d6m*

POOR, WHITE & GREENOOGH,

counties.timely rains have inprospect of a good yield. In Jasper,
Muscatine,
Hardin and Tama
Fayette, Clay,
sured
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From Bar Harbor.
Bah

Habbob, Aug. 8.—The yacht Nobo-

mis has arrived from a cruise to Newfoundlaud. The steam yacht Talisman has rehnulf

.iunuui

—

ΓΤΛ——Av

—r

height

cleared this afternoon. The shore was covered with visitors, and many fine equipages
This morning Dr. Knox, of
were eut.
Easton, proached in the Congregational
church. Dr. Alexander McCosh preached at
the Methodist church. In the evening, at
the Methodist, Dr. P. A. Studdiford, of New
churches were
The
Jersey, preached.
crowded and many fine toilets were exhibited. The hop at the West end last night was
a brilliant affair, and it eclipsed all previous
balls at that hotel. The distinguished arrivals are Senator Williams, o'f New Jersey ;
Orville D. Baker, Attorney General of
Maine, and Col. II. K. Douglass.
Meetings at Old Orchard.
Old Obchabd, Aug. 8.—The divine healing meeting at Old Orchard was addressed
who
by A. B. Simpson this forenoon,
At 3
preaehed upon the coming of Christ.
o'clock Dr. John Cookman preached from
2d Peter: 13-14. At the close the meeting adjourned to the foot of Unien street, where
The
many were baptized by Dr. Simpson.
Free Baptists : to-day listened to a sermon
1-8—
by I)r. Peck, of Boston, from Acts
"Higher Life or Christian Perfection." At
2.30 o'clock, C. W. Purrington, of New Durham, Ν. H., preached on revivals and revival
work.

Farm Building Burned.
Bangob, Aug. 7.—The house, two barns,
and the farm implements ef Riley G. Thurston, Kenduskeag, were burned Friday. Loss
chim$1000; insured $600. Sparks from the
ney caused the fire.
Accident In a Mill.

Bangob,

Ang.

7.—Charles

Ames,

em-

ployed in the woolen mills at East Madison'
got caught in the machinery Friday and received injuries from which he died.
Died of

Reception Clventhc
Winning Boat.

Newport, Aug. 7.—To-day the great
yacht race took place. The races for the
Goelet cups were participated in by fifteen
sloops and cutters and nine schooners, besides the schooner yacht America of Hon. B*
F. Butler, and the yawl Cythera, which went

the course, but not as contestants. Of
the 24 starters, five sloops and three
schooners did not finish.
The Mayflower
won the cup in the sloop class, with the
Puritan second and Atlantic third, and Priscilla fourth. Time Mayflower, 4.31.44 ; Puritan, 4.39.18; Atlantic, 4.53.04: Pnscilla.
over

4.35.15.
The Grayling was winner in the schooner
class, Montauk second, and the New Providence yachtdesigned by Burgess,the Sachem,
third. The Fortune, last year's winner, was
fourth. Time—Grayling. 4.59.06; Montauk,
4 59.24 ; Sachem, 5.09.49 ; Fortune, 5.18.32.
The result of the race was a great surprise
as it was thought the Puritan and Fortuna
would win. The Sachem proved to be a very
fast yacht off the wind and in time will be a
good one by the wind. The Halcyon from
the start made a poor showing, and she drew
out of the race.
Most of the steamers following the races
kept well up with the Mayflower, Puritan,
Atlantic and Priscilla. and about a mile or
two from the finishing line of the Brenton's
Reef lightship they steamed up and reached
the judges' boat in time to be in at the death,
"Who's ahead?" was asked from the deck of
a great clumsy schooner
freighted, with
men, women and children, as the judges
boat was getting to the finishing line. "The
Mayflower," was the answer. Then a loud
shout of applause went up and the people
cheered again and again. Wnen Gen. Paine's
crossed the line, a blast from the
sloop
Luckenbach was taken up by all the steam
vessels around, the bell on the lightship rang
out a recognition, guns were fired and the
air resounded with cheers. It must be said,
however, that when the Puritan finished
there was greater tooting of steam whistles,
the steam yachts engaged more generally in
saluting with their guns and the cheers
were louder, showing that the Puritan was
As each of the
a more general favorite.
principal boats went over the line she received recognition from the judges and other
boats, but before the competitors had cro»8ed the line the observation steamers had entered the inner harbor.
Summary of the Race.
Cor.
time.
Finish
Start.
H. M. S
H. M S.
Q. M. S
Sloops.
10 45 12 3 16 56 4 61 44
Mayflower
10 41 09 3 20 27 4 30 25
Puritan
10 4100 3 34 14 4 52 02
Atlantic
10 43 22 3 38 39 4 53 34
Pliscilla
10 45 00 3 52 15 4 59 10
Bedouin (cutter)
10 47 15 4 04 00 5 03 43
Grocie
10 4113 4 04 03 5 06 08
Stranger
10 44 28 4 0519 506 32
Fanny
10 41 44 4 17 54 5 04 37
Cl l-a (cutter)
10 42 40 4 21 09 5 08 32
Cinderella
10 40 32
Ulida
10 4210
Kegina

Apoplexy.

Bangob, Aug. 7.—James Parks, of Stillwater, aged 40 years, died Saturday morning
of apoplexy.
WAS IT MURDER?

Gaviotta

Athion

SCHOONERS.
10 4140
10 49 1 2
10 43 50
10 48 33
10 4/13
1β 43 05
10 45 12
10 46 08
10 49 20

Grayling

Montauk
Sachem
Fortuna

Ruth
Dauntless

Halcyon
Gitaua

Norma

3
3
3
4
4
4

40 46
48 36
53 39
02 05
10 27
22 43

4 42
4 49
4 56
5 09
5 12

32
49
46
43
19
.Τ

It will be seen that the Mayflower led the
Puritan by 7m. 34s. actual time, or 4m. 41s.
She led lhe Atlantic by
corrected time.
20m. 18s. and the Priscilla by 21m. 50s. corrected time.
As the Mayflower crossed the line Jay
Gould .was the first to salute from the Atagun
Ianta, reports stating that he fired the
himself. An experiment sea captain states
that the Puritan lost the race on going from
the start to the Sow and Pigs. Slie had her
big club topsail taken in and small one substituted. The Mayflower kept hers up and
gained steadily to the Sow ana Pigs.
PHILO CARPENTER DEAD.

Sketch of the Career of an Anti-Slavery and Temperance Man.
Chicago, Aug. 7.—Pliilo Carpenter died
early this morning at the residence oi his
daughter. No. 432 Washington boulevard,
with congestion of the lungs. Mr. Carpenter

Mysterious Shooting Affair in a
Town Near Augusta.
Augusta, Aug. 8—Wednesday night last,
between 7 and 8 o'clock, Chester O. Withain,

he emigrated to the West, ana nnlaiiy came
to Chicago bv the way of Xilea, Mich., reachhead
ing here in a canoe towed around thelanded
of the lake by two Indians. They

now
uear where the Douglas monument
stands. Mr. Carpenter was taken to Fort
Dearborn, where he found Joel Ellis living
in a log cabin near his place of landing.
on
Young Carpenter secured a log cabin
store
Lake street and epened the first drug
added
in Chicago. To his stock of drugs he
continued in busigeneral merchandise, and
investhis
judicious
ness until 1S42. By
he
ments in real estate in Chicago's infancy,
He was a member
soon amassed a fortune.
he
rewhich
from
of the board of education,
his sertired in 1805, and as a recognition of
was
vices one of the city's school houses
earnest
an
named after him. He was always
religion
advocate of education, temperance,
and universal liberty.
first
He wrote and circulated in 1832 the far
so
total abstinence pledge in Chicago, and
Jesse Matas known delivered in the Itev.
first
son's log house in the same year the
was an
temperance address in the city. He
of
friend
a
close
and
early opposer of slavery
John Brown.

LABOR TROUBLES.
A Mob in Salem, Mass.
The non-union
Salem, Mass., August 7
were
tanners employed in Osborn's tannery
assaulted by a mob of men, women and children as they came from work, being pelted
They were
with stones and other missiles.
driven rapidly to their quarters, followed by
house was
a large crowd, and their boarding
bombarded. No one was hurt, but great exmade
were
arrests
citement prevailed. Three
had been reinby the police, after the latter
forced by Salem officers. Another demonstramen
tion was feared at five o'clock when the
left the works, but, although they were again
—

followed by

aged twenty-seven years, shot and instantly
killed Joseph Henry Turner, in Somerville,
fifteen miles from Augusta, on the road leading from Week's Mills in China to liruce's
Corner. The shooting was in the door yard.
Witham's father and his brother George had
fired twice at a squirrel on the wall and handed the pistol to Witham, who was handling
it, when it was discharged, the bullet killing
the boy. This account is given by the father
of Witham and others of his relatives, they
holding that the shooting was [accidental.
But there is reason to doubt its truth. Witham
fled immediately and has not been seen since,
and cannot be found. About a week before
he had threatened to shoot the boy in the
legs, who he charged with shooting his dog.
He had also made other threats, it is said.
Accounts given by those present do not all
Two boys, brothers, employed in
agree.
Worcester, Mass., returning home on a vacation, reached their father's door yard just as
the news was brought in that he was dead.
No autopsy was held, but the wound was
probed. The bullet entered on the right
side between the second third ribs, two inclics
right of the breast bone, penetrating obliquely through the lung and beneath the
heart. The wound was probed to the depth
of seven inches. The revolver [was fortytwo calibre. The coroner's inquest is in
progress, and is to be completed Monday.
Witham has a bad record.
UniversalistCrove Meeting.
This Weiiîs, Ν. H., Aug. 8.—This was the
last day of the Universalist grove meeting
and 5000 people were present. At 9 o'clock
there was a prayer and conference meeting
led by Rev. Q. H. Shinn of Deering, Me. At
10 o'clock in the Soldiers Pavilion an able
sermon was preached by Rev. Ε. Ε Rexford,
I). I)., of Detroit, Mich. Solos and congregational singing were interspersed. This
afternoon Rev. W. L Crowe preached in the
grove and devotional exercises were led by
This
Iiev. S. W. Sample of Chelsea, Mass.
evening there was a parting conference
there
meeting in the pavilion. Tomorrow Mounwill be two excursions to the White

a

large crowd,

no

violence was

attempted.

Threaten to Shut Down.
The operatives
August 7
work this
in the mills in Augusta, on going to
that if the
notices
morning, found posted
strike of the Augusta factory was not ended,
Monand if the operatives did not go to work
shut down.
day, every mill in Augusta would
mill
presidents
These notices are signed by
Augusta. Ga.,

organized

for

—

protection against

the

Knights

Granite
ofXabor, but does not include the
mills.
Will go to Work.
South Fbamingham, Mass., August 7—At
the adjourned meeting of the employees of the
it was
l'ara Kubber Shoe Co., this evening,
voted to return to work on Monday by a vote

A

tains.

10 44 00
10 47 16
10 50 55

Himegarde

»*■ "»■

of the season. All the hotels are crowded, Rodick's 600 rooms are full,
and the cottages are overflowing. The fog

marks the

An Enthusiastic

FROM THE

DOMINION.

Rowing at Montreal.
Montkeal, Aug. 8.—The seventh annual
of Amaregatta of the Canadian Association
teur oarsmen was held at Lachine yesterday
were
afternoon. Upwards of 20,000 people
in splendid order
present. The water was
were
races
the
All
and the weather fine.
The junior
one and a half miles with turn.
double scull race, owing to a lack of entries,
did not fill. The senior double scull had only
two entries, H. F. Hyrtt and J. W. Cafey.
The Argonauts of Toronto, merely entered
to make up a race, and were beaten easily
by Gooffet and Oregan of the Metropolitans
of New York. Time 9.13.
The single scull in rigged had three entries
H.
and was won by L. Mitchell in 10.39,
sculls
Brighton, second. In the junior single
there were four entries, Gunstead of ToronJohn 3.
to, won as he pleased, time 9.59$.in 10.2. The
Lovell of Hamilton, was second
Kysenior single sculls had three starters. 8.52
;
Toronto, won in
ans of Bay Sides,
Gooffet second.
Another Suicide.
A. S.
Si'BiJfGPiELD, Mass., Au cast 8
Wadsworth, of Brattleboro, vt., a machinist
who has been living here since April, shot
himself three times in the head this morning
at the
at his boarding place, dying soon after
a widcity hospital. lie was 37 years old and weeks
He had been out of work two
ower.
and was despondent and had been drinking.
His brother will come from Brattleboro and
take charge of his remains to-day.
—

Crop Reports.
Chicago, Aug. 8.—The following crop
Farm
summary will appear in this week's
er's Review: "Rains have improved the
prospects for corn in portions of Minnesota,
in
Iowa, Illinois, Ohio and Kansas, while s
Indiana the tenor of the reports indicate in
full average yield. Very large sections as
all remaining com growing States have
re·
yet had no relief from the drouth, and
are now coming which would indicate
Reîe failure of the crop in wide areas.
ports from Putnam county, Illinois, state
anc
that much of the corn is fired in the ear
The entire crop threatens tc
some tassel.
In Schuyler county, Illinois,
be a failure.
entire fields are reported destroyed.
If
Bureau, Edwards. Iroquis, Union, Pratt,
Illinois
and
in
Dekalb
I'uiaski counties
thousands of acres are reported ruined anç
the outlook, even with ram does not indicate more than one-half crop. In Montgonr

Sorts

counties in Iowa, the outlook is regarded as
very poor with prospect of not to exceed one
third to one-half the average yield. In Ohio
the general outlook for corn has been improved by rains, with an outlook of 85 per
cent of the average yield in Atchison, Labette and Allen counties in Mansas, there is
a prospect of one-half average yield of corn
In Chattaqua and Graham counties the yield
is placed at three-fourth of the average. In
Minnesota corn has attained a growth of six
to eight feet and the present outlook is for a
nearly full average crop. Throughout Missouri the prospect U not good for more L'than
one half to three-fourths of an average crop.
Iieports from Wisconsin do not give promise
to exceed one-half the average yield. In Nebraska the prospects continue good for nearly
a

averagelyield.

full

TWO MORE CRANKS

a

FROM WASHINGTON.

Changes In the Postal Service.
Washington, Aug. T.—The following
postal information is furnished by the postmaster general

:

Offices Established.
sunset, Hancock County, special from Deer Isle
two miles north. E. F. Sylvester, postmaster.
West Bangor, I'enobscot County. F. A. Wing,
Post

postmaster.

Post Office site Changed.
Chester Mills, Penobscot County, 2Yi miles
south on route 389.

Report of the Director of the Mint.
Dr. James P. Kimball, director of the mint
has completed his report on the production
of gold and silver in the United States during the calendar vear |of 1885. The production of gold is estimated at $31,800,OX), an increase of $1,000,000 over the estimate for thu
calendar year of 1884. Production of silver
for the calendar year 1885, calculated at coinage rate in silver dollars is estimated at $51,600,000 against $48,800,000 in 1884, an increase
of $2,800,000. Colorado still retains the foremost rank as the largest producer of precious metals, California retaining second
The most notable changes have
een in Montana and Idaho, the production
of the former having increased from $9,000,000 in 1884 to nearly $13,500,000 in 1885 and
latter from $3,970,000 in 1884 to $5,300,000 in
1885. The coinage executed during the calendar year at coinage mints consisted of $47544,521, pieces of the face value of $59,926,810. In addition to the coinage of gold and
silver bars of the value of $27,490,095 were
manufactured by mints and assay offices during the year. The total value of the bullion
and coin imported into the United States
during the calendar year was $41,418,129.
The total exports of gold and silver from the
United States during the same year was
$44,697,749, while the United States lost by
next exportation during the year was $15,507,824 in silver it gained $12,228,104 by the
next importation of gold. The director estimates the amount of gold coin in the United
States January 1,1886, to have been $533,485,492 of silver dollars $218,258,761, subsidiary silver $75,034,111, or a total stock of
coin OÏ $836,779,325.
Plans of the President and Cabinet.
Washington will soon be deserted bv t e
President and a great number of subordinates in the departments, as well as by Congress. The time ef the President's departure for vacation lias not yet been announced,
but it Is expected to take place about the 20th
of this month. His destination will, it is
understood, be the Adirondacks.
Secretary Lamar expects to mate a tour
among the Indian agencies which will begin
with Indian Territory, where he will go from
Mississippi, and then, proceeding northward
end in Dakota. The postmaster general will
leave for Wisconsin within the next two
weeks, and Assistant Secretary Faircliild
hopes to have a brief rest in New York State
but he has as yet made no definite arrangements. The attorney general has already
left the city. Secretary Whitney is back and
forward between New York so often that
his absence will scarcely be noticed during
the recess, and this leaves Secretary Endicott as the only representative of the administration who has not yet been told of for

Successfully Navigate the Niagara
Rapids in a Cask.
Thousand

Fifteen

Witness

People

the Perilous Feat.

Buffalo, Ν. Y., Aug. 8—Niagara whirl-

pool rapids were again navigated in a cask
today, the perilous feat being successfully
accomplisked by William Potts and George
Hazelett, two coopers employed in the same

shop with Graham, who made the initial trip
about three weeks ago. The barrel boat was
10 feet long, conical in form and built of the
It was supplied with a
best locust staves.
keel, rudder, screw wheel and a turret with
About ;t00 pounds
holes.
covered
peep
glass
of said ballast kept it right side up most of
the time. The two men lay back to back
while passing through the more turbulent
waters, clinging to handles made fast to the
sides of the cask. Each was likewise kept
on his own side of the cask by means of canThe start
vas being made fast to staples.
was madef rom Maid of the Mist landing on
the Canada side at 4.25 p. m.

A

row

boat

towed the cask to a point just above the "cantilever bridge where it was turned Jadrift in
The novel craft
the middle of the stream.
was submerged about half the time while

passing through the rapids,but while circumscribing the outer circle of the whirlpool, its
occupants thrust their heads through the
opening and Potts calmly smoked a||cigar.

A successful landing was made at Queenntown on the Canada side, farther down the
river. The entire voyage occupied 55 minutes. The feat was witnessed by no less
than 15,000 spectators.
en AC Ε a*

DANCER.

Threats of Serious Charges
Preferred Against Him to

to! be

Additions to the Pension Roll.
The following statement, furnished by the
Pension Bureau, shows the number of pensioners on the rolls of the Bureau who are
affected by the recent act of Congress granting increased pensions for certain disabilities
and the increase per month in each case :
Increase.
No.
pensioners, per mo
Disability.
§6.00
the
elbow, 3,102
Loss of one arm above
6.00
Loss of one leg above the knee,.... 2,0*1
C.00
839
elbow..
the
Loss of one arm below
6.00
Loss of one leg below the knee— 1,185
7.50
443
Loss of arm at the shoulder joint..
τ r;r»
-AO
1ntnt
ΪΌ88 of
Tins will make a total increase of about
$50,000 a month or $600,000 a year,
Jackson Has Not

Resigned.

Secretary Bayard said tonight that he had
not received the resignation of Mr. Jackson,
minister to Mexico, and there was nothing
new in the Cutting case.
ANOTHEB MYSTERY.
A Man's

Body

Found In a Swamp.

New Haves', Conn., Aug. 8.—While Edmund Terril!, of Wallingford, was liuckleberrying in a swamp near Cheshire today,
he found a shoe box in the bushes, which upon being opened was found to contain a
man's body packed closely. Medical examiner MctJaughy was summoned and he feund
it to be the body of a man about 30 years of
The
age, weighing probably 175 pounds.
head had been cut off close to the shoulders,
as
had
been
and
arms
unjointed
the
legs
and
neatly as though done by an expert. The
trace
head, arms and legs are missing and no
The body which
of them could be found.
was but slightly decomposed was naked and
nothing was found in the box which would
the
give the slightest clew to the identity of box
victim. The box was an ordinary ."shoe
about 30 inches long by 18 inches wide, and
the inside was lined with tarred paper, carefully tacked in. The doctor thinks the man
must have died within three days. Probably within 48 hours. The doctor and those
who saw the body in the box are of the opinion that it is a clear case of murder.
Yacht Fleet at Newport.

Aug. «.—The harbor presented a beautiful sight to-day. 'Ihe yachts
were in gala dress and the sails were spread
to-day. Lines of streamers extended from
and from
peak to peak of the schooners,
peak to hull in double lines on every yacht.
Thousands of excursionists and many townspeople viewed the pretty sight from the deck
of the excursion steamers, wharves, cat
boats and row boats. At 3 o'clock the decorations were lowered, and the flags set at
half mast in respect for former Secretary
Charles A. Minton, who died this morning.
Several yachts left the harbor to-day, including the Grayling, Wanderer and Sachem.
has been spent idly on board the
The
Newport, It. I.,

day
yachts in talking

The
to-morrow.
ford at 1 o'clock.

over

and run of
leave for New Bed-

the race

yachts

Cutting sentencea.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 7-—1The El Paso Texan correspondent of the Globe Democrat, telpronounced on
egraphs that sentence Itwas
is one year's imCutting this evening.
prisonment at hard labor and six hundred
dollars fine. If lie cannot pay the fine he
will have to serve 100 days longer. Medido,
who caused all the trouble, has leave to sue
Cutting in a civil suit for damages. The
question of censuring ! American Consul
Brigham, and asking for his removal, is referred to the Supreme Court at Chihuahua.
Cutting will probably be hurried off to prison

at

Chihuahua tonight.

Caused By a Pipe.
Boston', Aug. 8.—A large barn, with contents, owned by J. H. Hathorne, Summer
street, Dedliam, was burned this morning.
Seven horses and a large number of carriages
The loss is $10,000; fully inwere burned.
sured.
a

pipe.

The

probable

cause.was a

spark from

CE Ν ERA*. NEWS.
The steamship Werra arrived in Boston,
harbor Saturday. Her delay was caused by
An emigrant
the breaking of her shaft.
overboard from her in mid-ocean
and was drowned. The steamer lies at the
New York and New England dock in South
Boston. She will be open to public inspection for a few days, upon the payment of a
small fee, the proceeds to he distributed
among local charities. The new shaft and
propeller for the disabled vessel will be
brought here by steamer next leaving Bremen and repairs will be made at this port.

jumped

The government lias been tendered a battery of two guns and forty men from Garden
City, Kansas, in case of a war with Mexico.
The editor of the Providence Journal has
been arrested for libel on account of latt
Assistant Attorney General Bosworeh.
It is rumored that Minister Jackson hat
resigned. His resignation has nothing to dc
with the present Mexican trouble.
The cotton house of the Durfee Mill in
Fall Hiver was damaged 82000 by fire, Sat

urday.

Tho grand jury has found an indictment
against ex-deacon Joseph Story of the Bow
doin Square Baptist church, Boston, charg

ing him with adultery.
Iiollin M. Squire and Maurice B. Flynn are
liable at any moment to find themselves behind prison bars. Warrants for their arresi
are out, and if they attempt to leave New
York arrest will follow.

United States sloop "Alliance" sails in ι
few days on a long cruise to the Mediterra
through the Suez canal, down the coast
of Africa, to Madagascar, and thence tc
Cape of Good Hope, where she will join tin
south Atlantic squadron.
nean

Fitz John Porter has been placed
tired list.

on

the

re

The Republican
delegates
county convention will be held next WednesProhibitionists
the
and
day at Enosburg Falls
county convention Tuesday at St. Albans.

present.

Covernor Hill.

being formulated against aiayoi uiaio
and would shortly be laid before Governor
It is said that the
Hill for consideration.
Afflvnr will l>e ρ liar [red with malfeasance in

Grey-

stone.

Yonkeks, Ν. Y. Aug. 7.—The day opened
with heavy clouds brooding over Greystone
where the body of the dead statesman was
lying. In Yonkers public buildings were
closed and emblems of mourning were displayed on almost every house. Early trains
brought large crowds to attend the obsequies
and the roads leading to the late home of thu
deceased were thronged with mourners.
Among them were many notable citizens.
Long before the services began the house
and spacious grounds of Greystone were
filled to overflowing.
Early in the morning the casket arrived
and the body was placed therein and removed from the room in the second story to
the blue room on the first floor. The remains were placed an a draped catafalque in
the centre of the room. The entire chamber
was also draped in sable.
Among the first to reach the
to arrive.
house were General Alexander Hamilton,
Charles A. Dana, Daniel Magone, John B.

Trevor,

ex-Senator

H. Barnurn,

William

toria regina.
By 9 o'clock several hundred persons of
both sexes had viewed the body.
At 9.50 President Cleveland reached the
mansion. Ile was accompanied bySecretary
Endicott and Private Secretary Lament.
George W. Smith, Mr. Tilden's private seca
retary took the President's arm and foundOn
place for him in the line of citizens.
reaching the head of the bier the President
earnstopped a moment or two and took an
est look at the face lof the dead. He then
the
to
escorted
was
and
hall
the
passed on to
Ten
place where the family were assembled.
minutes later the pall-bearers descended the
staircase. Prayer was then offered and the
simple ceremonies ai uk uuu» uamcu
It was the wish of the family that the ceremonies should be conducted in the simplest
possible manner without any semblance of
This, they say. was in accordance
display.
with Mr. Tilden's often expressed desire.
the
Only a simple service was read, and then
of the
coffin, borne by four faithful servants
dead, was carried from the house and placed
in the hearse in waiting. Twenty carriages
for the family and guests followed. The
funeral cortege proceeded down Broadway,
Yonkers, in the midst of many handsome
residences, and went direct to the Yonkers
a
depot, two miles and a half away. There
drawingspecial train, consisting of three
to
track
room cars was in waiting on a side
convey the mourners to New Lebanon,
3.30. There were no
which was reached
services at the grave beyond the simple cerethe demony of committing the remains of
parted to the earth.
vu...

take if the charges are laid texore mm.
It is a well-known fact, however, that a
the
struggle for political supremacy between
Governor and Mayor has been in progress
in the
some time and has been conducted
most

approveu

muueiu

puutai

*»

u4»mv

of Mayor Grace
by both p.irties. The friends
statements
laugh at these rumors, but the
made by the Squire, Flynn and Newcomb
faction fighting in the interest of Hill, con-

firm them.
And upon the heels of this statement comes
another that Gen. Porter will be asked to reassume
sign the police commissionership to of New
the duties of the collector of the port
York, which office, so report has it, will
shortly be made vacant by the resignation of

Collector Hedden. There is a strong belief
here that President Cleveland has called for
Hedden's resignation.
The Mayor himself courts investigation
esand says it will strengthen him in public
in
timation, as the charges will be shown upthe
for
their true light, being trumped up
of
work
in
the
him
purpose of intimidating
works
investigating the department of publicleaked
and its head poet Squire. It has also
out that Mayor Grace contemplates removing
Police Commissioner Fitz John Porter, believing that his position has beenJforfeitecUjy
the
the action of Congress in placing him on
army rolls.
LOVE WAITS HALF A CENTURY.
The Bride is 70 Years

Old,

and the

Happy Croom, 65.
little
i'lIOVIDEXCE, H. ι,, August v.—A
witcompany of about a score of persons
nessed a marriage in Johnston last evening,
a
form
which
surrounding
the circumstances
very interesting romance.
The bride was Mrs. Sarah Lee, over whose

head seventy summers and winters had sped,
the bridegroom was Deacon David L. Weahad in early
ver, aged 65 years. These two
life been schoolmates, and had in the halcyon
In
days of youth been dear companions. ties
time they separated and found other
For forty
equally as sweet and enduring.
York State, and
years she resided in New
once more
Island
Khode
to
then returning
met the friend of her youthful days. Though
had dealt but
years had passed and time
and
leniently with them, frosting their ;hair
upon their forms
placing his indelible marks
and faces he could not sear the heart nor sap
the fountain of love that sprang with renewed vigor.
The boy and girl of more than half a centhought
tury ago became lovers, age was not
the
of, youth seemed perennial, and under
affection
their
of
pledges
hallowed influences
were exchanged which were last evening
sealed by the noly ordinance of marriage.
The ceremony took place at the residence
of Franklin A. Steere, on the Old Killingly
road at 9.15 o'clock. Mr. Steere, whose wife
is a niece of the bride, illuminated the lawn
with Chinese lanterns and burned red lire
in honor of the happy occasion. The cereB. Ward of
mony was performed by Rev. A.
the Park Street Church. The silvery-haired
of
the parlor,
window
the
bay
couple stood in
and were supported by Miss Edith L. Steere
and Mr. William T. Smith, and Miss Florrie
B. Steere and Master Howard Holbrook.
The group was remarkable one, representand old age.
ing, as it did, childhood, youth
The ceremony was brief and impressive, and
received
the
couple
happy
at its conclusion
the congratulations of their friends, and then
cake, fruit, ice
partook of a collation of fruit
cake which
The
cream and lemonade.
be the
was served to the companp was made
bride.
ON

THE TURF.

It Went to

Billy

R.

Boston, Aug. 8,—The unfinished race of
the 2.27 class, which was left over from Friday, was finished Saturday morning at Mystic Park, and was a very hard battle. Fol-

SHOT BY HIS YOUNC WIFE.
Who Claims,

Though,

That it Was

Accidental.
Chicago, Aug. 7.—Three months ago Cap
tain Wallace \V. Hall married Miss Annie
Cox of this city. Early this morning he was
shot and instantly killed in his home on
Wabash avenue. The fatal bullet was fired
by his wife, who claimed that it was accidental, and occurred during a struggle for
possession of the pistol between herself and

Mrs. Ilall is now in custody.
high
Captain Hall until recently stood very
as an officer in the secret service of the
United States. His marriage was not a haphusband.

This repy one, and he became dissipated.
sulted in his resignation being called for.
domestic

marred

ttLsmflteyAttfA* tyùîlFfiA"
Mrs.

happiness.

Hall

claims that he frequently threatened her
life, and that her father, James M. -C. Cox,
was compelled to reside with them.
Severel quarrels took place yesterday, and
a verry bitter feeling was engendered between man and wife, which this morning
culminated in the tragedy.
The sound of a terrible struggle in the
Hall residence this morning, the crashwoman's
piercof
furniture, a
ing
ing scream and a pistol shot alarmed
the neighbors, and the police were
the
entered
When they
summoned.
house they met on all sides evidences of
Mrs. Hall, clad
a life-and.'death struggle.
robes, was discovered pacing the
in her

night

floor excitedly. When questioned, she pointed to the rear room. Here the officers discovered the body of Captain Hall lying face upward on the floor, blood slowly trickling from
a wound in the middle of his breast, above
A few feet avtay lay a Smith &
the heart.
Wesson revolver of 32-calibre, with one empty chamber. The body was cold.
lu this room the furniture and bed clothes
gave clear evidence of a hard struggle. Captain Hall was attired only in a night dress,
lie had died without changing the position
in which he fell.
Mrs. Hall was taken to the armory and the
The woman's father
corpse to the morgue.
corroborates her story of the affair.

Expected From
Striking Tanners.

More Trouble

the

Racing

at

Saratoga.

Sakatoga, Aug. 7,—There was
tendance at the race track today.

a

large

at-

Fir9t race, three-quarters of a mile—Estrella
Lady Wayward second. Time, 1.15%.
Second race, one mile and live furlongs—Eckwood won, O'Fallon second. Time, 2.54%.
won,

is

expected

to-morrow

morning.

A WISCONSIN TOWN
Burned by a Forest Fire-Loss
*
OOO.

S200,-

Milwaukee, Aug. «.—Forest fires in
Marathon and Clark counties to-day burned
the town of Spencer and searched Colby,
while Chippewa Falls was threatened. At
Soencer, a town of 1000 population, on the
Wisconsin Central the loss is $200,000. A
northeast gale was blowing at the time. The
fire started and fanned the liâmes through
the village with fearful rapidity, and hogs
were unable to escape so rapid was the
spread, and many burned to death. Thirtyfive families are rendered homeless and
The
penniless, having had no insurance.
principal sufferers are lumber firms.

NOT THIS TIME.
How Lubec Fishermen Did Not Lose
Their Boats.

Eastpokt, Me., Aug. 7.—Sumner & Ryera Canson, Lubee fishermen, got the best of
adian cruiser, Friday. They rent a weir on
and
Campebello Island, opposite Eastport
also pay
pay the owners $30 a year. They
lia
for
a
the Canadian government $5 year
this
cense for doing this. They have paid
fee for twenty years. While their boat was
taking fish from the weir, Friday, along
Midcame a Canadian cruiser, the "General
as the
dleton," and seized the boat. As soon
liowners found it out they produced their
and the captain of the cruiser surrenProbably some
dered the boat to them.
to Ipreloop-hole in the license will be found
vent their using this weir any more. Howthese
seizures is
ever, indignation here over
cense

growing daily.

Massing Troops in Mexico.
Aug. 7.—All day
in
long yesterday the recently arrived troops
New Laredo, Mexico, paraded the streets.
The force now numbers about 4G0, of which
one company is cavalry and one artillery.
The latter company went to the river bank
two or three times during the day and swung
the muzzles of the\r cannon toward Texas in
Eight cavalry horses from
great bravado.Grande
have arrived at Laredo
the lower Kio
bound for Brownsville. It is also learned
that parts of two regiments of Mexican troops
have been sent from Soltillo and Monterey to
l'iedras Negras and other forces have been
ordered from the interior states to various
frontier.
posts on the eastern
New Laredo, Mexico,

Vermont Politics.
Yt., Aug. 8.—The Democrats
at Sheldon
of this county held a convention
this ticket: Senyesterday and nominated
St.
of
J. (J.
Albans;
ators, Ralph Sherwood,
and I. N. Randall, of
Powell, of Richford,
judges, Michael McBakersiield. Assistantand
E. G. Derning, of
Gettrick, Of Fletcher,
S. L. Halleran.
Attorney,
Sheldon. States
L. B. Kennedy, of
of Ilighgate. Sheriff,
St. Albans,

Rioting Breaks Out at BelEfast, Ireland.

Troops Summoned From Dnblin to
Take the Place of Police.
A Dozen Persons Reported Killed and
Many Others Wounded.
Belief that Cladstone Will 8oon
Retire From Public Life.

London, Aug. 7·.—Mr. Gladstone's letter to
Arnold Morley, comceming which so much
has recently been said, reads as follows :
"Even apart from the action of permanent

causes the strain of the
me has been
and
for some
whether in or

great,

portunity

last six years upon

I must look for an opchange and repose,

beyond England.

But in one

respect I feel that relief must bo sought
forthwith and be made permanent. It nan
been my fate

to

charged with personal

be

correspondence, in part highly interesting,
fallen
but. I think, far greater than lias ever
My prito the lot of any other individual.
hard
in
I
was
office,
by
vate secretaries, when
labor carried on what I may call the work of
the department. I shall be unable henceforth
to maintain the establishment or promise the
devotion of time and the surrender of personal liberty which the efficient conduct of
intercourse by letter with not less than twenty thousand persons each year requires." to
Mr. Gladstone then adds a notification
all concerned of hiû inabilitv to reniv.tn u*lielieve that the ex-premier's letter forecasts
his retirement from public life.
Violent Rioting at Belfast.
Belfast. Aug. 8.—The excitement here 1·
unabated. This morning rioting broke out
in Old Lodge road, and the police were
rioters.
obliged to fire in order to disperse the
This afternoon rioting was renewed with
and
great violence in Old Lodge, Grosvener
with gun
Springfield roads. Many persons
snot wounds have been sent to the hospital.
Additional troops have been telegraphed for.
The aspect of affairs is serious. The mayor
hours' meeting of
presided to-day at a three There
are rumor»
the executive committee.
current of many fatalities, but it is difficult
seizto obtain accurate accounts. A panic is
ing the peaceful inhabitants.
is
far
90
dead
of
persons
The total number
believed to be six. The number of wounded
200.
Inis unknown, but will probably reach
with a small escort,
spector General Reed, mob
in Lodge street
was surrounded by a
The rioting
and was obliged to run for life.
shows no signs of abatement. The McKenna
the
sacking
incident, which was principally
was
of wine shops and other public nouses,
being that two
repeated tonight, the result
fatally
another
persons were killed and
wounded. Twenty-six cases of serious injury
a boy,
are reported, one of the sufferers being
whn ha«

«ince died.

More Rioting at Belfast.

Belfast, Ireland, Aug. 8.—To-night

con-

flicts were resumed. The fighting was the
most desperate that bas taken place during
the recent troubles. The mob was infuriated
Fifty perand fought with savage energy.
sons were injured, some it is thought fatally.

Terrible struggles occurred on the Shankhill road. The police quartered in McKenatna's tavern, on the old Lodge road, were
tacked by the mob with stone» and revolvers,
and were compelled to fire from the windows
attack
of the beleagured house. During this
to a hospi18"persons were injured and taken
to oe
said
is
Jackson
tal. À youth named
dying from his injuries. Four policemen
were

badly wounded.

London, Aug. 8.—A Belfast despatch
were killed
says: "At least a dozen persons
some
Sunday. The stone throwing was in forced
instances so heavy the soldiers were

to clear the streets by charging bayonets."
The Belfast riots did not argue a peaceful
ascondition of affairs, and the murderous
all symsaults by Orangemen would destroy
a
attend
bijt
pathy for them. Davett will the
Irish socidemonstration of welcome by
subsewill
He
14.
eties of Chicago, August
convention
quently attend and speak at a big
of the Irish National League of America.
He will
same
in
the
city.
19
August 18 and
where he will
go thence to San Francisco
take rest and after that start out on his lecturing tour.
More Trouble Feared at Belfast.
the urDublin, August 8—In response to this evBelfast
gent telegrams received from
of tluim 1».
««mvU i*j Vu^lV
ening 400 infantry soldiers, some
call in the streets and were despatched in
A bedy
haste to Belfast by a special train.
of 200 dragoons and infantry will leave for
Belfast at 4 o'clock tomorrow morning. The
police of Belfast will be supers ceded by mili..

——

tia.

From the Eternal City.
CarRome, Aug. 7.—The Pope has ordered
dinal Jacobini, Papal secretary, to despatch

of
to the powers a circular notifying them
the Vatican's decision to establish diplomatic
relations with China, and explaining the expediency of the step.
Cholera is virulent in Barletta, where 133
tonew cases and 42 deaths were reported
are :
day. Other cholera returns for to-dayRuvo
Venice, 11 new cases and five deaths ; and
di Pulgia, 23 new cases and eight deaths,
66 new cases and 17 deaths elsewhere.
Ross and Lee in

England.

London, Aug. 7.—Beach, the Australian
oarsman, is arranging a match with Wallace
isRoss for £500 a side. Ross and Lee have
sued a challenge for a double scull race with
a side.
any two men in the world for £500
He Probably Knows.

Paris, Aug.

7.—The

Mexican minister

here has sent a communication to the pai>ers
in which he says that a conflict will not arise
between Mexico and the United States in

connection with the Cutting affair. He coecludes with the statement that Mexieo is peiThe Pope Seriously III.
Paws, Aug. 7.—The Journal des Debati
says the Pope is seriously ill.
THE STATE.

Sai.em, Mass., Aug. 8.—A public meeting
was called at Peabody last night to express
disapproval of the citizens of the riotous acts
The
of Saturday by the striking tanners.
mob captured the meeting and voted down
and
mobs
denouncing
the resolutions
violence. In response to the question if
they favored a mob the meeting yelled "yes."
The meeting was broken up in disorder
later. A meeting of law abiding citizens
was held at the selectmen's room and arrangements made to meet any trouble that
may arise to-morrow. A signal was arranged
to be sounded on the fire alarm and for aid
Trouble
from Salem, Gloucester and Lynn.

—

·■··

Violent

fectly tranquil.

MOB RULE AT SALEM.

lowing is

the summary :
Mystic Park. Medfokd, Aug. 7, 188β.—Unfinished race of 2.27 class, for purse of $300, divided; mile heats, best 3 in 5, to harness.
3 2 1 4 3 1 1
Ed. MeEvoy, b. g. Billy K,
2
H. Richardson, b. m. Minnie C.l 1 7 2 4 2
E. J. Crawford, b. e. John MorG 3 5 1 3 3
G
rill,
1 5 4 4
L. Β. Carter, blk. m. Nellie C..4 4 6
Clias. liecords, b. ill. Carrie X..2 3 2 3 2 r. o,
6 7 5 6 dist.
T. D. Marsh, br. g. Ferd S
E. L>. Wiggln. b. in. Carrie 'Γ.. 7 8 4 dr.

FOREICN.

The Cladstone Letter.

The Funeral Ceremonies at

placed

were

THREE CENTS·

THE LAST SAD RITES.

Samuel B. Jordan, Treasurer and Collector
Murphy and ex-Assembly man Morrow. Andrew H. Green received all and ushered
them into the parlor. People generally were
then admitted to view the remains. There
A
were only two floral pieces on the coffin.
lay
bouquet of calla lilies and white roses
near the head of the casket and at the foot
a sheaf of pals, smilax and vicwas

Eosition.

lifmnrtnf-P.

Fletcher. Judge of Probate, M. W. Bailey,
of St. Albans. High Bailiff, lloolis Wanser,
of Fairfield. County committee, K. A. Paul,
of East Berkshire ; J. B. Anderson, of Highwas
gate, and W. H. Bead, of Fairfax. It malannounced in convention that certain
content Republicans of the county were
welcome to aid the Democratic cause if they
place in the
choose, but they must take their
rear and come m as pushers, not as leaders,
in the Democratic camp, and must make no
calculations on sharing any plums the party
50
may secure. Forty-four out of a possible
were

—

PRICE
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1886

ery and Edgar

RACE.

Mayflower Outsails the Puritan
for the Coelet Cup.

The

97
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CREAT YACHT

A
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CAMP BROKEN.
Further C. A. R. Elections and Adjournment Until Next Year.
San Fkaxcisco, Aug. 7.—Col. Edgar Alva., was elected Junior
Vice Commander-in-Chief, Dr. A. S. Evarts
of Colorado, Surgeon General, and Rev.
Thomas C. Warner of Chattanooga, Chapof
lain. There were no further proceedings
importance and the encampment adjourned
len of Richmond,

suie

inc.

Disappointed

In

Love.

Gbeeneielp, Mass.. Aug. 7.—Ilattie Williams, a domestic in R. W. Ward's boarding
herhouse, in the Opera House block, shot last
self in the left breast with a revolver
die.
Disappointnight, and will probably
ment in a love affair is supposed to have
Miss Williams,
been the cause of the act.
who came from Montpelier eight months ago
is 23 years of age.

Campmeeting at Conticook.
Abbie X.
Conticook, Ν. H., August 8
Burnliam, of Boston, was the chief speaker
at the Kidge spiritualist campmeeting today.
A noticeable number of Boston people are
among tliem
present at this campmeeting,
G,
are I)rs. Jonas A. Blass, E. A. Amsden,
S.
Morton, Captain Nelson Woodbury, S.
Goodwin and others.

AKOOSTOOK COUNTY,
The new opera house at Presque Isle, built
In η
l>y Charles G. Perry, will be completed
few days. It is one of the finest buildings
feet
70x76
is
structure
The
in Aroostook.
in size, has an auditorium capable of seating
800 people and a fine large stage. It will be
called Perry's Opera House.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Les Petits Freres de Marie who are to open

the new French Canadian parochial school»
set sail
in Lewiston in September, were to
There
from Havre, August 7th for America.
They will come by th·
are four of them.
are
expected
way of New York, where they
The home
on the 15th and 16th of August.
is at St.
helong
they
which
to
of the order
Genis-Laval near Lyons. They will reside
on
mansion
in the former T. W. Kanada
Bates street, which has been thoroughly refitted for their reception, and they will teach
in one of the Lincoln street school houses,
the use of which the city has granted.
SOMERSET COl"? lY.

The Weston family arc 1 have a réunion
commemorate
at Madison, September 30th,
the one hundredth anniversary of the settleBenjamin
Deacon
ancestor.
ment of their
Weston at Plantation No. 1, now Madison.
A large gathering is expected.
The statement that the St. Louis league
base ball team is about to disband and PittsSt.
burg take its place is unfounded says a his
Louis despatch. Lucas positively asserts
this
scheduled
games
club will play all their
lie is filling the places of those reseason,
leased with new ones who improve the team

greatly.

IN GENERAL.

Heports from different sections agree that
deer are more plenty now in Maine than lor
The Industsial Journal
many years past.
come stories

says that from all directions
about deer being seen, in many instances in
localities where they have not been observed
before for a quarter of a century. But while
settlethey are thus frequently seen near the
ments they are notably numerous in their
favorite haunts in the depths of the forests.
The greatest deer park in Maine, or in fact
of
on the Atlantic Slope, is in ithe vicinity
Nicatous Lake. A few weeks since James
while
West and wife of Camp Nicatous,
up Gasabeus
canoeing from Nicatous Lake
saw
Stream to the lake of the latter name,
of
twelve deer in one forenoon. J. Barling
time
'short
a
Lowell, on a trip to Gasabeus
Mr.
one
in
day.
since, saw eighteen deer
on
Merrick, a somewhat noted bear hunter,
seven deer
a recent visit to Gasabeus saw
These reports give
in the lake at one time.
In that
some idea of the abundance of deer

locality this

season.

—

Another Brakeman Cone.
Mekiden, Conn., Aug. 7.—Wilson Hobofl
bins, aged '-'3, a freight brakeman, slippedthis
the top of a car on a train here early
in
morning and was killed by a train coming
He was single. His
an opposite direction.
in
home was in Rock Hill, but he boarded
Hartford.
Michael Davitt Arrives.
Davitt arN'eu York, August 8—Michael
and on berived today on steamer Germanic, said that
r
interviewed by a Tribune report
the Conservative ministry wouMinprobably
Ireland,
offer some remedy for the troubles
but what he could not say.

Fire This Morning.
The alarm from box 32 at 3.50 o'clock this
a
morning was for a fire in a two-story and
half brick house at No. 16 Portland street
owned by Mrs. Harriet Bane and occupied
Lewis
by her together with her son-in-law,
Eagles. The firemen werejquickly on the
spot and soon had the fire under control, but
not until everything was pretty well
wet down. How it originated it was impossible to find out as all the occupants were In
no
an excited frame of mind and could give
were awakthat
they
information, only
by the
sleep
a sound
ened out of
were
cry of fire. The house an<lj contents
well insured. A lady who occupied one of
the
the rooms told the Press reporter that
out last Monday
on lier furniture ran

policy

and she had not had It renewed.

AROOSTOOK.

THE

THE PREB8.

of the Exploration

Experiences

MONDAT MORNING, AUG. 9.

Party

in the North-

read anonymous letters and communThe name and address of the writer are
1 all cases indispensable, not necessarily for putication hut as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
We do nut

cations.

Facts, Figures and Fancies About
the Land of Thrifty Farmers.
A Shire Town That Puts on the Airs
of a

City.

FOR GOVERNOR,

JOSEPH R. BODWELL,
OF

HALLO WKLL.

For Representatives to Congress

:

First District—THOMAS B. REED, of Portland.
Scatnd, District
NELSON DINGLEÏ, Jr., of
—

Lewlston.

Third Diatriet—SETH L. MILLIKEN, of Belfast.
Fourth District—CHARLES A. BOUTELLE, of
Bangor.

"It is a great country," is the expression
you may invariably expect to hear whenever
the Aroostook is mentioned within the hearing of a resident of that favored county ; but

his radiant smile approaches the vanishing
"After you get there."
point as he adds :
One who has neter visited Aroostook has no
true conception of the size of the State of
Maine. In the time it takes you to travel
from Portland to the farthest Aroostook

by rail, or even to nearer
places, like Presque Isle or Caribou, you
would find yourself in Maryland or Virginia
did you journey southward, or beyond the
Hudson, and well on your way to Ohio, if

towns accessible

CAMPAIGN PRESS.
For the purpose of furthering the (rood cause in
coming political campaign, the publishers of
the l'RESS propose to issue their Weekly and
Dally Editions at the following extraordinarily
low rates, barely covering the cost of material
thu

postage.

tud

The Maine State Press,
Weekly,

furnished, beginning with the
number issued next after the receipt of the order
each ease, and closing with the issue September 16th, containing a report of the Maine elecwill be

tion.

SINCLE

25 CENTS.

COPIES,

THE DAILY

PRESS,

Will b· furnished, beginning with the number issued next after the receipt of the order in each
cas·, and closing with the issue September 16th,
with full returns from Maine Election,
x

SINGLE COPIES, SI.OO.
cjmiu pjj
puir

uavago ττπι,

iu an vcjtoo uo pi

mu

Ushers.
The Press will contain complete political news
and information,—besides the customary general
news, business and miscellaneous matter.
Republican Committees and others desirous of
Uie triumph of the right, can do 110 more useful
service than to aid in dissemination of good read»t matter. Address

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.

History repeats itself. The Mayflower left
the Puritan last Saturday.
With Canadians tying our fishing schooners to rot at Nova Scotia wharves, and Mexicans training cannon on the great State of
of Texas, this country is getting stepped on

badly.
Though

this administration is one of economy and reform, the appropriations of this
Congress are the largest with one exception
in the history of the government, and all of
them have been approved by the President.
A company of negro militiamen from Mass
achusetts are to make a tour in the South in
September. This shows that time will work
great changes, and prompts the hope that
the Mexicans and Texans will yet be friends

again.
Mr. Eben F. Pillsbury has retired from the
collectorship of internal revenue for the District of Massachusetts, and his subordinates
have presented to him a set of furniture, including an oaken sideboard. A side track
would have been a very appropriate present,
too.
A scheme is talked of
of

whereby the fisheries
British Columbia are to be developed by

fishermen
While they

from
Labrador.
it the fellow who has

transported

are about
been developing the fish stories about suffering in Newfoundlan d should be transported
to the South Seas.

The friends of Squire and Flynn are now
threatening to expose Mayor Grace, whom
they intimate has also been a party to a cerrupt bargain. The testimony of these men
uncorroborated is not worth much, but New
York has furnished many surprises lately,
and it is possible we may be on the eve of
the greatest surprise of all.

you went west. But the journey to Aroostook is neither so circuitous, nor so tedious
as might be inferred. The route lies through
the Province of New Brunswick, but in the
whole distance from Portland to Madawaska it does not vary from a direct line enough
to make more than an easy bend to the

WOO
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Kollin M. Squire ana Maurice B. Flynn are
still at large in New York city, but detectives
shadow them continually, ready to arrest
them on the slightest indication .of flight to
Canada. If things in New York city go on
from bad to worse for the next year as they
have in the last, it will be a good plan to
chain a detective to each city official the moA good
ment he takes the oath of office.
smart detective might be a fair substitute for
a conscience.

Congressman Cox of North Carolina who
stood up valiantly in the House during the
session just closed, in defence of civil service
reform has failed of a renomination. The
fight against him was made by the enemies
of civil service reform and they won by a
large majority. Senator Yance undoubtedly
represented the sentiment of the Democrats
of that State on this question when he described the reform as a humbug and declared
that it ought to go.
There is said to be conclusive evidence
that Editor Cutting carried the paper containing the libel for which he has just been
sentenced into Mexico himself and distributed it. If this be so, then there is no ground
for interference by the American Government. If an American violates the laws of
Mexico, in Mexico, he does so at his own
risk. It may be the duty of our government
in that case to see that lie lias a fair trial, but

there its duty ends. Cutting apparently has
had that. Secretary Bayard should curb his
impetuosity until he finds out the facts definitely. Up to the present apparently he has
failed to discover some very important ones.
One theory which has been advanced to
explain the scarcity of mackerel on our coast
lays the unfortunate circumstance to the
fishermen who go South for the fish as early
as March.
They set their seines and nets as
far south as Cape May to intercept the fish
as they migrate northward.
Coming in contact with these obstructions the mackerel
leave the shore to strike in farther north ;
but are again headed off by the weirs and

seines which line the coast to Cape Cod, and
farther north. This theory may be
more ingenious than true; but there can be
even

lîf+lrt stn.iKf fViof

Unirn Ι,,,Λη f-O

lowing the mackerel too closely ;
the plan to allow no importation

and that
till after
June 1st, each year, is much needed.
Δη Illinois veteran, the father of two sons
who perished, the one at Gettysburg and the

other at Altoona, was getting a pension of $12
a month when this administration came into
power. Commissioner Black has cut it down
to four dollars. This is what the veteran
said to him in returning the new certificate :
My original pension was granted for disability
Incurred in the service in 18«2 under Gen. Urant.
business for a government
preserved by the efforts of Its soldiers to insult
one of them by offering the scanty pittance μι-anted in your reissue certificate, and It is beneath the
pride of one old soldier, although needy, to accept it. I would suggest that you add my S+ per
month to your $100, and if there is no law for it,
perhaps you could have the act of Congress granting your pension amended so as to admit of it.
The Democratic paper that commended
Congress for failing to pass over the PresiIt

seems

to

me

small

dent's veto the bill to pension [the widow of
General Hunter, will
letter insolent.

undobtedly

call this

The Lovering pension bill which proposes
to give every surviving veteran, no matter
what his present condition or whether lie
was disabled in the war or not, $8 a month,
which was voted down by the Grand Army
convention in this city a year ago was voted
down again at San Francisco last week. A
good deal of work has been done by the
friends of this scheme in its support during
the past year and it was expected that it
would go through at San Francisco. The
veterans have given the country renewed evidence of their patriotism by rejecting it.
We imagine that if the proposition to exempt
veterans from civil service examinations
could be brought before the encampment it
would go the way of the Lovering bill.
The veterans want justice. They have too
much self-respect to ask charity.

The last census showed that in 1880
there were in the county 5,800 farms, with an
area of 270,000 acres, ai;d valued at $5,200,000. The live stock was valued at $1,200,000,
and the farming implements and machinery at
$350,000. In value of farm products only Kennebec, Penobscot and Cumberland equalled
Aroostook's two million dollars' worth.
The Fourth of July orator at Houlton this
that
year could point with pride to the fact
in 1880 only two counties in the nation, Steuben in New York and Bradford in Pennsylvania, equalled Aroostook's crop of buckwheat, while no county raised so many potatoes. Throughout Maine the average yield
of potatoes per acre is 116 bushels, in Aroostook it is estimated at from 150 to 175. Many
of these potatoes are manufactured into
•tarch, of which nearly 5,000 tons are sent
annually. In certain staple proaway
ductione, the contribution which Aroostook
makes annually is a very considerable pro-

former management of the New Brunswick
Railway the journey was something to be
thought of some time beforehand. The trains
It is
were slow and accommodations poor.
said that in New Brunswick the farmers
would hail a passenger train just as horse
cars are hailed in the streets of a city, and
that it was a regular thing to slow up to take
But the old Euon wandering sportsmen.

ropean lias become part of the Maine Central ; and the New Brunswick railway, since
1ï çdri.nf- if...Una
Oram
SnnA<u.l.lInnaflMir
ecome a great system with an the facilities
for sure and swift travelling.
FROM BANGOR TO THE PROVINCE.

Bangor

The first
trip from
is likely to
Aroostook
new
ideas
about
this

to

the

give one some
State and the
neighboring Province. Until Mattawamkeag is reached the route is along the
Penobscot river. The country is not remarkable for its signs of thrift, but compared
with what is beyond Mattawamkeag it is a
paradise. The Aroostook Exploration Party enjoyed λ special train of six of the finest
cars on the New Brunswick Railway, and
were drawn by a Maine Central engine that
gave splendid promise of getting somewhere ;
but
had
the
they not had
of others who had gone that
way before, there is little doubt that most of
the party would have gone on their knees to
Mr. Atwood and prayed to be taken back to
Bangor. For mile after mile, until the boundary line has been passed some time, the
country is too wild to produce even a decent
assurances

forest. Fires have ravaged until there is
little left but scrubby evergreens and rocks.
Bogs vary the monotony, and huge boulders
excite the wonder of the traveller. Abou4
MacAdam Junction, which is just across the
line from Vanceboro, these boulders are so
large and numerous that the bushes have
somewhat the appearance of growing in the
crevices of an extensive ledge. One of the
party recalled a very original and accurate remark which the late Governor Coburn once
made while passing MacAdam with a party
of railroad men. The old gentleman eyed the
rocks for some time with wonder, and then
turning to his party, exclaimed: "Gentlemen, this is the first time I have been out of
OlgiJli

Ui

lilUU.

Vanceboro;

to

wamkeag and
miles.

XL
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waste between MattaVanceboro extends for 55

UP THE ST. JOHN.

At Mac Adam the Exploration Party passed
into the hands of tlie New Brunswick railway.

The private car of the General Manager of
the road was attached to the train, while
several engines from the round house blew
salutes with their whistles. From the station the American and English flags were

displayed,

and two young, black bears cathe platform. A bear did not look
out of place in that region.

pered

on

From MacAdam the New Brunswick Kail",,r

kor·

ihroA

HrariflJiAe

n»û

aj\\jna tn St

John, another south along the Maine border
Calais, and a third north along the St.
John, which is near or on the Maine border,
to

to.Edmundston,

away up

by

Madawaska. At
a short

Debec, 40 miles north of MacAdam,

branch runs across the line to Iloulton ; at
Aroostook Junction, 106 miles north of MacAdam, another branch goes over to Fort

Fairfield, Caribou

and

Presque Isle ; while

the main line extends on 58 miles farther to

Edmundston, opposite the Madawaska settlements. The New Brunswick Railway controls in all 445 miles of road ; and the Aroostook is one of its most important tributary

regions.
The railroad reaches the St. John river at
Woodstock, a short distance beyond Debec
Junction, and 51 miles above MacAdam. At
Woodstock also the Meduxnekeag river joins
the St. John, after having its rise in Maine
and flowing past Houlton and across the
boundary line. The 55 miles of railroad between Woodstock and Aroostook Junction,
at the mouth of Aroostook river lies along
the banks of the St, John. For the whole
distance it is one continuous stretch of farming country. The land rises rapidly away
from the river on either side until it reaches
The river is broad
a considerable height.
and placid, and the farms lie in green slopes
on either side. There are few villages, and no

large ones ; but farm houses with large barns
abound. Cattle, sheep, and horses with the
long bodies and short legs peculiar te the
Clydesdale breed so much used in New
Brunswick, pasture
HUV

UUU
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the slopes, and,

on
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trees or cross the narrow intervales to cool
On almost every
themselves in the river.
farm there is a little woodland,
and this
sometimes extends down to the river, and
sometimes lies up the sides of the valley and
crowns
are

the horizon.

frequently passed,

Little white churches
and at distances of a

few miles huge ropes are extended across
the river to guide lazily moving ferry boats.
a curve will give the traveller a view up the valley, where the gleaming
river winds down for miles from a source
which appears to be far up among distant
and hazy mountains. At Newburg Junction,
six miles above Woodstock, there is such a
view, the valley lying open for twenty-five
miles.

Very frequently

THE AROOSTOOK BIVEB.

At Aroostook Junction S3 mile» above
Woodstock and the mouth of the Meduxne-

keag which flows from Iloulton, another
much larger river comes in from Maine and
joins the St. John—the Aroostook river. This
river lies almost wholly within the State of
Maine. Its head waters are in Northern
Piscataquis county, but with a devious northeastern course it flows across the most central
portion of Aroostook county. Its valley is as
beautiful as that of the St. John.
As it ap-

proaches the Canadian line
rupt turns forming a letter Y,

it makes abthe apex lying
branch railroad

towards the north.
The
from Aroostook Junction runs along the river on the inside of this V, reaching first Fort
Fairfield at the extremity of the southeast
era leg of the Y, then Caribou at the apex,
and

finally terminating

at

Presque

Isle at the

Each
extremity of the southwestern leg.
village is about a dozen miles from either of
the other two, and all three are well situated·
Each thinks itself
thrifty and ambitious.
smarter than its neighbors, and when the legislature undertook to locate a
superior
court for Northern Aroostook the triangular fight between these towns came near
being a drawn battle. Caribou won, but
Presque Isle and Fort Fairfield have not
buried the hatchet out of sight.
A PKOSPEEOUS

CO UNTY.

As the Exploration Party went up the
Aroostook river they found themselves in
the best part of the most remarkable ceunty
in the State. In the first place it has G800
square miles of territory ; the great State of
Massachusetts has only 8,040 square miles,
in Aroostook farmer would feel crowded in
Island or Delaware.
ι State like lihode
I'hen Aroostook is growing faster in popuation than any other eounty. The counties
>f Maine that have made any appreciable
;ains in the last quarter of a century are

Iroostook, Androscoggin

and Cumberland.
iVhile Cumberland had gained 10,708 from
.800 to the census of 1880;.and Androscoggin

.5,316; Aroostook had

more

people by 19,221

yuuui

Presque Isle

Presque Isle sells a million and a half
feet of sawn lumber yearly to be used
at home, that is, in the country around.

A wide region stretches bebeath on every side but the Canadian. There
the Boundary line runs along a deep valley,
while heights on the New Brunswick side
almost overlook the Old Fort. In these days

with the great country around.
Farmers in
Northern Aroostook drive sixty miles to
for their supplie» and a market.
In the southern part of the county Iloulton
is the distributing point for another great

4-vn Α

SWEDEN.

not near each other, and there is nothing
that would pass for a village in the three
town·. They have a flag staff in front of the
store, and on the day the settlement was
visited by the Exploration Party the American flag was hoisted.
The Swedes had also
made preparations to celebrate the anniverxxi
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Continuation of Our Great Sale !

97 i -2 Exchange

crowded yesterday
from 8 o'clock until 6 with ladies eager to avail themselves of the opportunity of buying goods for

Notwithstanding

our

store

was

novlleodtf

Prof. Gleason will Handle any Horse that Kicks, Runs
Away, Balks, Bad to Ride, Hard to Shoe, Afraid
of Top Wagons, Flags, Buffalo Robes, Cars,
Bicycles, Fire Arms, Fire Crackers, Halter Pullers, Bolters, Shiers, &c.

we

still have many desirable bargains left, and have

added

more

for

can

FREE OF CHARCE
By booking them at the Rink

any

da; betweed 10 a.

m.

m.

NEW SUBJECTS EYEBY EVENING.

The public must bear in mind that the Professor dees
not see the horses he is to handle until the;
are brought into the arena that evening.

25 CENTS.
dlw

augu

STEPHEN

to-day, including

Shawls,
ton Underwear, Mantles, Bathing Suits,
Print Wrappers, Trimmings, &c.

COMMENCING MONDAY, AU6UST 9,
Wilkinson's Comic Opera Company, composed of
the leading lights of the opera world.

WANT

WE

MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

TO DO YOUR

RINTINg

orû

eastman br os. « Bancroft

WE WILL· I>0 IT QUICKLY.
WIS WILL I>0 IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL·

dtl

GREENWOOD GARDEN OPERA U01SE.

(@aïd

Mo. 87 Plum Street.

Cot-

aug5

BERRY,

cmd

fob·

Ladies' and Misses' Garments,

B. THURSTON &

CD.,

MASCOT !
THIBSDAT, FBI DAY and SATUBDAY

CHIMES

971-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.

ANNUAL·

MEETINGS.

FOREST CITY PAVILION, PEAKS' ISLAND

Annual Meeting.

THE

Annual Meeting.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Electric Advertising Company will be held in
Portland at the office of the company, No. 24 Exchange street, on Wednesday, August 11, at 2 p. in.

THE

υ. U.

augiuiu

r.AiUUA£i,

Ail»

UlClft.

Annual Meeting;.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Boston Electric Time Company will be held in
Portland at the office of the company, No. 24 Exchange street, on WednesdayLAugust 11, at 2 p.m.
C T> UVEBMOKK. Clerk.

THE

Remember tbis Fact.

180.00

BIG DOUBLE BILL.

WEEK OF AUGUST

MIKADO m CONFUSION !
Also DR. E.Y!¥W the great Illusionist aud
who will cut people up in full view of
the audience. His farewell abearance In this
country. Round trip tickets on Forest City steamjly2Udtf
ers, admitting to ravillion only 20c.

spiritualist,

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Massachusetts Electric Time Company will
be held in Portland at the office of the company,
No. 24 Exchange street on Wednesday, August 11,
C. D. LIVEBMOKE, Clerk,
at 2 p. m.
dtd
aug-t

We liave a large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use MCHET'S TRIAL CASE, together
with the OPTHAL1HOSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

OFJjORMAKDY!

Take Star Line Boats, Franklin Wharf. Kound
augOdtf
trip, including Garden, 25 cents.

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,

24.10

BASE BALL

POBTLAND

GBOUNDS.

BROCKTONS ¥ PORTLANDS,
Friday and Saturday, Aug. 13 and 14.

guet 17 and IS.
Admission 25 cents.
Game called at 3 o'clock,
dlw
aui)

HILL.

EVERGREEN

There will be a social dauce at Evergreen Landing, Peak's Island, on

Monday, Wednesday and

Salurdayirenings.

Tickets to dance 25 cents. Ladies free. Steamer
will leave Evergreen Wharf at the close of dance
for the city, touching at all intermediate

landinp.

Portland District M. E. Campmeeting,
If you do not like (lie flavor of

—

AX

"MARTHAS GROVE,"

MURDOCH

These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above lines do
not appear equally black at five or ten leet, have a visual imperfection which common spectacles will
This
not improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of their corneas.
defect is called ASTIGMATISM.

have carried back reports that
may turn attention to the great northern
county of Maine, the Aroostook people who
will profit by it, may thank the managers of
the Boston and Maine, Maine Central and
New Brunswick systems of railways, who are
wise enough to see their own advantage in

Explorers

Spectacles
"

for 25 cents.
"

"

50

Eye glasses

A.LSO

LIQUID FOOD,

(and it is the uatural flavor of tlic
articles of which it is made,) you
can alter it every time you take it.
Remember also it must have a
flavor different from everything
known, as it is the only Raw Condensed Food free from insoluble
matter, in the world, therefore

for 25 cents.
11
50

-A.

FULL LINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

advancement of the State; and they
should not forget Hon. Fred Atwood and
General Manager Cram, who managed the
party so that it was in continual good humor
—a state of mind very essential to a successthe

cannot taste or smell

food, cooked food

like eominon

exploration.

The population changes somewhat each
Some get discontented and go to the
West, and new settlers come in.
the
store keeper,
said
Swede,
that they liked rather better than in the
ild country, although last winter was "very>
rery cold" as he expressed it. He thought
the community were prospering, and in
mswer to a question about the wealth of

Corner
augG

Congress

The meeting will be under the direction of Kev.
Wm, S. Jones, P. E., assisted during the entire
meeting by the celebrated "Troy, NT Y., Praying
Hand." Board and lodging on the grounds during
the meetings, $(>.00 per week, or $1.00 per day.
Fare from Portland and Westbrook,
Î2.00.
From all other stations on P. & <J. Κ. K., one fare
for the round trip.
The annual business meeting of the association
for the choice of officers, etc., will be held at the
■hall on the grounds at 1.30 p. m. August 11th.
U. L. KIMBALL, Secretary.
August 4th, 1886.
augedat

ind if these children are to grow up to be
xs industrious and sober as their fathers and
mothers are said to be, the store keeper certainly selected the real article for his standard in measu ring wealth.

CITY

ADTGBT1Û E3IEITT8.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

food, cooked food or extracts, enabling the patients to take any
strength they desire, with benefit.

Rulen and

A

and after the first day of
ON person
shall be allowed

GOOD

RECORD.

For the year ending April 1, between one hundred and two hundred surgical operations have
performed at the i'ree Hospital for Women
supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston, without the loss of a single patient, and all re
stored to usefulness.

eodtf

Liauid Food was given before and after the operations
With whnt we have been and are doing
we «hall be able, in our new Free Hospital
that we are now building eorner of Huntington Avenue aud ('amden Ntreet, to perforin in the Surgical half of the llonpital,

SUITS.

The most

or

been

MEN'S AND YOUNG MEN'S

individuals, said: "Oh, yes, many are very
well off, some have eight or ten children."

FRYEBURG, MAINE.

Regulation· of
Health, rc*pectiv|C Privy
Poole, &c,

the

Board of

Vault· Cew-

August, 1886, no

to construct any
privy-vault, cess-pool, any other receptacle or
conducter for drainage for filth of any kind, in any
locality within the city limits where access can be
had, for drainage, to a public sewer.
when, upon proper complaint, made in writing
to the Board of Health, any such privy-vault,
cess-pool or receptacle or conductor, constructed
and maintained prior to the adoption of these
rules, shall after careful and thorough investigation. be adjudged by this Board of Health to constitute a nuisance and a source of danger to the
public health, such iirlvy-vanlt, cess-pool, recep^
tacle or conductor, shall be forth-wit h discontinued and abolished, when the premises upon which
said nuisance exists can be connected with the
or

GEORGl~C: FRYE,
and Franklin Streets.

rear.
Ear
One

—

Commencée Tuftday, Aug. loth, and d«M·
Tuevdoj, Any. 17th.

extracts.
It
cannot be so reduced but that it
will still be superior to common

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each. PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.60 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Variety of 6o!d Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each.

interesting town in Aroostook is
Eoulton, the shire town of the county. In
;he days when it was a TJuited States post,
ind distances were reckoned along the eld

WILD AND VICIOUS
HORSES.

ADMISSION

THE PARTING.

ful

In His Marvelous Exhibition of
Educating and Training

EVERY EVENING AT 8.15.

DOLLAR,

50c ON THE

Of the people of Houlton, as of Caribou
and Presque Isle, the Aroostook Exploration
Party carried away the happiest remembrances.
They are hospitable and prosperous,
and deserve the fine country which they have
If any of
won by labor or by inheritance.
tne

World's Greatest Horse Educator,

Me.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
AU orders by mail or telephone promptly at-

1,037.78
671.85

1,100.70

Van Buren,

mil MON,

PROF,

and 5 p.

St., Portland,

tended to.

Entertaining

Instructive.

and

PRINTEUN' EXCHANGE,

red shawls.

500
Operation»* auuually.

public

sewer.

When such nuisances exist in localities unprovided with proper street sewers, such disposition
shall be made of them as the Board of Health may
determine.
All expense attending the enforcement of the
provisions of these rules, shall be borne by the
owner of the property affected thereby, unless
otherwise orderca.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BU1ÎUESS, Secretary.
jiyoxuiîw

CITY

Koad" from Bangor, Houlton was
>aid to be two hundred and fifty miles from

on

cellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfalness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime ana the Phos-

Portland. Now, by the railroad, the dis;ance is 304 miles.
The town was incorporited in 1831, and named for one of its setters. The Houlton family still survives in
;he town. By 1850 there was a population
if 1453, in 1880 it had increased to 2850. Since
880 the polls have increased from 535 to 794,

population

We

FOR SALE BY ALL CROCERS

are

Business

nrmdly

marlO

ire department with a steam and a hand enline. The electric light has also been introluced, but the power proving insufficient
he town was suddenly left in darkness one
light ; since then, kerosene has served the
lurpose. The village has two very commoious public halls ; so that while the Atfood Exploration Party was entertained in
he Opera House, another hall afforded exellent accommodations for a theatrical pcr-

>y local medication and constitutional treatment
vitlioiit resorting to the knife. Send lor ludlsputtble references. Has had over 25 years experience
n'the treatment of cancerous diseases.
I)B. D. IVAC RAG is a regular graduate of
he St. Louis, Missouria, Medical College, and also
graduate of the Cincinnati Medical Institute, of
Cincinnati, Ohio. Has held the rank of Major Kegmental Surgeon in the U. S. Army. Professional
etters promptly answered. Fee $2.00. Parlor and
teceptionKooms at 457 and 45» Cougrraigt.,
Portland, Mr. MAJOR I». MAC RAK.
H.D., Phynician and Surgeon.
Jy22dlm*

ormance.

I MPORTED

BABIES.
□Remember that with feeble infants who do no
thrive on their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market, WE REQUEST NO CHANGE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
iaily of Murdock's Liquid Food, and you will find
that their lost or needed vitality will t>e restored
to them in less than thirty «lays.
Not a ease of Cholera Infinitum known where
Murdock's Liquid Food has been used, nor a death

λ

arc

selling rapidly,

Massachusetts in his annual report for 1886.
Murdock's Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent
>f albumen ; all the other foods do not contain
my. Common food does not contain over one per
lent, that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
ood, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other

many of them

goods that cannot possibly be duplicated.
We are
•losing out the entire lot at from 25 to 40 per cent unI Ipr resrular retail prices.
ire

preparations from

22.G2 to 60.50 per cent.

contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
natter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74
jer cent.
In »lc#holic extract* 1.0?. The other preparations are all TONICS, as they contain from
50.13 to 56.13 per cent.
These facts show why Murdock's Liquid Food
ixcels all other foods and preparations in making
lew blood and cleansing the system of disease.
It

BOYS' and CHILDREN'S SUITS, PANTS, BLOUSES,

in large variety at the lowest possible prices that
be named this season. Large variety of KNEE
day will make 10
A tablespoonful four times
PANTS for Boys 4 to 16 years.
-ounds new blood monthly, and the system
24 to 28 pounds.
Bargains in BOYS' FINE SUITS at much Reduced 1 suls
SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
; Prices, especially for Boys 10 to 14 years ; Knee and iND
HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.
&c

|

an

con-

_

OF ALL

KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL

Long Pants.

j BURDOCK

PACKAGES,

my 22

FOB SALE BY

1. STANLEY &

SON, Importers,

NO. 410 FORE ST..

PORTLAND,

Jso General

J

ME.

New England for the
Celebrated

Managers for

UMMIT MINERAL SPRING
FltOU

IIARR1MON.
■■■·'
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WATER,

HAINE.

>'"'·»η.ϋϊΙηΙΜ»
.-,";'".Îr-p/r.ildver·
of Meaera.

AM't'iic.v

«oitUr^zed agent*.

Boston & Mood Clothing Co.,
255 MIDDLE

STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE.

®^·, °· Ware,

-

-

CURE FOR

CONSTIPATION,

-Manager.^

LIQUID

A RELIABLE REMEDY

forSkkStomjck,

BSEache'

Tarrant's Effervescnt
Seltzer Apportent.

The question often asked—how docs Murdock's
Liquid Food compare with other Foods and Tonics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for

"γΟΓΝΟ MEN'S SUITS at «6.00, «8.00, «10.00, «12.00,

*15.00 and «18.00

NATURE'S

from Cholera Infantum where it has been prescribed by a physician.

a

WINES and LIQUORS

2 o'clock to 5 o'clock p. m., lor the
purpose
hearing and deciding upon the applications of
persona claiming to have their names entered up>n the voting lists, and to revise and correct said
ists.
By order of the Board.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
au6dlw
August C, 1886.
»f

closing out daily many very desirable lots of
Suits, Coats and Tests, Sacks, Odd Vests, Pant^

in case of fire. The town
>ays seventeen hundred dollars a year for
he rental of hydrants, besides supporting a

NOTICE TO VOTERS.
_'ity Building, on FK1DAY, August 1.3th. A. D.
1886, from 9 o'clock a. m. to 12 o'clock M., and

aloons, Thin Coats, &c., &c.
Our All Wool Suits for Gentlemen at $8.00 and $10.00
ire remarkable bargains, and at the prices are fully appreciated. We are offering Special inducements in Gentlemen's Fine Grade All Wool Suits at $15.00, $18.00

Portland medical Institute.
For the Special Treatment and Cure of all Chronic
Diseases that appertain to mankind, upon scientific principles.
Catarrh, Asthma, Diseases of the Throat and
Lungs, are treated and cured by Medicinal Inlialition. General Debility, Nervous Diseases, Opium
ind Drinking habit cured. Diseases and Determines of the Eyes cured. Deafness and Ulcerations
if the Ears cured. Cancer ; this malignant dis;ase can now be positively cured by a mild and
identifie process, in all its phases ; in the first and

supply

PORTLAND.

is hereby given, that the Board of AlNOTICE
dermen will be In open session at their room,

"AT VERY LOW PRICES.''

KICHARD ( STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

four thousand. The coun,ry around Houlton is not quite equal to the
'alley of the Aroostook River, although it is
rery fine farming land. The village itself
las many fine residences, and many other
A system of waterworks
mprovements.
lupplies the houses, and there are more
;han thirty hydrants scattered through the

OF

rom

phates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."

s now some over

„ι.ιιιπί£:1!!!ΠίΐΠίΕ|.

Those who take notice of this announcement will, upexamining our stock, find much more than they
think for in Neat, Good Style Suits,

Tlic Standard of Purity and Ex-

'Military

Houlton is the seat of the principal educaional institution in the county. The Episopal School at Presque Isle has two very
ood buildings, and in spito of some adversiies is likely to be a success ; but Houlton
Lcademy is the old school of the county, and
ow that it has come under the control of
olby University, has its future assured,
ts location is on one of the best streets of
îe village ; and with the new building proided for by Judge Wording's gift of thirty
îousand dollars, will be one of the best
juipped academies in the State.
Like the other Aroostook towns, Houlton
spends on the country around for its proserity. It supplies a large territory and is
le market for the farmers from very distant
The
Millets.
Manufactories are few.
rgest establishment is Young & Walton's

Job Printer

Fines,&c.
*1,089.10

11,203.76
2,330.02

Fascinating,

Parties owning Horses with any of the atone habits
have them educated and handled without harshness or cruelty

Ϊ

$2,034.06
1,076.47

Houlton
Fort Kent

them a great deal, says that in the whole settlement there are but three Swedes whom
tie would not trust for any amount asked.
Wooden shoes are still made, but the Swede
generally sells to visitors, and buys for himself leather shoes at Caribou.
Their clothing does not attract any especial attention,
although the girls still show a tendency to

for

OTARKS,

Book, Card

Mv-rr

Duties.

Fort Fairfield

But the origiamong Yankee farmers.
nal log houses have generally given place to
better habitations, and the farms year by
year are showing that the Swedes are becoming Americans in their ways of working and
living. They are said by their neighbors to
ack that quality known as "push" ; but a
business man in Caribou who deals with

'illage

—

KITCHEN FIRMING GOODS.

WOT. OT.

is carried on in some districts :

Port.

mon

md it is estimated that the entire

AND

12 EXCHANGE ST,.

customs collected and of the fines, forfeitures

*l»nf

rain storm interfered somewhat.
They arranged for a few speeches, however,
and a wagon toiled up from Caribou with a
load of fireworks and a barrel which appeared to contain some sort of beer. It was
too damp for the fireworks, but the loss on
the beer must have been less considerable.
The settlement much resembles any other
farming community in Maine. Once in a
while a fellow is seen driving his oxen with
reins attached to the horns ; and whenever
one of the settlers is met in the road he salutes the stranger with a politeness not com-

wear

λ

STOVES, TIM WARE
—

of custom

: vigilance

Wholesale and Ketail Dealers in

*

from detection amount at some places to almost as much as the duties collected. But
the smuggling goes on in spite of all efforts
to prevent it. Last year it cost about fifty
cents on the dollar to collect the duties ; this
year Collector Donworth thinks that the expense will be as low as forty- six cents. The
following table, giving the amounts of the

linwotflr

are

XI

the

eod3m

DUNHAM,

TENNEY &

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
Th&M&wnrmly

Cook Book free.

the officers, for fear of the State law. One
openly evaded the laws both of the State
and nation, for years. Ile kept a house, faOne half of it is in
mous as the Line House.
New Brunswick, the other in Maine. The
liquor was kept in the New Brunswick end
and the customers walked in for their drinks
at the Maine entrance. This man has now
retired, and is one of the jolliest and most
comfortable fellows in the streets of Houlton.
The Line House has been handed over to a
successor, who is making hay while the sun
shines. But oats and potatoes cannot be
smuggled into Maine without danger, and
the seizures, fines and forfeitures resulting

Lutheran, a Baptist and an Adpublic building known

χ

of

spite

PORTLAND, ME.
jeie

warranted.

man

New Sweden proper is about eight miles
from Caribou, but the Swedes have settled
two other adjacent towns, Woodland and
Perham. In New Sweden there are three

-4

package

(LATE UNITED.STATES ATTORNEY,)

any adulteration whatever.

or

For sale by all dealers.

the products that the officers have to look out
for.
Liquor especially gives them much
trouble. A great deal is seized and sold ; but
it brings very little, as few dare to buy it of

3500 or 3600.

day ; but

Every

house officers a good deal of contraband trade
In former years, silks, velvets,
goes on.
gloves, laces, and other articles of clothing,
were the principal articles of this illicit

thews, Esq., in greeting the Exploration
Party on the evening of their arrival, estimated the present population of the town at

as

less

It is
It contains no cream tartar, alum,

LUNT,
at Law,

Counsellor

shortening than any other powder.
recommended by eminent physicians.

requires

SMUGGLING.

In

increased from 527 to G93, and Samuel W. Mat-

a

WILBUR F.

of long range guns, the parade ground would
be an unpleasant place, should th· Canadians attempt to shoot from their own hills.

Forty million shingles are manufactured
there yearly, one firm, Johnson & Phair,
making half of these. The starch manufactured there in a year amounts to twenty-four
hundred tons. Caribou ships a great many
raspberries. Riding on the roads around the
village one sees frequently a sign saying that
a certain dealer wants "twenty-five tons of
raspberries." Honey is another great product in Caribou, some families keeping as
many as fifty or a hundred hives of bees.
The population of these towns has increased considerably since the last census.
In 1880 Fort Fairfield had a population of
2807 ; Presque Isle, 1305 ; and Caribou, 2756.
Presque Isle shows every sign of growth and
thrift. Since 1880 the polls in Caribou have

a store, and a
t.hp. fîîtoiÎP.1
Theeo luiilriinore

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,
PORTLAND, IUE.
eod3m
jel6

the State.

area.

FOR ALL ADMIRERS OF THE HORSE !

Solicitor of Patents,
associated with Wilbur I'. I.nul. Counsellor at
Law and in Patent Cases,

exi-uuiua.

Old residents of Houlton have many interesting memories of the days when McLellan,
McDowell, Robert E. Lee and Jefferson
Davis, then young men, were at the fort or
The view
on duty along the Boundary line.
from the parade ground is one of the best in

flourished, not through any
manufacturing industries, but by the trade

vent,

S. W. BATES,

THE OLD FORT.

have grown and

churches,

Three door· went of foimer
Iua S. Lockk.
Locke.
(It Γ

The parade ground of the Old Fort oil thu
hill is one of the most interesting places
about Houlton. In the time of the Aroostook war this parade ground was surrounded
oy barracks, and the flag flaunted defiance to
the British, whose territory is about three
miles distant across a deep valley. But the
barracks disappeared about ten years ago,
and the flagstaff has since fallen in a gale of
wind; now nothing remains but the hard
level surface of the parade ground, and hollows where the barrack cellars were dug.

The great country wmcn produces such
abundant crops is without any other railway
facilities than are furnished by the two
branches of the New Brunswick Railway,
which come in at Houlton and along the
Aroostook river ; and by the extension which
reaches the Madawaska settlement.
The
result is that the principal towns, like Houl"
ton. Presque Isle, Caribou and Fort Fairfield

AUCUST II.

STREET,
office·

feU27

"Smooth, ah!"

Tirg. Tfiwva.

CommBncineWednesday Evening,

removed to

Joseph a.

that Houlton even assumes to add to our
mother tongue new expressions, thus exercising a function generally claimed by
thronged cities. For instance, anything sufficiently remarkable to elicit in Portland or
Boston such expressions as "pretty tart,"
"stunning," "fine," "perfectly lovely," is
called in Houlton "smooth." If the day is
pleasant, it is called "smooth" weather ; if
an excursion or picnic is enjoyed it is said to
if a pretty girl passes
be a "smooth time

"
26,000
11,000
Rye
This is the showing m ade by the county
considered the most remote in Maine.

NEW

have

I80 MIDDLE

political party. This
spirit of metropolitanism is carried so far

the street, tne iiouiion

Opposite Lincoln Park.

teeth.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

by the system.

the lieutenants of his

oil

Federal, corner Church Street,

LOCKE Λ LOCKE,

tom house for the district of Aroostook, and
from here the present collector directs his
deputies ; nor does he disdain, even under
this reform administration, to direct as well

estimated the proportion snown oy mis
table ; the estimates being based on the cen8US of 1880.
State
Aroostook
Hay
81,000 tons
1,100,000 tons
bushels
Wheat
298,000
666,600 bushels
"
Buckwheat
298,000
388,000
"
629,000
Oats
2,300,000

the

made by the only process that

the styles of their bonnets or gowns ; but the
place is much looked up to by the people
throughout yie region. It is the focus of political activity, and the decrees of its politicians are much respected throughout the
eounty. Here, too, is the United States cus-

production of the whole State.
portion
Gen. Hall speaking at Houlton this summer

unc-

Nitrous Oxida Gas and Dr. Mayo's Vegetable
painless
Vapor administered when desired for the
lelOdJm

Preparation,
produces a baking powder of any nutritive value.
It supplies the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates required

PRECOCIOUS VILLAGE.
From being the shire town of an immense
county somewhat remote from large cities,
Houlton derives an importance not usually
enjoyed by a place of its size. It may not be
that Aroostook dames look to Houlton for

men.

11. If. liny A Non'* Diur Ntoie, J
tion of Free and Middle elreelej

extraction of

A

BIJOU RINK,

5»
over

IN THE WORLD
is Prof. Hosford's Bread

αιιινι:πι:\τι·

CAKOH.

DR. G. M. TALBOT,

THE BEST BAKING POWDER

slaughtered per day.

ance, and the barns especially are suggestive
of abundant crops and prosperous husband-

of the

A veto of the river and harbor bill would
the President as the veto of small pension
Dills, and distinction of altogether a better
sort.
Under this bill $14,000,000 will be
drawn from the treasury, and it is no exaggeration to say that a very large part of it
would benefit the country just as much if it

European

In the days of the old

eastward.

ill 1860.

BCMINKSS

nUSCELMKEOirg.

Extract Work?, where tanning liquor is extracted from hemlock bark. There are two
starch factories in the village, and one in
West Houlton; a small woolen mill gives employment to six or eight hands. A few carriages are made, and there is a small foundry, and a cheese factory. Lumber is manufactured as in most all Aroostook towns.
The Eastern Fresh Meat Company have a
large slaughter house, whence they ship mutton in refrigerator cars to the west. In the
killing season several hundred sheep are

From 1870 ito 1880
of which
in
population,
Maine gained 22,000
These
Aroostook.
to
12,000 must be credited
so fast, live in
people, who are increasing
best farming
what is without doubt the
the opinion
in
and
equal,
in
Maine,
county
Lombard of
at so good a judge as Benjamin
of Bo«the Lombard Investment Company
or Kansas
ton, to the farming lands of Iowa
in
More than in any other farming region
and
prosthrift
show
the State the farms
perity. The buildings have a tidy appearthan

in 1880

It Is certain in its effects. It
is gentle in Its action.It Is pal
atable to the taste. It can be
relied upon to cure, and it
cures

by asfisting,not by out

raging, nature. Do not take
violent purgatives yourselves, orallowyourchildren
tirtlr UaorlonnQ to take them,always use this
jlun*nCduClullC|elegaiit pharmaceuticalpreraration, which has been for
«NI»
more than forty years ajpub■••"Id by drug,lc
favorite.
1VCDCDCIA
J ι ο Γ L Γ Ο I Η Waists everywhere.

PΤA
U

Wonderful Reforma-

D Ρ U I lu IZ tion in LaundryStaroh.

I ΗΠϋΠΙΠύΜπ{Μηί3ηιΙ

Polishing Made Easy.

ie. mires no cooking. Saves time, labor and money,
lives Troy laundry finish and gloss. Equal to over
wo pounds of ordinary starch. Ask your grocer for

ITARCHINK. Satisfaction guaranteed or mouv refunded. 8AMPLB Ρ Κ Κ Ε for letter
stamp.

.'he Geo. FoxStarfhCo.^S^Fictorym

Boston.

V. S. Estab. 1824.
The Single Men's Endowment Association of
a
Iinu., pays
at marriage,

UNITED
STATES
HOTEL

ionth. Has large reserve invested in first mortgage
ouds. Circulars free. Λ γ·λ te-Do not write for
irculars if you intend Λ A to
marry within two
ears.
Agent» wanted, to whom liberal comilssions
η· * ■> ■> £ d
will be
US
aid. Ad- J-"· ;*. ■* ■* /It M ■>·
dresa
'1th reference, A. H. TOWLE. General Agent,
1 Maine Street. Box 1302, Bangor Me.
][ want yon to do parlor work for
[IT-ANTED
t τ me at your own home ; plenty work; good pay ;
1 per piece ; all materials free. A. LOV Ë, Clkveand, O.
aug4eod*wlm

FOOD CO.,

DR.

SM&Wtf

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,

Treats complicated Dismade
eases and those
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
-r
medicine.
free
Con«ultntiou nud Kxnminntioii
roui tfa. m. 10 S p. m.
UUgOtf

osts

less

rHIS

than

$3.00

a

THE PEESS.
MONDAT MORNING, AUG. 9.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Tli· bow baby bad proved Itself the possessor of
extraordinary vocal powers, ami bad exercised
tbem much to Johnny's anneyance. One day be
said to his mother:
•'Ma, Utile brother came from heaven, didn't
be?"
"Ye·, dear."
Johnny was silent for some time, and then he
went on: "Say, ma."
"What is it, Johnny?"
"I don't blame tbe angels for bouncing him, do

you?"

Those unhappy persons who suffer from nerand dyspepsia should use Carter's Little
Nerve PUIS, which are made expressly for sleeplass, nervous, dyspeptic sufferers. Price 25
cents, all druggists.
vousness

Little Clara, aped C, was admiring the antics of
calf
a little calf.
"Why, mamma," she said, "the
is already trying to eat grass ; soon she will be
able to make tier own living."
Her little 3-year-old brother Walter came run:
ning into tli· house «ne da», «claiming earnestly
"Mamma, now Γ know wiiat tbe sky is; it's the
roof to all over."

110V4

New York Central
New York, Chicago & St. Louis
do pref
Ohio Central
Ohio & Miss
Ont. & Western
Oreeon Transcon
Pacific Mail...
Panama
Pullman Palace

8%

24

1

<>734
88

we

gave

island
8t Louis & Sail Fran

—

Child, «he cri»d for Cutorla,
When ah· became Mi··, *ho clang to Caatoria,
When ahe bad CWUdren, aha gave them Caatoria,
When ahe

wm

»

indignant Father—"Here's
things,"

α

933/β
123

St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Pau;, aJinn. ££Man
8t Paul « amaha

115Va
49yg
112
15Ά
67»/i
(JSVa
18%
32%

αο

Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
O.S. express
Wabash, St. Louis Si Pacific
do pref
Western Onion Telegraph
Alton & i'erre Haute
do pref
Boston Air Line
Burl In it ou s Cedar ltapids
Cauaua Southern
Canton....
Central Iowa
K. Tenn
do uref
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
-·

67
34
82
...100

19Va
6»/s
16\4
31%
36V4
167
140
108

Richmond &|Dauvllle
Oregon Nav
Wells. Fargol Express

128
15
141
148
125

Ohio

pretty state of

95Vs
21

Mining

Stocks.

FOKTLAND, Aug. C. 1886.
In Breadstuff· there *is not much change to
note. Flour continues steady with a fair Jobbing
trade demand. Grain firm at the advance, and
there is no indication of any weakness.The Sugar
market is unchanged with a steady tone. The
best grades of butter are firmly held and higher in
Sweet po
some instances. Beans trifle firmer.
tatoes 5 50@β 00.
The following are to-day's closing quotations fo
Flour. Grain, Provisions, tic.:
Urau.

High Mixed Corn.57®58
Corn, bag lots....58®59
I Meal, bag lots...66®57
76 Oats, car lots
42®44
Oats, bag lots....43®46
60 I Cotton Seed.
car lots.. 23 00®24 00
do bag...24 ΟΟ,α,ϋβ 00
12
60

car lots.. 17

00®J 8

00
00

dobag,..18 00®i0
26 Middlings. 18 00®21 00
00 |do bag lots,19 00®22 00

Preriiiou.
50 PorkBacks ...16 00®16 60
Fink.
Clear ....14 50®16 00
Cod, V qtl—
12 00&12 60
Mess
Large Shore2 76®3 00
7 6ύ®8 00
Beef.
Mess
Large Bank2 bo a J 76
9 00®9 60
Ex Mess.
2 Ου α'2 26
Small
9 00*o,u 60
Plate....
2 (>0ft2 761
Pollock
Ex Plate. 10 00® 10 60
1 60@2 00
Haddock
1

Hake

26®1 761 Lard—

Tubs ρ p..7V4®7*,40
Tierces
7ye®71/ic
7V*@ 8c
No 1
13®16c I Pails
it,
Hams
13gl3Vi
bbl—
|
i>
Mackerel
Shore ls.ia 00321 00| do corered. ,14al4Va
Oil.
ο
7
ϋα.
6
www
*0|
ouurc
Shore 2s.
50®
Med. 3s. 4 75® 6 75 Keroaene—
Port. Bef. Pet
βνί
®
Small
8
Water White
Predacc.
13
PratfsAst'l.ebbl.
Cranberries—
12
Devoe's Brilliant
Maine
8Ά
jLtgou)»
Cape Cod...
7 Vi
Pea Beans...1 76®1 86 Silver White
8 hi
Medium....1 75 £^1 85 Ceatennial
Baiiiw.
Uerinan null 60 ®1 75
3
00
uv
2
««uwu
Muscatel—
26®
Yellow Eyes.l 40j,l eûioiuiuuci....
potatoes, bush, 7υ®76 I Loudon Lay'r 2 25®2 90
12
®121^i
6
OOlOnduraLay.
60®6
3t Potatoes
7®9Wi
®3 251 Valencia
Onions
Hujtur.
15®20|
Turkeys
6V4
@20 ! granulated t»lb
Chickens
C
Fowls
12gl6IExtraC Seed*.
I
ig
Ducks
® |Eed Tod—$2*48)82%
Geese
[Timothy Seert2 15®2 20
Apple·.
11
®18c
2
7S®3 00 1 Clover
^bbl
Cker.ee.
iffilO
Vermont
9Ά®10
9
N.Y. factory
lay»
Herring—
Scaled .p bx.lG®20c

»

Evaporated

ν

Ρ lb ogioc

Butter.
Creamery V tb.

21®23

(lilt Edge Ver—20®22
1,1'IUOU·,
15® 16
8 00®9 00 Choice
Palermo
Good
14®16
00
8 00®9
Messina
12@14
Store
Malagers....
Kg*»·
Oran«<··
Eastern extras ..18®19
Florida
US
17
Can & Western..
Valencia
17
Island
Messina and Pi.
Limed
lermo ρ bx.fi 50®7 00

Foreign Exports.
icet
BUENOS AYHES. Bark Cupid—660,621

1USchrrNahuin Chapin-658,989 ft lumber.
ff/>liroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Aug. 7.1886.
Kecelved by Maine Central Katlroad—For 1 ort
and 30 cars miscellaneous merchandise ; for con;
..

UDVUU^

a

e

intanollunAmie

4 00
24 00

|112V4

Standard
Con. Cal. & Va
Horn Silver

1 40
2 50

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FllANCISCO, Aug. 7, 1886.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
toHiay:
Hale & Norcross

Is/»

Boole con

-tb

II
2Ά
2Vi
lVt
lVa

Curry

Gould &

Savaue
Mono
Con. Cal. &

Va

Ophlr
The Wool Market.

BOSTON, Ang. 7, 1886.—The following Is
list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock and XXX
Choice XX
Fine X
Medium
Coarse

XX

Extra and
Fine

@ 30
@30

31
SO

@32
@31

28

Other WesternFine and X
Medium
Common
Pulled-Extra
Supernne

29
32
25
20

30

No 1

Combineanu aelaine—
Fine and No 1 combing
Fine delaine
Low and course

Medium unwashed
unwashed
California
Low

Texas

@35
'«

33

@ 35
@ 30
«>

an

@ 34

@ 27
@ 32
@ 38

20

@25

35
33

@ 37

30
26
20
14
18

δ 33
@28

25
34
18
10
26
27

Canada pulled
Do Combing
Smyrna washed

@ 35

34
33
32
35
28

33

Medium

a

@35
@24
@ 27
@ 26
@ 33

@36
@ 20

@ 15
@ 28
Ayres
@ 30
Montevideo
25 @26
Cape Good Hope
31
@ 40
Australian
20
@ 23
Donskoi
The demand for Wool has dropped off a little,
but there is still a good business, and prices are
firm with no indication of any weakness.

Unwashed

Buenor

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON Aug 7, 1886—The following are to
day's quotations of Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 14 00@14 50 ; short cuts 14 25
14 75;backs 14 50@15 00; light backs at 13 50@
14 OU; lean ends 14 00@14 50; pork tongues at
13 ΟΟά,φ 13 50; prime mess at $14 00@1S SO; extra prime at 10 oO@|ll ; mess, old, at 10 50; do
at 11

new

50@$12.

Lard—choice at 7Vi@7%c ©lb in tierces ; 7%@
8c it) lo-tb pails; 8y*@8V4c fn 5-B> pails; 8Vj@
8% c In 3-tb pails.
Hams

13@14c.pib, according

to size and cure ;

smoked shoulders 9@9V4c; pressed liams at 12%
13c.

Dressed hogs, city, at 7c ψ lb; country 6Vic;
live hoes M/4 a;5Vac.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
—@20c; fancy higher;· do extra firsts at 17Va@
19c; do firsts ie@17e; Northern creamery, extra,
nominal at —@21c ;| do extra firsts at 18@19Vie;
Eastern creamery choice to extra 19@20c; Western imitation creamery, choice 14@15c; do good
12@13c; Western fresh factory, choice at 12c;
fair to good 10@llc; do common ilots 8@9c; Vermont dairy extra 17@18c: do extra firsts at 16c.
Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Choice Northern at 8@8%c ; do sage at
9c: Western at 8c; lower grades according to
oualitv: lob lots Vac higher.
Kges—jxeat-Dy ihotzuc ; eastern eiira si iiva
18c: Kast firsts 16efft H and Vt extra 17V2@18c:
New York extra 16Vfec; Western choice at 14Vs
@15c; Nova Scotia 15V4@16c. Jobbing price lc
higher.
Beans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 05®
1 70 & bush : choice New York large band picked
do 1 ΒΟΛΙ 60 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at
75®1 80.
Hay-Choice prime hay !at «19; fair to good at
|176®818 50; Eastern line at fl4@}17 ; poor to
ordinary $13®$16: East swale $10@|11. ltye
straw, choice. 17@$18 ;oat straw $9®$10 ρ ton.
bbl.
Potatoes—Jersey 1 75@1 87

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Aue. 7, 1880—Cattle—Receipts 500;
shipments none; steady ; shipping steers, 950 to
1,000 lbs, at 3 75®4 92 ; stockers and 1breeders at
50@3 50;
2 25@3 40; cows,"bulls and mixed at
bulk at 2 00(5-3 00; through Texas cattle nominal
50®3 75.
Hogs—Receipts 9500;sliipmeuts 3000; common
ull; roueh and mixed at 4 20@4 75; packing and
liipping at 4 75g5 10; light 4 25®4 90; skips at

60@4 00.
(Sheep—Receipts 1500i'shipments none; natives
5034 25 ; Montanas 3 50, Lambs 3 50®6 25.

ΐηΑΓΛΠϋΙΙ

>Uouu

Print Cloth Market.

dise.

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
and
Corrected by Swajt * Bakhett, Bankers
Broken, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.

Asked

Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
100 165
Canal National Bank
100 148
Casco Nat. Bank
Cumberland National Bank.. W 49
143
100
First National Bank
Merchants'National Bank.. 75 120
140
100
Bank
National Traders'
80
100
Ocean Insurance Co
90
Portland Company
62
60
Portland Gas Company
BONDS.
109
State of Maine 6s. due 1889
Portland City 6s,Munioip'l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, Β. R. aid 1907...124
102
Bath City 6s, Muu. various
Bath City Os it. R. aid various.... 100
K.
aid—113
Bangor City 6s, long It.
122
Bangor City 6s, long Mun
104
.Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid
Aud. & Keii. R. H. 6s, various.... 106
1895..132
J'ortland& Ken. Κ. K. 6s,
112
Leeds & Farming'tn R. K. 6s
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7 s—130
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Co. 1st mtg 6s—103
Portland Water
'·
106
ι·
2d mtg 6s
"
3d mtg 6s... .110
«'
Par

160

Domestic Markets.

122
142
90
100

NEW YORK. Aug. |7, 1880.—Flour dull; sales
7450 bbis; superfine State at 2 30^,5 00 ; round
2 30 α 5 00;
hoop Ohio at 2 65®4 75; Western at
Southern at 3 05®5 10.
Wheat higher; sales 8,000 bush No 2 Red for
Sept 8BVi
August at 86^C: 120,000 bush do87for
7 16®87%e;
a 86%e ; 96,000 bush do October
do November 88%@89o; 120,000 do De-

66
110
115
125
106
101
116
124
106

107
114
113
123
132
108
104
108

112

of stocks are received
The following qu "'tatlons
91
Railroad
Atcli., Topeka and Sanu"*
,,χ'
hasten) Railroad
,5,,
iY'i
Bell Telephone
46ft
"ulroad.
Neiv York and New England
do prei
flint & I'ere Marquette Railroad coi·*1
dopref
·"
Mexicaii Central 4s
Marquette. Houghton and Ont. R., com— 40
Mexican Central Β 7s
4%
Bostou Water power Co
20Vi
Wisconsin Central
214·
Hecla
Λ
Calumet
1761/»
Old Colony
136
C. B. & Q
128
Eastern Pallroad 6s
207
Railroad
Maine
&
Boston
···

92

131>4

R
9

15@920

New York Stock and Money Market·
|"By Telegraph.]

on cal!
χ.»™ viiii if
a Her. 7. 1886.—Monev
ai
Is easy, ranging from 2 to 4 percent., ClosingEx
cent.
3. Prime mercantile paper 4®5 per
85ya
4
and
SBVi'q.A
4
84Λ4
83%@4
chauge .dull
Government bonds (lull at unchanged quotations,
Th<
ltailroad bonds quiet and rather heavy.
a
stock market closed dull and heavy, generally
reached.
than
lowest
better
figures
shade
The transactions at tue Stock Exchange aggre
;ate<l 250.398 snares.
of (Govern
iuv «mowing are to-day's quotations
ment securities:
100%
United States bonds, 3s
127
New 4s, reg
126%
New 4s, coup
110%
New4V»s, reg
111%
New 4 Vis, coup
115
Central Pacificists19%
Denver & K. (Jr. lsts
113V4
Erie
107%
Kansas Pacific Consols
111%
Oregon Nav. lsts
116V4
Union Pacific 1st
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
re
The following New York stock market Is
ceived dally, by private wire, by Pullen, Crockei
& Co., No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
142
Adams Express
110
American Express
44 vi
Central Pacific
&
9%
Ohio
Chesapeake
144
Chicago A Alton
160
&
Alton
preferred
Chicago
136
Chicago, Burlingtonift Quincy
90%
Dei. A Hud. Canal
130%
Dei., Lack. &;West
(irande
30
Rio
Deu &
33^
Erie..
78
Erie preferred
Illinois Central..
Western
&
17 u
Ind, Bloom.
10
Lake Erie & West
88M
Lake Shore
46J/i
Louisville is Nasn
124
Manhattan Elevated
81»/}
Michigan Central
24
Minn, & St. Louis
4(>v(
do pref
109
Missouri Pacific
64<v
New Jersey Central
28»/
Northern Pacific
do

Northwestern
Northwestern

preferred

FALL RIVER, Ang. 7,1886.—The print cloth
market unchanged with fair demand—Production
for the week 175,000 pieces; deliveries, 180,000
70,pieces ; stock on hand 29,000 pieces; sales
000 pieces; spot 52,000; price—60x56s at 3c;
64x64s at 3%c.

150
61
145

Boston Stock Market.
(By Telegraph.]

Boston ά Albanv Railread
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth
York Manufacturing Co

I

"

f f$

SALE—Lodging House iu the heart of
the city of Boston, containing 29 well fur
nished rooms ; Black Walnut, Asli and Painted
Sets, Tapestry and Wool Carpets, nearly new;
house in good repair; rent $92.00 per month.
You can make $100 per month on this house and
reserve 9 rooms for yourself as the other 20 rooms
will let for $2.50 per week each. This is a rare
chance ; come and see it. Price $1650, easy terms
BRITTAN & PHELPS. Successors to Pond &
31-2
Brittan, 339 Washington St., Boston.

8 ft 0 in
8 It 5 in

FOB

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Steamer State of Maine, Hillyard, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Bosten.
Sch Congress, Harris, Kondout—cement to Me
Cent KB.
Sch Geo Β Ferguiou, Ryder, Kondout—cement
to C S Chase.
Sell Revenue, Hutchlns, New York—coal to D S
Warren <Si C».
Sch Lilian, Colson, Boston.
Sch Franklin Fierce, Holmes, Boston.
Sch John H Kennedy, Geyer, Banks, —10,000
lbs halibut.
Sch AUaudale, Remick, Ellsworth.
Sch Julia Ann, Farker, Deer Isle.
Sch Ktioda Ann, Simpson, North Haven, with
200 qtls codfish to Simpson & St Clair.
sell Frank Barker, Meader, Boothbay.
Sch M M Chase, shore, with 40 bbls mackerel :
Edith L Conley, do, 100 do.

SALE—The

143

[By Telegraph.]

24,που
cember at 90 5-16@90%c; receipts 290,964 bush.
Corn higher; mixed Western spot at 48@51c;do
refutures at 50%®62%c; sales 96,000 bush;
ceipts 01,100 bush.
Oats dull ;'State 38®45c; Western at 37®47c ;
sales 35,000 bush, including No 2 first half Aug.
do for Sept 34c; Oct 34%c; receipts 45,600

35c;
bu.

Beef dull.
Pork firm.
Lard firm.

Butter firm ; Western at 12g20c ; State at 16®
21%c.
Sugar steady. Molasses firm. Petroleum steady.
Rice firm. Co'ffee steady. Freights dull. Spirits
Turpentine steady. Rosin quiet.
CHICAGO, Aug 7. 1886.—The Flour market
is steady ; Southern Winter Wheat at!4 15@4 50 ;
Wisconsin at 3 90®4 15 ; Michigan do at 4 00@
4 50; soft Spring Wheat 3 50®3 75; Minnesota
bakers 3 50®4 10; patents 4 40 α4 80;low grades
1 75&2 75 ; Rye flour 3 25@3 50. Wheat easier.
Corn at 43c. Oats at 27%c. Rye—No 2 at 52c.
Pork sold at 9 65.
Barley—No 2 at 04%c. Mess
Lard at 6 92V? ; short rib sides 0 20. Boxed meats
etp-jfiv drv salted shoulders at 6 10@6 15; short
clear sides 6 60@c 65.
63.100
Receipts—Flour, 900 bbls; wheat. 11,000
bu; coin,224,000 bu; oats 152,000 bu; rye
biKbarley, 22,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 7.000 bbls; wheat, 128,000
bush ;
bush ."corn, 142,000 bush; oats, 140,000
1000 bush.
j-ye 1,000 bush, barley
8T. LOUIS,Aug 7, 1886.—Flour is unchanged:
50 ; choice
; family at 2 40@2
XX.X at 162 25@2 35
at 3 75
ί fancy 3 45@3 56 : extralancy
2 ΘΟλ.1*
50. Wheat—No 2 Red at
(a3»95 : patents 4 25®4
Oats—No 2
40c.
at
2
Mixed
76% c. CiXn—No Lard at 6 60.
Mixed at 26->c.
bu;
Receipts—Flour. 4,000bbls; wheat,104,000
bush; rye, 1,000
corn. 27,000 bush; oats, 66,000
bush.
bush, barley 0,000
bu ;
Shipments—Flour,6,000 bbls ; wheat 10,000
1,000 bu;
corn,10.000 bush; oats 4,000.busli; rye
barley 0000 bush.
7, 1S86—Wheat dull-No 2
DETROIT,

laundry

Aug.

Red 78% c.

Receipts, 65,800 bush.

PeariM
BEST THING KNOWN

«»

WASHING^BLEAOHINQ

MERCHANTS' XHCHANGE.
Sid fm Havre Aug 4, ship Louis Walch, PendleNew
York; Louisiana, Oliver, Baltimore.
ton,
Ar at Melbourne prev Aug 6, ship Iceberg,
Bostoa.
Ca:or,
Ar at Penang Aug 7th, shi* Sumner Β Mead,

ΙΛ HARD OR SOFT, HOT Gf> COLD WATER.

Fishermen.
Sid fm Boothbay 8tb, schs Seltaire, Seavey, for
Bay St Lawrence ; Ε Β Nickerson, Turner, do;
Carlton, Belle, Nickerson, Western Banks.

and half house, situated
on Leonard St., containless : terms reasona7-1
ST.
52
No.
CARLETON,
Apply
SALE—A

story
in Town of Deering,
FOB
or
land

ing Vz

acres

able.

more

;

T71QB SALE—Drug store, at your own price:
J? stock;and fixtures worth about $1800; first

reasonable cash ofier takes it ; town of about
4,000 inhabitants, only one competitor; ill health
Address "COCOAINE" car·
reason for selling.
29-2
Press Office.
■ ill»!* WAJUJl— XllO

«*

and Deering Streets, Woodfords, consistng of two story house, ell and stable ; also three
desirable house lots ; will be sold all together
or separately at a
bargain It applied for soon ;
terms easy. Inquire of Ν. B. Dalton. on the
or of JOHN E. PALMER, 543 Congress
premises
5-4
St., Portland Me.

Jj Pearl

SALE—A lot of household goods to be
sold very low; at once. Call early and get
6-1
flrst clioicn at 112 FREE ST.

FOR

A village farm for sale, 6 or 12
HALE
a beautiful aud healthy location;
acres;
new
near depots and two rail;
buildings nearly
oads, leading from Portland to Boston; should be
seen to be appreciated. Inquire of M. H. HUSSEY,
4-2
No. Berwick, Me.
—

FOR

RENT-From October 1st to June 1st.

FOR
1887, furnished house in one of the most
locations in the city; has sunny exposbeat ; stable on the premises.
4-1
BENJAMIN SHAW. 48V3 Exchange St.

SALE-2d hand engines, boilers, steam
gauges, whistles, shafting, belting, pulleys,
felt saw, planing machine, circular saws and table,
mill, steam pumps, portable forge, anvils,
ellows, piping, etc., very cheap, by L. TAYLOR,
3-1
City.

FOR
frist

Congress

or

3-1

GEO. HODSDON, 651 Congress St.

MAKE AT Λ BARKAIIK-Ihe desirable lot of laud corner of Spruce and Clark
Sts. Inquire of J. G. CURRIER, No, 137 Clark
3-2
St.

FOR

TO LET

SALE OR

It may bo used with confidence, when the
mother is unable to nurse the child, as a safe and
natural substitute for mother's milk.

The BEST FOOD to be used in

connection with Partial Nursing.
No other food answers so perfectly in such
cases. It causes no disturbance of digestion and
will be relished by the child.

A SURE PREVENTIVE and CURE for

CHOLERA INFANTUM.
By the the use oî this predigested and easily assimilated Food, fatal results ία this dreaded disease can be surely prevented.

A Perfcct Nutrient for INVALIDS
in either Chronic or Acute Cases.
Hundreds of physicians testify to its great value.
It will be retained when even lime water and milk
is rejected by ihe stomach. In dyspepsia, and in
all wasting diseases it has proved the most nutritious and palatable, and at the same time the
most economical of Foods. For an infant may be
made

150 MEALS for $1.00.
Sold by Druggists—25c., SOc., $1.00
valuable pamphlet entitled "Medical
ty'A on
the Nutrition of Infants and InvaOpinions

application.
Wells, Richardson & Co., Burlington, Vt.
d&w2mnrm
Jlv20

lids,"

sent free

well established in

FOR SALE—Newspaper;

FOR NEW-BORN INFANTS.

on

County,
ER, 180 State street. Portland, Me.

2a-2

SALE—In Cape Elizabeth, one mile
from Portland bridge, a vegetable and fruit
farm of nine acres of rich soil, well cultivated,
with buildings in good repair ; well stocked with
strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, currants,
and rhugrapes, apples and pears ; also asparagus
barb. Enquire on premises. C. LINDALL, Town
28-2
Corner.
House
SALE -Stove, tin and hardware business in Freeport, Me. : 20 miles from Portland ; only store of the kind in town ; excellent location on Main Street, opposite the Post Office;
of connew shoe factory and a mill in the course
struction, granite quarry and brick yard just
business
opened; reason for selling, have isother
a rare chance
that requires all of my time. This
Inquire at store,
for a party with small capital.
Box
Freeport,
61,
STOVE
DKALER,
or address
27-2
Me.

FOR

FOR

years
land and stock ; the books and invoices «ill be
soon.
shown; will be sold very low if applied forSaccarCall on or address MRS. Ε. H. RITCHIE, 24-4
and
Stroudwater.
appa Me., cor. Main
Owner leaving the country will
SALE
sacrifice for $400, Boarding and Lodging
in
House
flourishing city near Boston ; furnished
per month clear, year
complete, and payiug $200
round ; always full ; low rent j good location ; never
FERchanged hands; investigate. Address J. W.
13-12
GURSON. 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
—

FOR

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Cottage Lots for sale on Great
Cliebeague Island.
ilftmne

in her

dlawM-tw

aug9

agents and

can-

general
for
city and coiuty in this
WANTED—Agents;
tho
selling article out; something
state
vassers
every
best
for
new; call or address 499
room C.

CONGRESS STREET,
7-1

of Meàicine ai the lioyal University /
of the Iron
Knight of the lioyal Austrian Order
Crown i Knight Commander of the lioyal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the lioyal Prussian
Order
Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of

Professor

ofthelied
Honort <&c.t <&c.t
"

says

:

LIE BIG CO'S COCA BEEF TOUIC

BnouianotDe comouuueuwiui tucuuiu«Vi
cure alls.
It is in no sense of the word a patent
conversant -with its
I am
a
and know it to be not
mode of

thoroughly
only
preparation
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but also worthy

remedy.

the high commendations it has received in all
Beef,
parte of the world. It contains essence of
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
of

Sherry."

Invaluable to all wh· are Rnn Down.Nervou*
Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations.
EES MAJESTY'S FA70BXTS CQSKETIO CLYCEEIXTE.
Used by Her Royal Highness thc'JPrinoess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin, Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping,Roughness. $1.00. Of druggists.
IilEBIGCO'S Genuine Syrnp of Sareaparilla, Is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla in

Dyspeptic,

Brown, Vinallia

Rockport.

Old 6tb, sclis W L Walker, Crocker, and Luthei
A Koby, Potter, Kennebec.
Ar 8th, schs Μ Κ liawley, Rawley, Savannah
United States, Archibald, Eastport; J S Lane
Billings, Deer Isle.
Old 8th, barque Sarmiento, Masterton, Portland
schs Wm Marshall, Melvin, for Kennebec; Hattit
Lollis,Sharp, Kockport; Lucy D, Wall, Frankforl
SALEM—Ar Sth, schs Nellie Ε Gray, Eaton
Amboy ; Helen Thompson, Averill, Port Johnson
Lizzie Brewster, Smith, Weehawken; Pearl, Rob
lnson. Kockland.
DOVER—Sid 6th, »ch Β Frank Neally, Handy
Hallowell, to load for New York.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 6th, sch Silas McLoon,ta
Kockland for New York.
NEWBUKYPOKT—Ar 6th, schs Olive, Frye
and Emma McAdam, Young, Weehawken.
POKTSMOUTH-Ar 6th, schs Helen, White
Ilobokèn for Dover; F C Pendleton, Fletcher
Baltimore; Norman, Smith, Philadelphia; Luc;
Ames, McLoon, Rondout; Norombega, Hardiug
Amboy.
CALAIS—Ar 6th, sch Ontario, Jones, Portland
BATH—Sid 7th, schs Lizzie Dewey, Peters, fo;
Philapelphia; David Torrev, Orne. Middleton
F Edwards, Brookings, New York.
BOOTHBAY—Sid 8th, sch Portland Packet
Gardner, (from Eastport) for Portland.

the market.

Ν. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.
M&Fnrmly

dec7

good address

of

man

PROF.CHS.LUDWIG VON SEEGER,

Sailed, schs Geo Nevinger, Κ W Denham, A Η
Waite, Storm Petrel, Lookout, Sandy Point, Wit
Mason, Have», Challenge, and Keystone.
HYANNIS—Ar 6th, sch Ε C Gates, Freeman,
Calais for Mott-Haven (and sailed.)
BOSTON—Ar 6th, schs Andrew Peters, Warnock, Elizabetliport ; Jed Frye, Langley, Amboy :
Am Chief, Snow, Clinton Point: Nulato, Smell
Hoboken; Abby Weld, Fearby, Eastport; Itaska

young
desires a position clerking in some favoraWANTED—A
assistant bookkeeper; city
ble
department,

or as

Address H. T., 97

references given.

NEURALGTAT
DK. C. \V. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., has die
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and tli€
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Pills, is the most wonderful nervint
in the world and invariably cures
Sick Headache, Nervous Headache, Neuralgia, NcrvoiixnCMH, NlfcplcnutM,
Fnralrsu, Κι. Vitus' Dance,
and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upor
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter ol
nerve matter. They aro invaluable to all nervouf
reputation as a special·
people, and Dr. Benson's
1st in the treatment of uervous diseases at onct
all druggists
gives them a high standard. Sold bv
or sent to any address on receipt of price—60c
box, or 6 boxes for $2.50. Office 1G4N. Howarc
apr8d6mnrmcTh
St., Baltimore.

Forelen Ports.

WANT

WAInSvHIGHT,

Boston.

waiter. Steady employAddress HOTEL, this

good

ment
office.

""1

stitcher
TE D— An experienced shoe
vampers and closers on. SHAW COD6-1
St
ING & CO., 100 Middle

— ..

—

1st,

WANTED—October

TENEMENT
good tenement
Western part of city.

a

six or seven rooms, In
Address E. G. FOSTER,

of

following letter

Μη

Λ fc

was

i

M. C. Κ. Κ. Office.

one

having

a

double baby

find a purchaser by addressing
WANTED—Any
carriage
5-1
W. G. F., 14 to 24 Commercial Wharf.

1(
New York.. LUerpcol.... Aug 1]
Arizona
Aug
New York..Bremen
Rhein
l:
New York.. Hamburg.. .Ang li
Lessing
Liverpool. -Aug
Boston
Cephalonia
li
Quebec ...Liverpool...Aug
Oregon
15
New York. .Hav&VCruzAug
Manhattan
New York..Rio Janeiro Aug l<
Advance
U
..Aug
.Liverpool.
York.
City of Chicago ..New York..Liverpool.. .Aug 1.
New
ν
ftruria
.London
Aug
York.
New
Erin
Aug l<
New York..Havana
Clenfuegos

jy5

THIS V A i; fcR and
have it on bio at our
office. Should you desire
to advertise iu any papers,
it will pay you tc write us
for an estimate. State how
much, how long, and where
For
you want to advertise.
ten cents we will send

sj/j

>

complete directoryol
American newspapers
together with
valuable information
for advertisers, .be···*
MATES FBEE.
m

c.s.eossE,»=sffi·

Association,
SICK HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by

newspaper Adv'ng Αββο«ϊ·

RILL,

d&wnrmly-cTh

yearspast been,
CARD—Having
A
the emplov of Wyer Greene & Co., and Whi
Jt
I
this method of informing

maylO

$1000 CIVEN AWAY

for six

Smart,

take

η

friends that I have accepted a situation in ti
well-known shoe store of M. G. Palmer, No. η
Congress St., where I shall esteem a call from
friends as a personal favor. I am also happy
of
say that the very extensive stock, consisting
enable r
widths, sizes, qualities and styles, willevei
beror
to servo my friends even better than
SUMNER C. BAKNUM.
je9dtf
Portland, June 9,1886.

dtf

At

Morrison & G«.<i New Jewelry Nlor<

Every customer has a chance to secure a valuabl
present. MORRISON & CO.. Watchmakers an
Jewelers, dealers In Diamonds, Watches, J ewe
Laiee
ry, Silver and I'lated Ware. New Goods,
Styles, Lowest Prices. Watches and Jeweir
carefully repaired.
Watches Cleaned, |>ιλλ
Main Springs, $1.00; Case Springs, 50c. ; ware
Crystals, 10c. 365 Congre·* »«·» »nd?r,,Htf
II. Hall near City Hotel, Portland, Me. jyl2dtt

or

10 feet

by

117

7-1

Kennebec St., Portland Me.

The place where gentlemen can get
their garments cleansed, repaired, pressed,
etc. ; also gents' own cloth cut and made to order,
and satisfaction given at 2G6 Middle street, above
Junction of Free and Middle streets. FRED W.
6-1
GROSSTUCK, Tailor.

FOUND

—

ADRIFT—A sail boat; owner can

have by proving property,
FOUND
JOHN B. SKOLFIELD,

and

paying

Mere Point,
6-3
Brunswick, Maine.
hair clipped
Teriier,
a male Skye
reward
except head and shoulders. Suitable
will be paid upon his return to 131 COMMER5-1
CIAL STRIET.
black scal-skin pocket-book conwill
finder
taining about $30 in money ; the
be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at this
2-1
office.
Winter St., and the Reform
School, by way of Portland bridge, a child's
flannel sack with fancy hood. The finder by leaving it at 88 WINTER STREET, will be rewarded
31-1
for all trouble.

charges.

LOST—Dog;

Riimford Falls and Buekficld Railroad

LOST—A

Summer

AGENTS WANTED.

ton.

at
Stage connections daily with passenger train
West Minotforllebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
at
Can
West Suinner, Chase's Mills aud Turner;
ton for Peru, Dixfield, Mexico and Bumford Falls,
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
JelSdtf

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
for the best selling household article ever
made. Just out. Sells at sight. Big profits. Write
for particulars. W. S. REED TOY CO., Leomiuisaug9eoa2w
ter, Mass.
"ΪΤ7" ANTED—LADY AGENTS ACTUALLY
W clear «20 dailv with my wonderful new
iemaies: one
patent rubber undergarments ior
MADAM
lady sold fifty first two hours. Address111,
jell-β
C. T. LITTLE, lock box 443, Chicago,

WANTED

PARTY who took

GRAM) TRIM RAILWAY OF CAMbA
CHANGE OF TIME.
and after MONDAY, July 3, ISStf*
traîne will run an follows :
DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Iiewieton, 7.20a.m., 12.50
and 5.30 p. m.
ForGorhnm, 3.E0 and 5.30 p. m.
For Gorham, Montreal and Chicago, 9.30
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewûton and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.
12.05, 3.15 and 5.40 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.25, 9.30 a. m. and 7.00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 and
5.18 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train arv
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:
On

valise from the of-

a

fice of A. A. Mitchell, August 5th, will return
THE
to any
of no
same with the contents which
use

is

but owner ; will do me a favor, and no ques7-1
tions asked. A. A. MITCHELL.
one

RAILROADS.

!

Niagara Falls
—

AND

—

ALL POINTS WEST
—

AND

THE

—

Portland, White Mountain and
Niagara Falls Line,

35

—

Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
MUMMER RESORTS.

JOSEPH HICK80N, General Manage'

"THE BLUFFS" HALVE

general housework,

good wages.
tom

S

BLUFFS."

The architecture of the house is quaint and yet
striking, with projecting towers, giving the house
a cozy, nomelifce, yet imposing effect; it lias broad
piazzas on all sides, and its parlors and rooms are
spacious and elegantly furnished.
Families, Tourists and Invalids will find "The
Bluffs" one of the most beautiful spots on the
coast of Maine to spend their vacation. Every one
it; and the table
delighted who has ofever visited
has the reputation
being the best east of Boston.
of two,
Very low prices will be made to families
five, or more. Gentlemen, single, from $7 to S10
a week ; for two gentlemen or two ladles, occupy
tag one room, very low prices will be given. For
terms, address

"THE BLUFFS,''
MT. DESERT
—

FERRY,

OB

ME.

—

FRED JOHNSON,

Bangor,

who refers by permission to the officers and conJy22d3w
ductors of the Maine Central K. It.

HOTEL

TËNAKÎLL,

(On the Hill,)

I>EJ*IAREST, IÏ. J.
18 miles from Chambers and 23d Streets, via.
N. R. K. of N. J. The most charming hotel in the
vicinity of New York; perfectly healthy, no mosbowling,
quitos, line views, elegant drives, first-class.
billiards and lawn tennis ; everything
NOW OPEN.

VILES & TREADWELL, Proprietors,
illra

BE.TIARKST, I*. J.

jlyl3

-A

smart boy to work in

WANTED
grocery store.

Bangor, Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax, and the Prorinces, 81. Stephen and
ArooNtook County, 12.30 p. m., via Lewietou. 12.35 and til.16 p. m., via Augnttta; and
forJBUr worth, Bar Harbor, and Bangor
& Piscataquis Β. K., til.15 p. m., for
Mkowhegan, Belfast and Dexter, 12.30,
Bd.,
12.35, ill.15 p. m. ; Waterrille, 6.45fora. Au12.30,12.35, 5.15 and, tll.15 p. m. ; Brunttand
Oardiner
fetus ta, nallowell,
;
wick, 6.45 a. m., 12.35, 5.15, tll.15 p. m.
p. m., and on
Bath, 6.45 a. in 12.35, 5.15 Bockland
and
Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.;
Knox and Lincoln It. B., 6.45 a. in., 12.35
p.m.; and on Salurdays only at 5.15 p. m.;
Ant urn and Lewûton at 83.0 a. m., 12.30,

1

5.10 p. m. ; Lewiston via Brunswick, 6.45
а. in., tll.'15 p.in. : Farmington, Monmouth,
Winthrop and lflaranacook 8.30 a. m. and
12.30 p.m.; Oakland and North Aumou,

12.30 p.m.; Farmington ria Brunswick,
б.45 a. m. and 12.36 p. m., and from

a

Office.

mess boys on board U. S. S.
Apply to Caterer of Steerage
3-1

WANTED—Two
board.
Tennessee.

Mess,

on

drug store in a manufacturing
town on line of rail road, doing an increasinnhtiEinauu
l'lpnqe iutrirptts statins amount of
stock and fixtures, dally receipts and terms to
2-1
LINCOLN, care Portland Daily Tress.

WANTED—A

add A. 1. line.

can

honest and active boy for
errands. Address L. .Ad31-1

partic-

WANTED—8
ulars,
this state
travelling sales
WANTED—For
to sell pure laundry soaps to the trade
THE
Keferences
29-2

a

man

commission.
required.
AMERICAN KEEN SOAP CO., 13 Vandewater
27-4
New
York.
St.,
on

cast oS Clothing

buy $1,000
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid. Call
WANTED—To
07 Middle
MK. S.
address
LEVY,

immediately,

St., Portland. Me.

of

27-2

Harbor,

arv

Î;or

Rl'NDAtS.

9,10,10.30 a.

For Long Island,

in.,

1, 2,

2.30

d

m.
For

Harpswell and intermediate landings at
10.00 a.m., 2.00 p.m. Return leave Harpswell
at U.8u,
for Portland and intermediate landings"·■«-<—
...
Hound*--"-'·-*·'
Sound trip tickets, Sundays, tu
a. 111., 4.30 p. m.
cents.
26
other
othei
landings
Harpswell 35 cents,
GEO,
UEO. F. WEST, Manager.
jeSOdtf

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT
(Custom

Home

Wharf)

5.45.
Leave Peaks'

C.10,7.16. .8.30,9.30,10.30, *11.00,
6.18, ·».35,
11.40, 1.10, 2.10, 3.30, 4.15, 4.45,
6.30, *8.00, 8.30, 9.00, *10.16, 10.30.
Leave Little Diamond 6.20,7.30,8.20, 9.40,11.40,
*10.20.
1.05, 2.40, *3.65, 5.10, 6.60, 7.45,
Leave Great Diamond 6.15,7.25,8.15.9.20, 11.(6,
*10.25.
7.50,
0.30,
1.00, 2.20, *3.35, 4.50,
Leave Evergreen 6.06, 7.15, 8.05, «.30, 11.25,
12.65, 2.30, *3.45, 5.00, 6.40, 8.00.
Leave Trefethen's 6.10, 7.20. 8.10, 9.25, 11.80,
12.50, 2.25, *3.40, 4.65, 6.35, 7.65, *10.30.
Leave Long Island 7.55,11.15, 3J.5, 6.30.
SUNDAY TBIPS.

Leave Portland 7.30, 9.10, *10.30, 11.16, 13.16,
1.45, 2.46, 3.00, 4.00, 4.45, *5.15, 6.10, 7.30.
Leave Portland for Great and Little Diamond. Evergreen and Trefethen's Landings 7.30, Β.0Θ,
10.30, 12.15, 2.09. *3.15, 4.30, *6.10, 7.30,
Leave Portland for Long Island 10.30, 2.16, 5.46.
Leave Peaks' 8.30, 9.30,10.30, *11.00,11.40,1.10,
8.30.
2.10, 4.16, 3.30, 4.45, 6.15, «5.35, 8.30,
Little Diamond, 8.10, 9.40,11.40,1.06,2.40, *3.66,
5.10, 6.50, 8.10.
Leave Great Diamond 7.50,9.20,11.36,1.00,2.10,
*3.35, 4.60, 6.30, 7.60.
Leave Evergreen 8.00, 9.30, 11.25, 12.65, 2.30,
•3.45. 5.00, 6.40, 8.00.
Leave Trefethen's 7.55, 9.25, 11.30, 12.50, 2.25,
*3.40,4.56,6.35, 7.55.
Leave Long Island 11.15,3.16, β.30.
The 2.15 trip will be a sailing trip to Long Itland, touching Peaks' both ways.
•On stormy and foggy weather starred (·) trip·
11 nftt hit

run

FAKES.
$ .20
Single tickets with admission
1»
Children, ticket» with admission
1.00
admission
Twelve rides without
3.00
Sixty rides without admission
28
Long Island and return
B. J. WILLARD, Manager.
jy26dtr

FOR DIAMOND ISLAWD ANB DIAMOND COVE.
Monday, Jane 14th, and
until further notice,

and after

On

THE STEAMER ISIS
will run as follows: (Sundays excepted.)
Leave Burnham's Wharf at β, 7, 9,10.15 a. m.,
12.20, 2.15, 3.30, 5 and 6.15. p. m.
Leave Casco Wharf, Diamond Island at 6.30,
7.45, 9.30, 10.40, a. m. 1.30, 2.45, 4.30,5.45, and
6.45, p. τη.
The 10.15 and 3.30 trips will be made around
the Island touching at Diamond Cove at lia. m.
and 4.05 p. m. and at Farm Landing at 11.1*
a. m. and 3.50 p.m.
can b·
Arrangements for evening sailing parties
)el9dtf
made with the Captain on hoard.

STEAMBOAT

STAB LINE

Steamer CI TIT OF

CO.

Steamer Cadet leave State St.Wharf 10.16 a. ra.,
2.00, 7.30 p. m. ; Franklin Wharf 5.45, 6.48,10.80
а.m. ; 1.00,2.15.4.30.0.10,7.40,t8 30 p.m. ; teak'»
б.25,7.15,10.50. a. m.. 1.30,2.35, 5.10,6.30, f8.00,
9.00 p. m. ; Cushlng's 7.05, 11.Ου a. m. ; 1.20, 2.4»,
5.00. 6.50, 8.50 p. m. ; White Head 6.10 a.m. ; 6.40
in. : 2.55, 4.50 p. m.
p. in. ; Cape Cottaget 11.10 a.
Steamer Kmita leaves Franklin Wharf 7.45,6.00,
tio.15, tlfcOO a. m. ; 12.05, 2.00, 2.50, 4.00, 7.80
1.00.
p.m.; Peak's 8.00, 9.3o, tl0.35, tll.30a. m.;
2.30. 3.15, 5.05,*10,lo p.m. ; Cushing'» 8.10,9.40,
a. m.
8.20
Cottaget
tll.20a. m. ; 4.20 p.m.; Cape
a.ai. ;
MiintlayTime Table: State St. Wharf 10.55
12.80,
2.00p.m.; FranklinWharf9.15,10.30a.m.;
2.15,3.15 p.m.; I'eak'a 0.35, 10.50 a. m. ; 1.00,
12.45.
2.35, 5.15 p.m. ; Cushlng's 9.45,11.00a.m. ;
m. ; {2.65,
2.45, 5.00 p. m. ; Cape Cottagei 11.10 a.
4.45 p. m.
•Or at close of Greenwood
ment.
tMay be omitted in foggy or

Garden Entertainstormy weather.

jySldtf

tWeather permitting.

ΝΤΒΛΠΕΒ».

Ocean Tickets and Coal.
First Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate and
Steerage tickets by fast and best steamers: th·
I«Canard, White Star, Guion, Anchor, National,
Hammau, State, Ked Star, North German Lloyd,
burg American, Amsterdam, and Italian lines to
Eugland and Continent, at lowest rates. Sterling
and Scandinavian exchange.
COAL—Georges Creek Cumberland, and Gas
Coal, Ncca Scotia, Coarse and Culm. Patent Fuel,
all for immediate shipment, for sale by J. h.
ap24tf
FA Km: Κ, i'£ E xchange *1.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S

sails Monday, August 9, noon.
COLON
From New York, pier ft et of Canal St., North
Francinto
via The Iwthmua of
River, for Hao
Panama,

Great reduction in rates to San Francisco. Cabin

$60; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sis.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF PEKING sails Wednesday, Aug. 11th,
a

p.

in.

For Freight, Passage, or general informat Ion
apply to or address the General Km stern Agents.
E. A. ADA.HM A CO.,
115 Niate llrrci. Or. Bread Ml., Hmw·.
dtl

JelO

BOSTON

STEAMBOAT CO.

STEAMERS.

RICHMOND makes two

trips per week on the route between Portland aur
Machiusport, leaving Portland at 11.00 p. rn..
Tuesdays and Fridays, and Macliiasport at 4.00 a.
m., Mondays and Thursdays.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
Nl.TIMKB ARBANGEnENTfli

PAYSON TUCKElt, General Mauager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY, Gen'I Pass, aud Ticket Agt.
je25tf
Portland, June 25. 1886.

THE

FIBST-CLASS STKAMEB8

BROOKS and TREMONT
PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE. JOHN
alternately

auu

το

^xmcoHsumsroaoTifmsHAT

WOLFE'S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessarj
corrective of water rendered impure bj
vegetable decomposition or other causes
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior t<
every other preparation for these pur
A public trial of over 80 yean
uration in every section of our countr;
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its un
solicited endorsement by tne medica
faculty and a sale unequalled by an;
other distillation have insured for it thi
reputation of salubrity claimed for it
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & GO.
18 BEAVElt STREET,
NEW

YORK.
dly

marlO

DR. SAM'S

8-4

out-

side and under garments, over
coats,
suits, dresses, boots, shoes, &c. Send postal. I
will call at house and pay highest casli price. This
is an American establishment. Address .J. C.
23-3
MABSTON, Press office.
SURE CURE FOR
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Liver and Kidnei
Complaint®» Nervousness. Heartburn, Wind

Girls Wanted.
Y PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO., West
Commercial St.
my22dtf

Stomach or Fains ιντπεBowels,
Headache, Drowsiness, Low Spirits,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
As a Mehjcine it ie quick an<l effectual; curin;
the worst and most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia
Kidney Complainte, and all other derangement
of the Stomach and Dowels.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy am
restore the weak, feebl<
drooping spirits, and
nervous, and sickly to health, strength, and vigoi
—Persons who, fror
Dissipation.
Nightly
feel the ev
dissipating too much over night,
effects of the poisonous liquors in violent headache
Weakness. Giddiness, etc
Stomach,
at
Sickness
will find that one dose will remove all bad feeling
in thb

BOARD.
OOARDERN AVANTED—-Willow Brook
JJ Farm, Oxford, Maine; a pleasant, genial
home; healthful location, magnificent scenery,
delightful walks and drives, excellent table, delicious fruits, vegetables, milk, cream, eggs, etc.
Rooms with
wanted
will furnlet rooms
table board without rooms, or
seperate, as desired. MRS. ANNIE SEAVER.
13-2

£$

li„U|

PORTLAND. BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIA3

TRAINS.

\mi.\^u/

cou

v»w

leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, every week day evening at 7 o'clock ; arriving |n season lor connection with earliest trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &c.
Till further notice, the
NUN DAY TBI PN
steamers of this Une will leave Portland and Boston every Sunday at 8.00 p. m.
J. B. COY LE, Jr. Manager.
je29tf

—

Boarder»
board, to let, at 47 Myrtle street ;
will
ish

D. H. HAW &. CO.,
All Druggists.
SI Broad Street, BOSTON, MAS!

feb:

W,S&Mly

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

h»

For Gorham at 7.30 a. m.,
(mixed) at 6..ΊΟ p. m.

Gents' and Children's

Β

Sunday mornings.

on

The morndue in Portland as follows :
in. ;
ing trains lrom Augusta aud Bath 8.46 a. Ban-·
from
trains
m.
the
8.50
a.
;
day
Lewistou,
at 12.45 aud 12.55 p.m. ; the afternoou train;
romWaterville, Bath, Rockland aud Lewiston at
U5 p. in., Flying \ankee at 5.45 p.m.; the
night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
E.iiuited Ticket., Urns and .econd clam, foi
all point, in the Province, on .ale nt reduced rate*.

Trains

""^Portland:

Boston, is still at56Free street, excepting Fridays
and Saturdays, when she may be found at Meed's

WANTED.—Ladies'.
Cast-Olf Clothing of every description,
and under

a. m.f 1.30 p. m.
Harpswell at 6.16, 6.46 a. in.. a.
3.45 p. m. ; Jenk s at 5.50,7.35,11.25 a in 2 5υ
4.20 p. m. ; Hope Island at 5.55,7.40,11*30 a. m..
2.5o, 4.26 p. in. ; Little Chebeague at β 05 7 5o'
11 35 a m 3.05, 4,35 ρ m ;
8.10, 11.55 a. m.» 3.25, 4.55 p. ni. Arrive al Portland at 7.00. 8.45 a. m., 12.30, 4.00, B.30 ρ m
•5 o'clock trip will not run through to Orr'i Inland Saturdays, only to Harpswell.

—LINE FOR—

Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction.
Nashua, Windham aud JEpping at 7..'10
a. m. and l.IO p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at l.IO p. in.
For Bochester, Springvale, Alfred, Water·
boro, and Saco Biver at 7.30 a. in., 1.10

Portland and BidJohnson, the
clairvoyant, of

Hotel, Biddeford, Me.

"

Portland—Leave Ôrr's Island

For

D—The people
WANTS
defordtoknow that Madam
celebrated
and business
medical

U-

California, Japan, Chin1 Central
and South America and Mexico.

On and after Mouday, J une US,
ISMtf. Passenger Trains will Lea.·
Fw::w3
-ea

Small samples. One agent earned $3400,
WANTED—Salesman
Soses.
several up to $2500 In 1885. P. O. Box 1371
24-2
York.

summer boarders, For
address Ν. 1IIHAM, Box 32.

l?nr

η

For Bangor, Kll.ir«rlh and Bar Harbor a
12.38 p. in. Fast Express stopping at Bruns
wick, Uariliner, Uallowell, Augusta and Waterville only.
All otlier trains timed as above from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Congress St., where through
tickets aud baggage checks may be obtained 1er
principal points East and West.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
Sunsleeping car attached and runs every nightnot
to
but
days included, through to Bar Harbor to
Belfast
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar

ARRANGEMENT-OF

retail
3-1

:

o vi

CONGRESS ST. STATION ONLY

Χϊ???2ίίΡ1Ι

GROCER, This

Address

CENTRAL RAILROAD

Poi i/iand & Rochester R. R.

3-1

House.

jy5dtf

For

the terminus of the Mt. Desert Branch of the
Maiue Central Railroad, which is pronounced by
visitors to be perfection ; situated on a prominent
oint of land, on a site that commands a view of
îe entire bay, with its surrounding mountains and
hills, is the new and commodious hotel,

our

WANTED—A
washing; short distance in the country;
DR. GASSAWAY, 1 to 4 p, m., Cus-

■«··>

On and after MONDAY, June 28,
1886, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:

MT. DESERT FERRY

office after this date. Teleleft
WANTED—All
M. STANWOOD & CO., 281 and
3-8

■

J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

July 5,1886.

offa1

orders for collecting city

V*.

Y Y Hi.

Chief among the new resorts is the little nook called

viz.

Chebeague, Hup·
i/,*îî.lea.I'l.,
land'.Ienk^t
2.00, 6.00. 6.06 P-Ul.
ï
Himewln
06
FoW®
f.30
am.,'
££6 at P'β.ΐδ
Keturo for

TIME TABLE.

Denver. San

GHAS. H. FOYE. G. T. A.

YACHT

at

TO

Chicago, Mil'wan 1<
Canada^ Detroit,
Cincinnati, St. Louiti. Omaha, SagiSalt Lake City,
St.
Paul,
naw,

PORTLAND MD OGDENSBURG K. R.
Jy22dtf

and Deoot Foot of India Street.

Exchange St.,

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE

a. m..
leaving Portland every week day at 8.35 Tickwith through Parlor Sleeping Cars attached.
ets and all information to be had at Waldron's, 40
of
Exchange street, Portland, and at ticket office

WANTED—Cheap; either sloop or
cat rigged. Please give full description,
lowest cash price, and where yacht can be seen.
3-1
Address "YACHT" this office.

G.

14, 1886.

in Effect June

Arrangement,

Connection* via Grand Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junctior
m.
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.45 a.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p. m., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.50 and Cm
ton at 4.30 p. m.
Beturning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Bos

LOST—Between

Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 25c. a vial

Je24

streak boat 9

small

w

or

ABE γ·λΤ·ΤΑΝΤ
i'AT);"NS o*

EASTERN DIVISION.

lap
LOST—A
long painted white salmon color inside. The
addressing J. F. MERfinder will be rewarded

ANTED AT ONCE—A man and his wife
τ
(no objections to a small family) to live on a
farm about a dozen miles from Portland ; the man
must know how to drive and take care of horse
board
team, no other stock on the farm, and to
what extra help is needed ; work most of the time
for a good, rugged, sober man : such a one will find
a good place. Addrese P. O. BOX 1435, Portland,
3-1
and It will be answered at once.

to be

an?tn1ai?Aa,tM,r,June
111
Ie?,ve
f<f„ as
?m,i
land, daily,
follows,

Oa and After July 18,1886,

WAN

phone 080,

co

and
Steamers Forest City, Express, Minnehaha
tlwe·.
Mary W. Libliy will run ou the following
Forest City Tickets taken on any of the abov·
steamers. Amusement eoupous taken at Kink, Pavilion, Boiler Coaster or Elevated Kailroad.
WEEK DAV TRIPS.
Leave Portland for Peaks' 5.45, β.45, *8.00. β.ΟΟ,
S.OO,
10.00, *10.30, 11.15, 12.15, 1.45, 2.15,
9.30.
4.00,4.45. ·5.15, 6.10.7.30, 8.00*9.00,
EvDiamond,
Great
and
Little
Leave Portland for
0.50, 9.oo, 10.80,
ergreen and Trefethen's 5.45,7.30
9.30.
6.10,
4.30,
12.15, 2.00, *3.15,
10.30, 2.1·,
Leave Portland for Long Island 7.46,

For Bouton at 2.00 and 19.00 a.m., isl.00 ani.
(6.00 p. m. Returning I.cave Boulon at 7.30
and 9.00 a.m. artd 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00
aI
p. m. For Portxmonth and Newburyport
2.00and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m. Foi
Amcebnry ii.OOa. m. 1.00 and 6.00 p. m. ForS»·
lem and I.vtin at 2.00 and 9.00 &. m., 1.00 <i~i
ti.00 p. ni. 1*1* Lli TI A > »:.l K.*t un auuve wains.
^Connects with Ball Lines for New York, South
and West.
sConnects with Sound Lines for New York, Sout
and West
and West
Through Tickets to all points South
for sale at fortlund Depot Ticket Office»,
40
Eichangr
Ticket
Office,
I'nioia
aud at
Street, Portland.
1). J. FLANDKKS, tien. P. & T. A
J Ah. T. FURBKR, tien'l Manager.
<lt.
]e28

7-1

WANTED—A

vertiser Office.

Scc'y Board of Trade, Portland, Mt
Bakers Great American Specific, the infallibl
cuts
cure for all pains (internal or external),
rlieu
burns, bruises, sprains, soreness of limbs, house
other
and
matism. neuralgia, toothache,
hold ills, is sold by all dealers. Price, 50c
Maurice Baker & Co., Prop'rs, Portland, Me.
eodtf

a

Hail iiwruiy

SO CENTS.

owner

ing upon
Burnhams Wharf, City.

first class meat and pastry
cook is wanted at ST. JULIAN HOTEL.
5-1
None need apply unless well recommended.
r ED—Kent for small family; no children ; moderate cost.
K, Press office. 4.1

New

WE

UP ADRIFT—In Casco Bay

can have by callsmall boat which the
PICKED
CAPT. HAMILTON, Steamer Isis,

mile·) d·»· «■·Hay,
3°. 1880. Steamers Gordon
Custom House Wharf, Port-

Delightful

Sundays,

LOST AND FOUND.

5-1

woman for

received last seaaon
one who suffers from mosquito or black flj
ι Any
I bites in future, deserves to.
torn
During a recent gunning and fishing
through Maine wilderness, / chanced to apply
American
Great
8pecifi<
little JBaker'M
t<
which I had with me to my hands and face
sooth the sting of mosquitoes and midgets·, ant
fur
against any
found it to be a perfect antidote
blaci
er attack from from these insects or from
Others of the party tried, it with the sam
es.
us
pro
ejfect, arid the old experienced guidcs\with
nounced the Specific the best protection agains
ever
seen.
had
these pests that they
Tlie

sea

WA»

no

JW. IV. Ricli, Sec'j
Expercnce of
.■ η
.1 «vi*
Λ
■

the

to

IMMEDIATELY—A compe-

WANTED
tent hotel head
and
wages.

265 Commercial St.

A HINT TO SPORTSMEN.
η

COTTAGES to let; situated on
on the camp ground. Apply
361 Congress street,
A.
DENNETT, Washington
Portland, or MRS. A.
iclOatf
street. Old Orchard.
wall and
FURNISHED
MRS. H. C. GILMAN,

R-1

Ε D—An experienced American farmer
and wiie to take care of a gentleman's farm,
must be strictly
20 acres, 10 miles fjom Boston ;
refertemperate and be able to produce the best
a man and
ences as to character and ability; such
W.
Address
wife will get a permanent position.
No. 277 Washington street,
L.
0-1

AJour Vrtl'V

by druggists.

FOB

OLD ORCHARD.

Winter St.

can

Sid fm Liverpool 4th inst, barque John Watt
Sweetsir, New Orleans.
Sid fm Bristol, E, 4th Inst, barque Sacramento
Keed, Pictou, NS.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro July 16tli, brig Ned White
Elwell. New York.
At Cienfuegos J uly 21st, barque Chattanooga
Lewis, and J W Dresser, Parker, from Philadel
phia.
Ar at Cienfuegos July 27, barque Clotilda, Cog
gins, Baltimore.
Sldfm Sagua July 29th, brig Abbie CliHord

tallow 23 s for American.

STEAMSHIPS.

of

w. It. WOOD, 10 Central Wharf

Jyl4dtf

"THE

for our

An

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
marketLIVERPOOL, Aug. 7, 1886.—Cotton
6-16d; sales 7,
dull; uplands at 5v»d; Orleans 5 600 hales.
export
and
100 bales ; speculation
Win
LIVERPOOL, Aug. 7, 1886.—Quotations—
wheat at 6s 6(
ter Wheat 6s 6d®6s 7d; 'Spring
Corn—mixet
»d.
6s
®6s 7d ; Club wheat at8d®6s
&c.6s 5d. Provisions,
Western 4s 1 y2d ; peas
clear. Cliees<
Pork 57s 6d; bacon 35s6d for short
3d
34s
at
Western
4ls for American ;iard, prime

No. 3 Central Wharf, formerly occupied
leased at a

STORE
by J. S. Winslow & Co., will be
reasonable rate. Inquire

WANTED.

position. References exchanged.
E. .J. JOHNSON, Manager, 1β Barclay St.. Ν. Y.

Portland.

school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housekeepers. and over-worked women generally.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription "Is tho best
of allreetorati ve tonics. It is not a Cure-all,
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
women. It is a powerful, gen ral as well as
uterine, tonic and nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, in either sex. Favorite Prepostscription is sold by druggists under our
tire auarantcr,. See wrapper around bottle.
Prico 61.00, or ill bottles for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cutt, sent for 10 cents in stamps,
Address, World's Dispensary Medical
663 Main Street, Buffalo, Ν. Y.

Store to Rent.

at

WOMAN OF SENSE, ENER-

York; Alexandria, Nova Scotia for do; San-

"worn-out," "run-down," debilitated

TO

SALE—The coal and lumber business

of the late C. S. Ritchie. Saccarappa Me. ; eight
FOR
established, everything complete ; Includes

gy

dy Point, Bangor f»r Tiverton; Nightingale, do
for Bridgeport; Storm Petrel, Bluehillfor New
York; Lookout, Calais for Philadelphia.
Ar 6th, schs Challenge, Sullivan for New York ;
Raven, Bangor for do; A H Waite, and Will Mason, Portland fordo; M It Carlisle, Bowdoinhain
lor Philadelphia; Keystone, Perth Amboy for

For

I.ET—A few desirable furnished rooms will
be let with <>r without board. For particulars
21-4
inquire 106 PAH Κ ST., (.Park St. Block).

The Mousam

—

FOR
House, situated in Kennebunk Village, York
Me. For particulars apply to Ν. II. BAK-

business
ancl respectability
WANTED—A
per montli. Permanent
locality. Salary about

Hayes, Bangor.
VINEYAKD-HAVEN-Ar Gth, sells Geo Nevinger, Merrill, and Richd W Denhaui Gardiner for

t&.30 p.m. Honlou for Portland 7.30.8.30 a.m.
1.00,3.50, 0.00 p. ill. Pur Mt nrboro Renrh and
Pine Point 6.15, 8.40, 10.25 a. 111., 2.00, 3.30,
{5.00,0.10,8.05 p. in. Old Orchard Keiifb. Sure
and Riddeford β.15,8.40, 10.25 a.m., 12.40, 2.00,
3.30, {5.00, 5.30, 0.10, 8.05 p. m. Kennebunl·
6.15, 8.40 a.m., 12.40,3.30, {5.00, 5.30, 8.06 p.m.
Wella Reach 6.15, 8.40 ». m., 3.30,15.00, 5.30
p. 111. North Berwick. Great Fall·, Dorei
6.15, 8.40 a.m.. 12.40, 3.30, *5X0, 5.30 p. m. Ex.
eter, Haverhill,Lawrence and Eowell 6.15
8.40 a. in.,' 12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. Rochetirr,
Faruiiu^tou and Alton Bay 8.40 a. m., 12.4(5,
3.30 p. m. Wolfboro and Centre Harbor 8.40
Mnnchemer and Concord
a. ill., 12.40 p. m.
(via Newmarket Junction) 6.16 a. m., 3.30 p. ni.·
a.
in.
8.40
via Lawrence,
tConnects with ail itail Lines to New York.
West.
and
South
jVia Eastern Division to Scarboro Crossing.
.Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15,8,40
a. in., 12.40. 530 p. m. Ketuming leave Boston at
8-30 a. m., 1.00, 3.60, 6.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS
lor Ronton 1.00, 5.3o p. m. ; for Dover 1.00, 4.16,
5.30 p. m.; tor Scarboro Bench, Pine Point.
Old Orchard Beach, Saco and Biddofori)
10.00 a. in., 1.00, 2.00, 3.30, 4.15, 5.30, 7.00 p. in

TO

a smart growing town, with or without office
on small
equipment ; a rare chance for business
capital. For particulars, address NEWSPAPER
8-1
Lock Box 259, Saccarappa, Maine.

The Most Successsnl PREPARED FOOD

l'or

5-1

I.ET—At Old Orchard, with 7 nice airy
for light housekeeping, a
rooms, furnished,
of camp ground and
cottage within short distance
near
beach. Inquire of MHS. H. WESCOTX, 3-1
Picture
Gallery.
s
Whittemore

steam

on

food

BENJAMIN

a

and

ure

SALE—One of the best business chances

PassedtheGate 6tb, sche Jas H Deputy, from
Fort Johnson for Saco; Cayenne, New York for
Eastport ; Viola May, Port Johnson for Portland ;
Yankee Blade, do for do.
ΡΕΚΤΗ AMBOY- Ar 5th, schs Perseverance,
Willard, New York; Pulaski, Adams, do.
MEW HAVEN—Ar 6th, barque Joe lieed. Alien
Baltimore.
PKOVIDENCE—Ar 6th, Kb F A Pike, Norwood, Calais: C W Church, Lent, Baltimore.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 6tli, brig Katahdiu,

May 8, lat 30 S, Ion 129 W, ship Wm H Maej
Harkness, from San Francisco for Queenstown.
June 27, lat 6 20, len 30 25, ship Henry Β Hyd<
Pendleton, from New York for San Francisco.
July 17, lat 47, Ion 29, ship Ε Β Sutton, Cartel
from Liverpool for New York.

UIU|/C1LV

winv·

11.V.

'111

in the city; only a small capital required; sitFOR
Address
street.
apply to
uated

Domestic Pores.
TACOMA— SU 29th, ship Two Brothers, Hay
den, San Francisco.
GALVESTON-Ar 5th, sch Maud H Dudley,
Oliver, Mobile.
Ar 6th. schs David W Humt, Hall, Nassau, NPj
Marp Sprague, Poland, Baltimore.
DABIEN—Cld Sth, sch Casaie Jameson, Collins
Providence.
SAVANNAH-Ar Sth, »ch Belle Hooper, Gilkey
Philadelphia.
RICHMOND—Ar 6th, sch Et»a, Yerk, Kennebe; D H Ingraham, Bobbins, Wood's Holl.
NORFOLK—Sid 6th, schs Emma, Littlejohn,
Portland.
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 6th, sch Susan Ν Pickering. Haskell, Brunswick.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 6th, sell Ida L Hull,
Moyo, Kennebec.
BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, brig Golcouda, Hall,
Annapolis.
Ar 6th, sells A R Weeks, Henley, Windsor, NS;
Katfe J Ireland, Tunnell, Portland ; Chas Η Haskell, Silsby, Keanebee; Standard, Oram, Kennebee.
Cld 6th, sch Willie L Newton, Pendleton, for
Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 5th, sch Ella Τ Little,
Crawford, Kennebec.
Cld 6th, schs F Nickerson, Scett, Lynn; Maggie
S Hart, Cheney, Boston.
Ar 6th, sclis Geo M Adams, Standish, and Gov
Hill, Kaln, Kennebec; Jennie Midleton,Hateh,
do; Everett Webster, Baker, do; Carrie Belle,
Seavy, Portland ; Wm Ε Barnes, Perkins, Bangor ;
Thos Ν Stone, McDonnell, do; Grace Cuslung,
Drinkwater, Portland.
Cld 6th, sch Wm D Marvel, O'Keafe, Portland.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 6th, barque Louise
Adelaide, from Philadelphia forBo6ton; brig L
Staples, do for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 6th, brig John H Crandon,
Matanza; schs Cook Borden, Calais; Mahitou,
Sullivan; Light of the East, Ellsworth; MoreLight, Calais.
Also ar 6th, barque Mendoza, McAlister, Providence; schs Mary Ε Amsden. Calrk, St Croix;
Freddie Eaton, Ashley, Calais; Orozimbo, Guptill,
do; Manantico, Simmons, Sullivan; C β Weod,
Stanldy. and Ella M Hawes, Purington, Boston ;
John Douglas. Jordan. Providence ; Ρ S Lindsay,
Mack, Conuecticut.
Ar 7th, sell John C Smith, Fergusen, Charleston, SC.
Cld 6th, brig Tarifa, Peterson, Matanzas; Daisy
Boyuton, Muypliy, Sagua.
Sid 6th, ship Corsica, for Rotterdam.
Passed the Gate 5th, schs Nettie Cushing, from
New York for Rockland ; Jessie Hart, Amboy for
do; Ella, McVane, do for do; Hattie Godfrey, do
forScituate; Lady Eilen, New York for Boston;
Alta-Vela, Hoboken for Ellsworth; Helen Chase,
and Pciro, Hoboken for Boston; Jennie GreenBank, do for Bangor; Ximena, Weehawkeu for

Spoken.

F

delightful

SAVES IiABOB, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction·
No family, rich or poor should bo without it.
Sold by all Grocers, BEWARE of imitations
ÎVell designed to mislead. PEARIJNJS is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
Qtiways bears the above symbol, and name off
JAMES PYia NEW YOKE.

Park, Philadelphia.
At at Curacoa July 21st, sch St Croix, Handy,
Bucksville, SC, to lead for North of Hatteras.

Reynolds, Philadelphia.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS leave PORTLAND
Ronton at t6.16, t8.40 a. m., 112.40, t3.30

tenements second floor
each.
Clark Streets; six rooms
St.
SHAW, 48Va Exchange

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE,
in effect Jnue 27, ISSti.

Fare to Old Orchard and Return

office work and
WANTED-

nominal.
and
the warehouses at Havana and
Stocks in
bags
Matanzas, 31,000 boxes, 653,000 385
boxes,
10,000 hlids; receipts for the week,
during
14,0000 bags and iftso hlids; exports
and 3,00tj
the week, 785Tlôjffe«, 26,500 bags
tc
hlids
2,800
and
hhds. including'21,000 bags
the United States.
to
polarization
good
Molasses sugar, regular
at SI 60@ 1 87Va gold per quintal.
to 90 de
Muscovado, fair to good refining, 85
81V*.
grees polarization, at 1 50-al
polariza
96
degrees
Centrifugal sugar, 92 to
43%.
tion, in boxes, bags and hhds, 2 12V4s@2

FHOM

iAMRnrLTS

FKOM

At Matanzas July 30, barques Alice, Kair.lo
North of liatteras; Lizzie Carter, Carter, dise
lianuah McLoon, Bowers, do.
Cld at Halifax Gtli, barque Ada Ρ Gould, lieu
ralian, Sydney, CB.
Ar at St John, NB, 6tli, schs Lucy Hammond
Flynn, and Hortensia, Sanborn, Macliias.
Old 6th, schs Allston, Barbour, and Eben Fishe

and convenient
KBNT-Lwo pleasantcorner
Pine and

ΟΚ

FOB

This powder never varies.
A marvel of purity,
More economical
strength and wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Royal Baking Powder Co., IOC Wall St.*
Ν. Y.
ju2dly

iw

7-1

SALE—Fire bricks, red bricks, grate
bars, buckstaffs, rods, iron furnace doors, and
a large variety of material nearly new,at the Portland Smelting Works, by L. TAYLOR, Treasurer.
7-1

Absolutely

The large four-masted scbr in the yard ol Wm
Bogers, Bath, has been named Benjamin Ρ Poole.
Her masts are all in and she will be launched
11th inst.

Havana Market.
[By Telegraph.]
market
HAVANA, Aug. 8—Sugar—The sugar closed
Pricesl
during the week was quiet.

SAILING DAYS OF

MIN SHAW, 48Va Exchange Street.

POWDER
Pure.1

ocu ucriruae L· iruuay, uavis, «orient—J »
Wiuslow & Co.
Sch Falmouth, Welch, Norfolk—J S Winslow
& Co.
Sch Ellen M Colder, McLeod, Baltimore—W S
.Jordan & Co.
f Sch Franklin Pierce, Holmes, S W Harbor—Ν
Blake.
Sch Daisy, Hodgdon, Deer Isle—Ν Blake.
SAILED—Sch Falmoatli.
SUNDAY. August 8.
Arrived.
Sch A F Emerson, Beynard, St John, NB—Gallagher & Ce.
Sch Portland Packet, Gardner, Eastportr-herring to Dana & Co.
SAILED—Sch Alice Montgomery.

Ctnroi·

has
;

in
rooms
sunny exposure and elevated grounds ; tHfe garden
has a large variety of trees In bearing order ; size
of lot 100x200; terms very easy; the furniture
and carpet cau be bought if desired. BENJA-

& Co.

Wilson, Millbridge; Metropolis,
veil; A L Wilder, Tlinrston,

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

desirable house and

very
land No. 374 Spring Street; the house
FOR
and
excellent repair
twelve

Barque Cupid, (Br) Gould, Buenos Ayres —F
Dudley.
Sch Nahum Chapin, Arey, Rosarlo—R Lewis

New

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R,

FOB MALE.

Coyle.

Quicksilver
do preferred

Common

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

Sack'dBr'n

MARINE

j

Steamship Eleanoia, Bragg, New York —J Β

NEW YOKK, Aug. 7, 1886.—The following are
closing Quotations for mining stocks to-day:
30 00
Colorado Coal
21 00
Homestake

Michigan-

FINANCIAL AND GOMMERCIAL.

76

water

Hun sets
18
Length of day ....14
12 54 Height....
Moon sets

Arrived.

46Vk

Metropolitan El

AUGUST 9,

SATURDAY, Aug. 7.

[By Telegraph.]

First Anarchist (in a whisper)—Come around to
the hall tonight. X. Y. 1882 chestnuts.
Second ditto—Tes, 1 know. B. R. 75, Blatherskite. But the fact is, I'm afraid
First Anarchist (darkly)—Have you been betraying the secrets of the tribunal? Beware of
the
Second ditto—No, ne. Johann—not so bad as
that. I worked three uays last week
First Anarchist—H'm. Well, I think you'd better stay away and I'll try to smooth it over with
the Executive Board.

76

FOR

■

MINIATURE ALMANAC
4 37'
Sunrises
6 65 High

8AZ.B—$1000;

imall hotel in Boston,
splendid stand near depots ; furnished in
walnut throughout, fine bar; this is a splendid
chance for a smart man to make a fortune ; 50.000
people pass daily. JOHN W. S.RAYMOND & CO.,
277 Washington Street, Boston. Mass.
31-1

Cleared.

Carter's Little Liver Pills will positively cure
■ick headache and prevent its return. This is
not talk, but truth. Ont pill a dose. To be had
of all Druggists. See advertisement.

low grades. 3 26®3
X Spring and
XX Spring..4 50®4
Patent Spring
6 26@5
Wheats
Well, straight
4 87®6
roller
clear do.... 4 25 α 4
stone ground.4 62®4
Ët Louis et'gt
6 00® 5
roller
clear do....4 75®6
Winter Wheat
5 25®5
Patents

York..Liverpool...Aug 21

Aug 21
....New York..Havana
Citv Washington.New York. Hav&VCruz Aug 2li

57*4

owner

is a
opportunity to get a good home
and make good income. JOHN W. S. RAYMOND
As CO., 277 Washington street.
6-1

27%

αο pref
1st pre!

New York

"What's the matter?"
"A young doctor whe lias beeu engaged to my
daughter (or the last two years, and been calling
broken off the
*n her almost every evening, has
match."
"W«ll, I expect it is a good thing to get rid of
him."
I don't mlHd his breaking off the match, but the
scoundrel has the cheek to send me in a bill for
all the calls he has made on her."

Flour.
Superfine and

m

...New York..Liverpool...Aug

Niagara

....127

Essex
Fort Wavue
Pacific 6s of'95
Lone island
Con. Coal

her Caatorla,

...

IHLAND BTKAMEB*.

nice rent, fine location, In western
hot and cold
nart of city; heated by steam,
call at BANKS'
particulars
further
for
water
Sts.
Free
7-1
an.l
Store June. Congress

liBT.

TO

SALE—$2500: one of the finest lodging
nouses
FOR
TO'LET—A
Boston, 18 rooms; present
nine years ; located in the best
part of the city for
letting rooms: elegantly furnished throughout: £?ug
this
splendid

...Sew

Baltic

Morris &

lfhm Baby «· >luk,

JWi
337/8

RAILROAD*.

BUSINESS CHANCES.

raiSCELLANEOITS.

...

..

Gaîlia

_

Kock

Mobile|&

21

■■··

....New York..Glasgow....Aug 14
New York.. Antwerp
Aug 14
Aug 14
iiiNew York..Bremen
Cltvof Rome" ..New York..Liverpool. ..Aug 18
Liverpool... Aug 18
....Boston
Citv of Fnebia...|New York..Hav&VCruz Aug IS
York..Liverpool...Aug 18
Celtic
New York.. Hamburg... Aug 10
Hanimôiiïa
21
.... New
Sema

Circassla
Peenland
Fulda

1.10, 6.30, an

For Snccnrnppa, Cumberland .11 ill», Wf «tbrook Junction aild Woodford'e at 7.JO
and lO.OOn. in., I.IO. 3.00, β.20 ar..i
(mixed) *6.30 p. m.
For Forest Avenue (Deering) ÎO.OO a. m<
3:00 and tt.'iO p. m.
The I.IO p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Juuct. with Hoonac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Wormier, for
New York via Norwich l^ine, and all raii.
Via Springfield, also with Ν. Ϋ·&Ν· Ε. Κ. Η.
("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Wnmhingtou, and the South, ann
with JBoetou A* Albany K. R. for the Went.
Close connection made at Weetbrook J m iction with through trains of Maine Central R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent, Prrt
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS. Sunt.
je26dtf

Portland and Ogdensburg R. R,
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monda;, June 28, 1886,

STEAMSHIP LINE.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ever; TUESDAY and FRIDAY
Λ'.3k

>U

Ίιϊ\ί'*«\
i/ripr-jui·-^»

Β!
TV

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p.m. From Fine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the r»te of

Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

mission.

Round

PiuMHjfr glO.OO.
i'lCilIS

For freight

or

auu

«l'uni

Trip #IM-

uibiuuvu·

passage apply to
Β. ΝΛΠΡλΟΐν, Λ|«ι,
70 Lon| Wharf· Moataa.

Ε.

31dtl

DAILY EXCURSION.

STEAMER HAIDEE,
CAPT. II. B. TOWN8END,

leave Burnham's Wharf, Portland, daily (Stmfor 80. Freeport, touch in» at
Cousins and Great Chebeague Islands, at 10.30 a.
Will leave So. Freeport dally at
m. and C p. m.
7 a. m. and 2.30 p. in.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
jel7dtf
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.
will

days excepted,)

and until further notice Passenger Trains will
Lcare Portland as follows :
S.IIS a. m., foi No. Conway, Jackson, Glen
Crawford's,
Faybans, Bethlehem, Prolilt
House,
House, l.ittletun, Wells' Klver, Montpelier, Sf
Montreal, Burlington
Newport,
Johusbury.
Swanton, Ogdeusburg and West.
to
Fabyan's, Summit Mt.
IO
m..
I-J.
Express
p.
Washington, Bethlehem, Profile House, Littleand Jefferson, conLancaster
Franconia,
ton,
necting via Wells' Kiver for Montpelier and St.
This train will not
afternoon.
same
Johnsbury
or Hiram.
stop at So. Windham, W. Baldwin
Bartlett and into
Portland
Local,
6.15 p· ui.,
termediate stations.
Falls, Porter,
Stages for Limlngton.lSebago, Kezar
Denmark aud Lovell connects with 12 40 p. m.
0.15 p. m.
with
connects
Windham
No.
Stage for
train.
Traîne Arrive in Portland·
S.45 n. in., 'rom Bartlett and way stations.
r.j.35 p. ni., Express from all White Mountain
Resorts.
5.45 p. ui., Mixed train from Bartlett and way.
7.15 p. m., from Montreal, Burlington, Ogdeusburg and West.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
CHAS. 11. FOYE, G. T. A.
Je25tf
June 25, 1U8G.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Keturnlng, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, J κ.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. I

New

JULIE STEAMSHIP C0JIFANÏ
For NEW YORK.

General Agent

sept21-dt(

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B., HALIFAX, N. S.
—

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT:
Commencing June 28, 1886.
A.M.
U. ΐυ

Traius Leave Brldgton

Λ.Μ.

10.10

P.M

6.31'

P.M.

7.4Γ
8.45 12.35
Arrive Portland
C.16
12.40
Leave Portland (P.&U.K.K.) 8.35
8.6C
3.07
11.10
Arrive Bridgton
North Brulg
Stage connects with a!l trains for
ton and Harrison, and with trains It avingrortluno
....

at 12.40 p.

ieaodtf

m.

for

Waterford.
J.

A. BENNETT, Supt.

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

Nora Ncotia, Prince
wardu Inland, and Cape Breton.

Ilruntwick,

KC«I-

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
CThe new Steamers of this Line will leave Kailroad Wliarf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
for

WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.0ο v. M..
EASTFORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
checked to
Through tickets issned and baggage
destination, ty"Freight received upto 4.UO r. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J· »· COYLE, JR.,
of State street.
Ueu'l Manager.
nov20dtf

PBESB.

THE

MONDAT MORNING, AUG. 9.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
AOVKBTMEMEIVTS

KHff

Ι'β-Βλν

base ball.

PERSONAL.
Hon. Thomas B. Keed has arrived home.
Sir. "W. J. Hammill, a former Portland
boy, has joined Doris's circus as head treasurer.

His many friends are glad to see Mr. Ira
Berry on the streets once more, after his se-

illness.
Commander Woodward of the Swatara
has been sojourning at Saratoga for a few
days.
Miss Bradley and Miss Helen No yes of this
city sailed for Antwerp Saturday from New
York in the Antwerp steamer.
They will
vere

AMUSEMENTS.
Greenwood Garden—Peaks' Island.
Bijou Kink—Prof. Gleasou.
Forest City Pavilion—Peaks' Island.
New England League Games.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
City of Portland.
Piles and Fistula Treated.
Wau ted—Woman.
For Sale—Fiue Row Boat.

music abroad.
Mr. Edwin L. Foster of this city, having
successfully passed the required examination, has received a promotion and permanent appointment in the railway mail ser-

Study

Wanted—Agents.

For Sale—Farm.
Wanted—Salesman.
To Let—Rent.
For Sale—Lodging House.
To Let—Rooms.

vice.

WINSLOW'S
Adrioe le IVethcr·.—MRS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep by
cherub
relieving the child from pain, and the little
•wakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasthe
ant to tute. It soothes the child, softens
the
gums, atiays all pain, relieves wind, regulates
Vowel», and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
i»uses.
Twenty-flve cents a bottle.

SM&W&wly

|anl6

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.
lOO West 49tli Street,
New York, June β, 1883.

•lvely used Allcock's Porous Plasters iu the various diseases and conditions of the lungs and
pleura, and always with success, I recommend
their use in that most aggravating disease, Summer Catarrh, or Hay Fever ; strips of Plaster applied over the throat and chest will afford great
relief from the choking tickling In the throat,
wheezing, shortness of breath, and pains in the
K. McCohmick, M. D.
chest.
Oeod&w
aug2
Missionary Bowler writes: "Having usedAdamson's Botanic Cough Balsam for
bronchial affections, hoarseness and severe colds,
1 am prepared to say that it has afforded almost
immediate relief in my most severe attacks; and
I consider it the most effective preparation of its
kind for all diseases of the throat and bronchitis.
"Hev. J. H. BOWLER.
"Baptist (State of Maine) Missionary."
Trial bottles 10 «ents, at the druggist's.
M W&S&w
aug9
Why don't you try Carter's Little Liver Pills?
They are a positive cure for sick headache, and
all the ills produced by disordered Liver. Only
•a* pill a dose.
d&wlw
augS
HAkfer'i Bazar.—This beautiful weekly publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week has been re.
•eived by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Mr. J. Γ. Jeffords, late chief clerk in the
railway mail service, lias removed his family
to Livermore Falls, where he will open an

extensive furniture and crockery establishment.
The

Aroostook
present Hon. Fred

Exploration party

Atwood, who managed
the affair, an elegant gold headed cane in
token of their appreciation ef his efforts in
behalf of the excursionists. It will be a
very well deserved tribute.
cauauaet

interesting service was held at Williston church last night in the presence of a
crowded audience. An address by J. W.
A most

Packard of Salem, Mass., was read by the
pastor, Rev. L. H. Hallock, and was interpreted in sign language by C. W. Jenks of
Hartford, to a large number of deaf mutes in
historic
attendance. The address gave a
sketch of what God and modern philanthropists have done for this unfortunate class,

which now numbers in this country alone
35,00o. Institutions for their benefit have
been founded in all civilized countries, and
the "children of silence" are now educated,
taught trades and useful employments·, and
many have made no little proficiency In literIn no country has so
ature and science.
much been done for them as in America.
The writer earnestly advocated the use of
"sign langauge," and happily illustrated its
power by relating in pantomime the story of
the "Prodigal Son,"
"Offering
by Abraham," and finally by reverently
peating the Lord's prayer with which
unique service closed.

of Isaac

which thirty-seven were for drunkenness.
Cumberland District Lodge, I. 0. of G. T.,
will meet with the lodge at North Windham.
To-morrow the grand bodies of Odd Fellowship commence their sessions in Bridgton.
diver is at work trying to
obtain the bodies of the two children drowned in Peabody Cove.
A

professional

re-

the

is still insignificant compared with the last
two years. The landings at all ports this
week, according to the statement of the Boston Fish Bureau, foot up 7816 barrels against

38,901 barrels for the corresponding week
last year ; and the total New England catch
IIW
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week.
The annual re-union of the 1st, 10th, 29th
Regiment Association will be h<?ld at Rennion Hall, Long Island, Thursday, August
19th.

The firemen in Machigonne engine house
put on the hose Saturday, and flushed out
several sewers in that vicinity which had become quite ioul.
The negro who has been exhibiting his abnormal development of muscle, double sets
of ribs and two hearts in eastern towns for
the last month arrived here Saturday.
Lieut. Barrett won the prize at the drill of
the Primary Cadets, at the Ottawa House
list week, and the friends of the C idets
raised $100 for the benefit of the company.
The Trefethen Brothers of Peak's Island
caught probably the largest sturgeon ever
fonad in the waters of Casco Bay, it weighby
ing about 240 pounds. It was purchased
"
D. W. Loveitt.
A meeting of the members of the 17th
Maine Regiment Association will be held at
Bosworth Post Hall this evening at 8 o'clock
to complete arrangements for the annual reunion, which will be held at Norway on the
18th Inst.

While Gen. Neal Dow was driving down
Congress street Saturday his carriage wheel
caught in the car track and twisted the axle
so that the General was obliged to get out
and lead the horse home, and have the carriage sent olf for repairs.
The 25th anniversary of the 7tli Maine
Regiment, which occurs at their new cottage
om Long Island, will commence Tuesday,
On Wednesday the business
meeting will be held, and the dedication of
the cottage will take place Thursday.
Rundlett Brothers, Portland, who own the
Dirigo Mineral Spring on Cape Elizabeth,
keep one team running constantly and supAug. 24th.

ply their customers with from 30 to 50 gallons of water daily and have an increasing
patronage. At their gum factory on Fore
street they put up 75,000 boxes yearly.
C. P. Babcock, the machinist on Exchange
street, Portland, has recently repaired a
machine for cooling water which was in
vented in Paris and used in Central Africa.
It is turned by a erank which runs an air
pump and the water is cooled by the rapid
evaporation process. Milk-warm water can
be.reduced to icy coldness by the use of this
machine in one minute.

Religious Work.
The Portland Toung Men's Christian Association conducted five religious services
yesterday. At the rooms, the morning meeting for young men only was conducted by
Mr. E. R. Staples and the evening meeting
At this meeting
was led by Mr. Y. R. Foss.
an interesting and profitable address was
made by the Rev. Donald McLaren of the U.
S. flagship Tennessee. Remarks were also
made by President H. G. Dewey and others.
There were two requests for prayer. In the
Y. NI. C. A.

line of outside work, the association conducted divine service ai me uuawa jaouse,
Cushing's Island, with preaching by the
Kev. Rev. H. P. Winter; religious services
were also held in the three wards of the
Maine General Hospital, followed by a distribution of flowers. In the evening, a gospel praise service was held on board the
Tennessee. This service was one of the
most interesting yet held. The exercises
were in charge of Mr. Granville Staples.

requested prayers for themselves, stating that they desired to become

Three sailors

Christians.
Brave

Boys.

Little Anthony Barrett, the first lieutenant of the Primary Cadets, jumped into the
water the other afternoon and buoyed up a
boy of thirteen years of age who had accidentally fallen overboard, until the boy was
rescued.
Thomas McCann, a fourteen year old son
of Mr. D. E. McCann, rushed into the Mill
Pond at Knightville, and saved a ten year
old boy name White from drowning.
Maine State

Crange.

The Maine State Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, will hold their annual festival at
Old Orchard on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, August 24th, 25th and 26th. There
will be addresses by Hon. Z. A. Gilbert,
Hon. Rufus Prince, Hon. G. |B. Loring, of

Massachusetts, and
Thing.

State

Lecturer I). II.

Found the Beer.
About 3 a. m. Saturday the officers found
the end of the pipe that was laid out of the
shop supposed to be owned by Conley on
Commercial street. The pipe ran through
the cellar wall 70 feet to a hole in the railroad embankment behind a Boston & Maine
shed, and three barrels of beer were secured.
The Pavilion.

At the Forest City Pavilion, Peak's Island)
this week, there will be an attractive bill)
containing a number of amusing features.
The "Mikado" and "Confusion" will he performed, and Dr. Lynn, the illusionist, will
appear.

cruising.
Wyer Brothers paid 10 cents Friday for

ican fleet are now

few mackerel that were caught along the
shore in this vicinity.
Saturday the same
firm purchased the stock of mackerel of the
schooner M. M. Chase of Portland, consisting of 7000 fish, for which they paid 10 cents
pound. Thèy also bought 9000 pounds of

per
halibut from the schooner Lucy Ann of
Gloucester.
Island Excursions.

Naomi Circle and Lodge, D. of R., will
to Peaks Island

have its annual excursion

Wednesday.
The operatives of the Westbrook Manufacturing company will make an excursion
to Long Island next Saturday.
next

About 200 citizens from Dover, Ν. II., arrived at Peaks Island Saturday on their an
nual excursion. The party was under the
management of Mr. Trefethen.
An excursion of about 500 people from
Canton and other villages came on the Bumford Falls & Buckfield Bailroad and made an
excursion to Long Island Saturday via Forest City boats.
The Lasters' Protective Union of Auburn
went to Peaks Island Saturday, 400 strong.
A larger party would have come had it not
They
been for the threatening weather.
were accompanied by Glover's brass band,
which furnished excellent music during the

day.

Galligan,
Kearns,

The Perry Machine company has been organized for the purpose of selling, manufacturing and licensing others to manufacture
auu OCIl ait niuuo

V/A

uiuvuiuutj)

yliances to be operated by
following are the officers:

foot

www

— ·.

..J.

The

power.

I. Blount.
Treasurer—Charles A. Kingston.
Directors—Eugene I. Blount, Charles A.
ton, William L. Perry.

President—Eugene

Kings-

Capital stock $100,000 ; paid

in $50.
The Harvard Mills company has been organized for the purpose of manufacturing
and selling all kinds of wool and hair shod-

dies, and dealing in all kinds of wool waste.
The following are the officers :
President—John M. Whittemore.
Treasurer—George H. Smith.
Directors—John M. Whittemore, George
Smith, Alfred M. Crooker.
Capital stock $50,000 ; paid in $150.

Sheffler, cf

O'Rourke, c
Keilly, rf
Shoeneck, lb
Madden ρ

There is also the sloop Beth, Capt. C. B.
Tower. These yachts are anchored off the
Portland Yacht Club house, and the owners

visited the club house Saturday and yesterday. There was no special entertainment.
The splendid steam yacht ^Orienta, Mr. J.
B. Bostwick of Fifth Avenue, New York,
flying the N. Y. Y. C. colors, is also at anchor
in the harbor, as well as the Belle, Mr. J. E.
The
Baker of the Dorchester Yacht Club.
fine schooner yacht Moselle is also here.
Encounter with a Bull.

Mr. George Curtis of West Harpswell owns
a vicious bull, which he pastures in a field in
that town. Thursday Mr. Curtis started |for
the pasture carrying a heavy iron ring with
which to ring the bull's nose. Upon attempting the job the bull knocked him down and
then started to toss him, but Mr. Curtis hit
the bull in the eye with the ring, and then
rolled over to the fence while the bull was
recovering from the shock of the blow, and
escaped. Mr. Curtis was badly bruised.
Sword Fish.
The schooner Moses B. Linscott, captain
Gillian of Harpswell, brought in a fare or 27
sword fish Saturday, the result of a week's
cruise. They were captured in the Bay of
Fundy and weighed when dressed about 6,000
pounds. The entire load was disposed of to
the firm of Wyer Brothers on Custom House
wharf for 6J cents a pound. Wyer Brothers
bought 21 sword fish Friday, and three others besides the fare of the Moses Linscott
Saturday morning.
Creenwood Carden.

This week at the garden will be a great
festival of operas, the management having
engaged the Wilkinson Opera Co. They will
present the "Mascot" Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, and the "Chimes of Normandy"
the remainder of the week. Wednesday, the
marketmen of Lewiston have their excursion
to the garden. In the forenoon there will be
dancing, also sack and potato races, and a
tug of wan
The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in tho city for
week was 21, from the following
last
:

Apoplexy

Cholera Infantum....

Paralysis

Pneumonia
Total

3

WARDS
4 5 6

7

-----

1

3---1-3
l

—

Consumption

Infantile
Inflam. of bowels
Old Age

2

-.---11
—

··

1

—

—

*
~

Γ
1

"i "2

_

2

~

2

Total.
6
1
7
1
2
1
*
1

~

~

7
1

1

~

6

8

7

27

20

4

Murphy, c., ss
Laroque, 2b, rf
Flannagan, lb
Whiteley, lf
Wilson, ss,c
O'Brien, rf,;2b
«ruber, cf
Cull, 3b
Lovett, ρ

IB.
2
0

A.
1
1
0
0
2
0
Ο

E.

PO.
0
0

AB.
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3

Β

0
1
Ο
0
0
Ο

11111
3
2 11
Ο
Ο

33

3

7

Totals
Innings
Portlands

1
0

TB.

2
0

1118
0
1
ο
2

2
2
0
Ο

0
2
0
2

24

8

0
0
0
0
1
1
Ο

Ο

10

23456789
0400201 χ— 8
01
100000—3
Newburyports
Earned runs—Portlands, 2: Newburyports, 2·
Two base hits—Shoeneek, Wilson. First base on
balls—Portlands, 3. First base on errors—PortStruck out—Portlands. 5; Newburyports, 4.
Kearns,
lands, 8. Double plays—Wlieelock,
Passed
Shoeneek.
balls—Newburyports, 3.
Wild pitches—Newburyports, 3. Time—2 hours.
1
1
1

Umpire—Holland.

AT LAWBEHCE.
1 2345C788
Innings
3 0103000 0—7
Haverhills
1 00021000—4
Lawrences
Base hits— Haverhills, 2 ; Lawreeces, 5. Er1
rors—Haverhills,
; Lawrences, 6.
BROCKTON.

AT

23456789
1 0 2 0 0 0 2 χ χ— 5
Blues
0 OOllOOxx— 2
Brocktoos
Base Hits—Blues, 5.
Brocktous, 2 ; ErrorsBlues, 5 ; Brocktons, |14.
1

Innings

STANDING.

Victories for both Portlands and Haverhills Saturday leave these clubs still tied for
the leadership of the New England League.
The Brocktons have a slight lead over the
Lawrences -while the gap between the iioston
Blues and the rest of the clubs is not as large
The standing follows :
as it was.

i
Clubs.

Haverhills
Portlands

••I 1
8
81 4

Newburyports...
Brocktons

Lawrences
Bostons

Games lost..

41
51
1

6
4
5

26126

81 42

GAMES THIS WEEK.

schedule for

is the weeks'

The following
the New England

League :

Brocktons at
Lawrenee.
Haverhill, Portlands at Newburyport.
Tuesday—Portlands at Brockton.
Wednesday—Newburyports at Boston, Portlands at Lawrence.
.Tnursday—Bostons at Lawrence, Haverhills at
Brockton.
Friday—Bostons at Brockton, Lawrences at
Portland.
Saturday—Bostons at Newburyport, Brocktons
at Portland, Lawrences at Haverhill.

Monday—Blues

at

Other Carries

Saturday.

At Boston—Bostons, 4 ; Kansas Citys, 1.
Base hits—Bostons, 10; Kansas Citys, 1. Errors—Bostons, 4 ; Kansas Citys, 0.
At Washington—St. Louis, C; Washingtons, 5. Base hits -St. Louis, 10· Washingtons, 0. Errors—St. Louis, 4 ; Washington»,

three.
At

Bridgton—Portland

Reserve;,

ο

^
21

process of re-election has to be gone through
over again,
in one or two cases re-election
i> not by any means a mere formality nor a

foregone conclusion. There will probably
a fight of a keen and obstinate kind against
Henry Matthews, the new home secretary,
in East Birmingham, and it is not impossible
be

that other ministers may be treated to a contest. All this will occupy time and it wiil be
something like a fortnight before the House
of Commons gets to anything like work.
\Vhat will that work l)e? Will there be a
debate on the speech and an ameudment to
the address? In other words, will there be a
debate on the home rule question? 1 am
much inclined to think there will in any case
be such a debate. I feel quite certain that if
Gladstone does not himself bring it up, some
English radical below the gangway will do
so, and will probably press to a division. I
am not spying whether I myself think it desirable or not that some independent Radical
should take this course ; I am only saying
that most assuredly this course will oe taken.
What Gladstonians of the inner circle say is
that they do not see much use just now in
challenging a division on the home rule question, which would merely repeat and accentuate the decision given by the general elections. On the other hand, what the Gladstonians of the outer circle and the independent Radicals below the gangway say is
that the sosner they force the secessionist

Suppose, for example, an amendment to the
address is proposed declaring that no settlement of the Irish question could De satisfactory which did not proceed on the lines of
domestic legislation. How would the Liberal secessionists vote? Almost every man of
them, except Hartington, has declared again
and again in favor of the urinciple of home
rule. Would it not be well, some Radicals

argue, to force these men to be true to their
words or publicly to renounce them ? If they
vote against such an amendment they declare
against home rule of any kind. If they vote
for it they declare against the Conservative
government and drive the first nail into its
coffin. Such is the argument of both sides.
I give no opinien of my own, for I am now
talking only of what Englishmen propose to
do or not to do.
The action which the Irish party may decide on taking or supporting is not yet
known ; at all event», not yet known to me.
For I have not been able to leave London |to
attend the meeting of the party in Dublin today. and if it were known to me I certainly
would not proclaim it in advance from the
housetops. But I think I may venture to
make a prophecy as to Gladstone. Gladstone
comes back to lead the opposition only because he has nailed his home rule colors to
the mast, and is determined to fight for home
rule as long as there is any fight in him or
there is need of his hand in the battle. If>
however, the Conservatives should make up
their minds to offer a scheme of home rule
which Ireland could accept, then Gladstone
would consider himself released from all
necessity of remaining in public life. It is
extremely unlikely that the Tories will do
anything of the kind just yet, but if they do
it tomorrow Gladstone will give up public
»
life the day after.

Among the many medicines which from
year to year have been put on the market, it
is a well known fact that but few have stood
the test of time. Frequently are they heralded with flattering promises ; but a discriminating public soon learn their worthlessness, and they disappear from public attention ; while a valuable medicine, which has
real worth, will gradually gain the confidence
of the people, until no one will question its
merits. This has been strikingly illmtrated
in the history of Adamson's Cough Balsam,
manufactured by Messrs. F. W. Kinsman &
Co., 843 Fourth Ave., Ν. Y., which ha» for
many years been constantly and rapidly gaining the confidence of the public, until now it
stands without a rival, as one of the most reliable cough remedies to be had. It is now
recommended by physicians, because it cures

63
63
67
65
61
61

β

7|

6 7
101 5

...

colds every time." Owing to its perfect harmony in combination, it is the very best mixture for the speedy cure an drelief of croup,
colds, throat or lung diseases." This valuable remedy was the result of close observation and experience as a pharmacist. The

senior member of the firm (Mr. F. W. Kinsman) commenced business thirty-six years
ago, and early in his business life became
convinced that there was need of a safe and
effectual eough remedy. For years he made
it a special study to produce a cough medicine which would stand on its own merits
and that he could recommend with confidence.
This remedy he at last discovered, and after
retailing many thousand bottles over his own
counter with the most .flattering results, he
put it into the market under the name ofAdamson's Botanic Ce ugh Balsam. It is prepared
from highly _c.QU£.entrated vegetable extracts,
barks, gums and roots of wonderful healing
*

properties.

23;

Bridgtons, 3.

MARRIACES.
Notes.

play their
Saturday next the Newburyport*
the directors

last game iu Newburyport, as
They
have sold the franchise of the club.
have sunk about $3000 and feel it is best to
the
is
not
decided
now.
It
purchasby
stop
ers whether the club will be transferred to
Salem or Lynn, but probably the latter, and
will remain as a club and a member of the

league.
When Wheelock went to the bat in Saturs

game

ne was

pmssuitiu

wilu

a

iuibc

and handsome bouquet, while he and Shefiier were loudly cheered, their work of the
day before evidently being remembered.
Holland's umpiring is not up to the mark
and he is not a fav»rite here.
Caranagh has been released.
Thayer of the Brocktons was the only man
who got a hit off Watson Saturday.
Umpire Freligh says he has umpired twenty-three or four games, and never had
trouble except in Brockton and Haver-

Murphy
Umpire

Foster of the Haverhills and W.
of the Blue have been fined by

Lynch'

Murphy and Bresnahan of the Haverhills
had a squabble in Saturday's game and Murphy was preparing to vanquish Bresnehan
with the aid of a bat, when the police interfered. Both players will he fined.
MATTERS.

Iu ttiia city, Aug. 7, l)y Kev. J. M. Lowden, John
G. Lang and Misa Mary I. Joues, both of Chester, Ν. H.
Ill Gardiner, July 28, Philip Labeacli of Gardiner and Miss Martha A. Beauregard of South
Gardiner.
In Bristol, July 29, Nathan O. Carter and Miss
Celeste J. Carter.
In Dresden, Aug, 4, James K. Bickford and
Miss Annie L. Price, both of Pittston.
In South Framinghain, July 28, Sarn'l W. Clark
of Newcastle and Miss Angie L.Dunbar of Nobleboro.

DEATHS
In this city, Aug. 6, Charle F., son of George O.
and Mary A. Siteman, aged 7 years 10 months.
In this city, Aug. 6, Jennie, youngest child of
Henry J. and the late Jennie Grimsditch, aged
7 weeks.
In this city, Aug. 7, Frederick, son of William
and Susan Â. Daicy, aged 31 years 11 months.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2.3U o'clock,
from his late residence, 288 Brackett St. Burial
at convenience of the family.
In this city, August 8, Mrs. Hannah S., widow
of the late Daniel Willard, aged 53 years.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock from
her late residence, No. 76Vi Wllmot street.
In Deering, July 14, Miss Elizabeth Kveleth,
aged 75 years 2 months.
In Hingliam, Aug. 3, Ellen K. Wliiton, wife of
David Whiton, and daughter of the late Cant. E.
K. Kelleran, of Portland, aged 72 years.
In Brunswick, Aug. 1, Mrs. Abigail M. Stinson,
aged 59 years.
nor
C.
Poth

THE LEASING OF THE

A portion of the Hull Yacht Club arrived
consisting of the
sloop Carmen, Vice Commodore B. L. M.
Tower ; Rambler, J. J. Henry ; Magic, Capt.
Neal ; Ethel, F. W. Hobbs. On board of the
Carmen is Judge Orcutt of Cambridge,Mass.

1
6

8

NEWBUBYP0BT8.

RAILWAY

in this harbor Saturday,

Diseases.
Accidental

33

Totals

E.
0
2
2
0
0
0
Ο
Ο
0

H.

Yachting.

causes

If
2b

Wlieelock, ss
Hatfield, Sb

uay

Corporations.

New

PORTLANDS.
AB. B. la TB. PO. A.
4
1
1
ο
0
1
0
4
3
1
0
5
4
l
ο
1
5
0
4
11114
2
4
2
2
0
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
Ο
4
2
Ο
Ο
0
4
1
1
S 15
Ο
0
4
1
1
0
5
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There are no indications of any large bodies
of mackerel on our shore. Vessels with 18
to 25 barrels continue to arrive and then refit
for the North Bay, where most of the Amer-

comnanv

Lawrences was displayed, with about an even interest, as both tlie Haverhills and Portlands were playing for first place. Although
the day was cold, the game was played with
Madden for the
few errors on either side.
Portlands pitched an elective and errorless
game. Lovett, who pitched for the visitors,
was not batted hard but his wild pitches
were costly errors for his team.
The features of the game were the first
base playing of Shoeneck, who made several
fine one-handed catches of wildly thrown
balls.
Wheelock, Kearns and Shoeneck
made a double play in the third inning,
Wheelock stopping Laroque's grounder in
time to send the ball to second base, when
Kearns cut off Murphy and then sent the
ball along to Shoeneck in time to throw Laroque out at first. Madden made a couple of
good stops and Sheffler going to the bat
when the bases were full, made a hit which
brought home the three Portland players.
The score follows :

is only 25,928 barrels against 152,755 barrels
in 1885 and 133,138 darrels in 1884, a deficiency compared with last year of 126,827 barrels-

The Commercial Travellers' Association
have taken a room in the Brown Block,
which will be open Saturday evenings.
TwO new cars from Philadelphia have
been added to the Congress street line of the
hnrafi railrnad

and the bulletin board on which ihe progrès»
of the games between the Haverhills and

THE

The Mackerel Catch

A-

England League.

3.
PORTLANDS, 8; NEWBUBYPOB1S,
The game between the Portlands and Newburyports Saturday afternoon was witnessed
by about 1500 persons who watched the game

Association.

The New England Gallaudet Association
of Deaf Mutes will hold a two days' convention in Young Men's Christian Association
Hall, commencing today. A number of them,
about 50, arrived in the city Saturday. They
held a prayer meeting in the vestry of the
First Baptist church yesterday afternoon
The convention today will be addressed by
Mayor Chapman and others. Mr. W. K.
Chase of Winstead, Conn., will deliver a
eulogy on Thomas Brown.

the

Officer Harmon seized 59 gallons of beer at
Uevine'H Saturday.
The Ottawa is doing a splendid business.
There are over 250 guests at the house.
The strange fish at Plummer Brothers'
store is a rénova, a native of warm seas.
There were fifty-nine arrests last week, of

is to

The New

first mail sworn. This swearing in will occupy some days. In the meantime all the
statesmen who have taken high office, having
by that fact ceased to represent their former
constituencies, have ts seek re-election. New
writs have been moved for, and the whole

BOSTON

&

LOWELL.

The Globe says : "The rumored leasing of
the Boston & Lowell road by the Boston &
Maine has had no effect upon the subscriptions for stock in the proposed new line between this city and Lawrence, despite the

fact that any such consolidation would
effectually ruin any hope of a competing line
from this city. Nearly 8200,000 has already
been subscribed, and the projectors of the
scheme are assured that nearly every dollar
of the $500.000 needed will be pledged by
September 1st. The business men of the
city seem thoroughly aroused over what
thëy^all the unjust discrimination exercised
by the Boston & Maine in the matter of
freight charges toward this city, and are determined to establish a rival line even if no
pecuniary profit results for years to come,
claiming that the reduction on freight will
be

profit enough."

Odd Fellows' Relief.
In Maine, during the twenty-nine years of
its existence,the subordidate lodges and encampments I. O. O. F.,contributed forjthe rer
lief members, their widows and orphans,the
sum of $146,486.67 ; and during the last thirin lor-

teen years Si,191,448.81—an aggregate
ty-two years of one million three hundred
and thirty-seven thousand nine hundred and
thirty-five dollars. Luring the last thirteen
years its average disbursements for relief
each year has been $91,649.91 ; and in the
year 1886 it amounted to $157,737.91. During

year the expenditures ror reiiei
amounted to $2,176,269.41, and that in the period extending from 1830 to 1884 the 6. L. of
the United States reports disbursements for
relief aggregating $38,916,406, including the
the last

relief of 1,131,894 of its members, and 151,222
widowed families.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds :
Bridgton—Horace Billings to Myra F. Weeman,

a

κ
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W
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of Alhfirt

[Justin M'Carty's despatch to Ν. Y. Herald.]
We are a good long way off yet from any
real business. The first duty of the ne w Par-

liament will be to elect a speaker. This
must be done before the speaker or any member is sworn. Technically, a man is not a
member of the House of Commons until he
has taken the oath and his seat. Therefore
the first business will consist of a number of
men, not members of the House of Commons
meeting in that chamber, and there electing
a man who, like themselves, is not a member
of the nouse. After his re-election, and the
formal signifying of her majesty's approval
of it, will begin the business of swearing in
the members, the speaker himself being the

auction sales.

F. Ο. BAILEY & CO.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

o[ Hearing.

Notice

Boils
And pimples, and other like affections caused by
impure blood, are readily cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla. While it purifies, this medicine also
vitalizes and enriches the blood, and builds up
Scrofula, humors of
every function of the body.
all kinds, swellings In the neck, hives,

Ringworm, Tetter, Abscesses,

ulcers, sores, salt rheum, scaldliead, etc., are also
cured by this excellent blood-purifier.
"I was troubled with bolls, having several oj
them at a time. After enduring about all I could
bear in suffering, I took Hood's Sarsaparilia.
Four or five bottles entirely cured me, and I have
had no symptoms of the return of the boils. I
cheerfully recommend Hood's Sarsaparilia to all
like afflicted, being sure they will find speedy relief." Ε. N. Nightingale, Quincy, Mass.

Hood's

the Honorable Mayor arid Aldermen of the
City of Portland:

■0(JCATIONAL.

was

this

State under the name ot tlie Portland and Forest
Avenue Railroad Company, respectfully petitions
of the locution
body for a renewal
your Honorableits
»f the route of
rallroadjas now operated within
the limits of tlie City of Portland, for the term of
fifty years, a* authorized by the provisions of section one of chapter four hundred and flfty-seven
of the private laws of 18G0, as amended by chapter ninety-one of the private laws of 1861.
1'obtlahd Railboad Company,
H. J. Libby, President.
Portland, July 16,1886.
Upon the foregoing petition, notice is hereby
given, that the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of
Portland will give a hearing to all parties interested in tlie matter of said petition, at their room,
of SepCity Building, on MONDAY, the sixth day
tember, A. D., 1886, at 7.30 p.m., and will thereafter decide and determine whether said petition
shall be granted.
By order of the Board,
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
au9dlawM3w
Portland, August 7,1886.
treated with
ρ 4% and FISTULA
of the knife orI *'out the use
detention from business, also
L
Γ _%all other diseases of the Reellltum. Cure guaranted. WM.
ϊ
I iii"WliEAB (M. D. Harvard 1842)

Λ L'XA.,

£
ϊ!
I H
I I

ls

I

and KOBERT M. KEAD (M. D. Harvard 1876),
Evans Houne, No. 175 Tremont St., BonReferences given. Consultation free. Sent
ton.
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M.
for pamphlet.
Office closed from August 7th to 18th.
Ν. B.
febl3eodly
and
holidays excepted.)
(Sundays
SALE—$500 ; nice 10 room lodging
house inltlie centre of business;full of purinanent lodgers the year round ; the rent is only
from
$33 a month and the monthly rent received
on
rooms is $100 monthly ; present owner sells
account of having to leave the city. JOHN W.
277
St.,
Boston,
Washington
S. RAYMOND & CO.
9-1
Mass.
SALE—Valuable farm of 45 acres located within eight miles of Portland ; cuts ten
tons hay, orchard of 300 bearing trees, 13 acres
wood land, excellent water, buildings in first class
order. For
apply to S. F. STROUT,

F

The above Gut Shows the Parlor Suite Floor

LKX-On

St.,

an

a

up stair» rent of G
furnace, hot
room. N. 8.
0-1

GARDNER, 40 Exchange Sr.

»AtE-A fine row boat with cherry
seats and gratings ; also leather cushings.
0-1
Inquire at PORTLAJil) PACKING CO.

FOB

retail clothing
Inquire at
store; experience prefered.
9-1
A. F. HILL & CO., 580 Congress St.
IjET—Two large pleasant roems, furnished
everything convenient.
or unfurnished;
Apply at 610 CONGRESS ST.

WANTED—A

salesman in

100 Doses One Dollar.

a&wlynrm

aprl

TRADE PROCESSION
—AND—

Fine views made of the procession Julv 6th, and
of the Drummers on their clam bake July 7th, for
sale at the studio of

BLl'C,

Fur mint-ion, Malar.
Address A. H. ABBOT. Prln

LITTliE

«

for Oil and Water Color Painting, Crayon and Pastel
Work, Charcoal and Lead Pencil Drawing, Porcelain
and China Decoration, Mathematical Instruments for
Arbhitects, Engineers and Draughtsmen, Artists' fine
Brushes and Penoils, and Materials for Scene and
Fresco Painters. MR. JOHN F. GOULD, formerly with
Cyrus F. Davis, has charge of this department.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

PAINTS AND DRUGS,
MARKET BQITAHE.
augleodlm

(,'OLLEGE,

Λ.Μ» tO.HJIEK('IAL

B. A. Atkioson & Co.,

CHAS. H. JONES, Principal

VASSALBORO, ME.

Λ Boarding Sihool fer Both Kein.
Fits for College, for Teaching, and for Buslnes·
Experienced and faithful Teachers at the head of
each department. Full courses of study. Location
low. Fall
healthy. Discipline eood. Expenses
Term opens Aug···! J lth. Send to the PrinciJlyl6eod4wlm29_
pal for catalogue.

WÊSTBR00K SEMINARY

DONNELL BUILDING,

COLLEGE—Alt
Institution of Learning for both sexes. Couraet of
hmtruction: Common English, one year; Higher
English, including Business Course, three ; Scientific, Ladies' Collegiate. College Preparatory, eacli
four years. Students may take the full courses or
any studies embraced In the courses. Superior
boarding accommodations. Steam heat in rooms.
Expenses moderate. Fall Trrm begin* Tom·
day. Mept. 7 th. For further information or for
irculars, address

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets,

•IAH. P. WENTOK, Pres't,

We desire to call the attention of all of those interested in furnishing: to tho
ofenormous exhibition of Hair Cloth. Mohair and Silk Plush Suits which we are
fering at hitherto unheard of prices, at the same time guaranteeing every suit to
be perfect in every detail of construction and quality of goods used in its makeup
according to the price asked, and we further guarantee to accord to every buyer
We say this to the buying public because some inthe fairest possible treatment.
tending buyer often reading the prices we are about to quote may be led to believe
thaMhe goods are not up to the standard. Our lirst great offer for August is a full

PgERtMO, Me.

aug4eo(lIm

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

COLCORD,

W.

J.

1-13 PEARL. STREET.

HAIR CLOTH PARLOR SUITE
This suit consists of a Sofa· Ladies' Patent Rocker, Gents' Arm Chair, and four
Parlor Chairs. The frames are ail neatly finished vrainut, and are handsomely upThis suit is cheap to any housekeeper
holstered in a prime quality of Hair Clotn.
at $40.00, and at the above price will be sold only for cash or half cash and the
balance in thirty days. Come and see it on our floor. <. Our next mammoth bargain
is a
«

■rrtLef

|f.

CURE

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles Incident to a bilious state of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eatinr.
While their moat remarkPain in the Side, Ac.
able success has been shown in curing

Full 7 Piece Mi Plush Parlor Suite, lade Up Same as
the Hair Clotli Suite above quoted,

dtf

)an24

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their eoodness does not end here, and those
who once try them will nna inese mue oiub » «unable in so many ways that they will not be willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

THE

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
ORGANIZED

ACHE

noms COMPANY,

for
ami the sait made up in WoolJPlush (and, by the way, commonly called mohair)
and
$37.60. These are prices never quoted by any house in the Furniture Business
on these
our stock of these goods will go very fast. In consideration of the low price
sets they will be sold only on the 'erms stated on tue Hair Cloth Suits. Besides the
Mohair
Hair Cloth from $32.50 to $85.00.
above we have all kinds and prices.
andlSilk Plush Suits from $12.25,$45.00, $50.00, $00.00, $05.00, $75.00, $85.00
or
month,
week
andjup to $250.00, for cash or one-fourth down and balance by theexamination
out
and, what is the best of all, the largest and best selected stock for
This is not advertising.talk, but solid
side of Boston and rarely surpassed there.
facts, which a walk through our extensive warerooms will show.

Special Sale of Carpetings
UNTIL·

FURTHER! NOTICE.];?

which lus hail thirty-six yea»' experience.
RECORD IS

|ΤΙί

Endowments paid,
Surrendered policies,
Dividends,

SIX

UNION MUTUAL, recognizing its mumost liberal company In its

POLICY CONTRACT Is plain and
definite in all its terms and no chance for

ITS

misconception.
POLICIES ARE
INCO NT ES TA H L Ε
years for any cause except fraud.

ITS
After three

PAVS

—BY—

DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
immediately as soon as the

IT DISCOUNT,

proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without
waiting 60, 90, or any number of days.
ISSUES

ITplans.

POLICIES

ou

advantages ui «hi»

THE

approved

all

Company

are

AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS,EQUIT
ABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conser
vatlve management.
Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

The above is a fac-similé representation of onr carpet floor before enlarging it.
and we have no hesitation in saying that with the increased room, new hard wood
floor and other improvements, it is the very best retail carpet floor in the New England states. Every shelf is loaded; we are determined to make a little boom in the
goods. Onr big offer for this time is an extra heavy pure all wool carpet, fall vard
wide, fourteen patterns, combining the handsomest we have in stock. Over 6500
We
to offer for cash, or a quarter down and the balance $5.00per month.
Please reave marked them 67 1-2 cents per yard for the time specified above.
member these are not the cheap, thin, nine pair goods we are offering, but
EXTRAS, and if they were sold wholesale at their worth should bring this ligure
by the roll. And as a guarantee of good faith with you we will send samples of
the goods large enough to show you the quality, and request all who are in want
of a Carpet worth 90 cents per yard to either call and examine or write for samples. We shall offer another line of Wool Carpetings for 75 and 85 cents per
yard that are acknowledged to be the best Extras in the United States. A good
many of them are private patterns to us, and retailed through the Spring trade
for $1.00 per yard. We have over ΙΟ,ΟΟΟ yards of these in stock in this store.
Besides the above we have

Îards

Portland and Vicinity

policy-holders.

dealings

diseased blood is deficient. It removes the cause of and
thus cures Blood Humors and Skin Diseases·
and as a tonic in Nervous Debility it has no equal.

OF

oyer

T1IF
tuality, is the
with Its

the blood pure and you drive sickness away.
^Neglect to do so and you must suffer with disease. In
the Summer heat* when your physical powers are
exhausted and your mental faculties incapable of effort,
Tegetiue will give new life to the bloodless invalid and
and
Impart vigor and strength to the worn body
mind. Take it while on your vacation and thus
to
secure health and pleasure. But If you are unable
and
get a respite from labor, by all means use Vegetine,
from Epidemics
you will greatly lessen the danger
and Fevers. Vegetine possesses in its combination of
in which the
elements
roots, barks, and herbs the very

VIEWS

OF DOL-

HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS, paid policy-holders tor each year of
the company's existence.
ASSETS ARE 80,119,347.13, while
its Liabilities are only 33,li:i,4ie.74.

Make

FMW&wlylstor4thpnrm

to

PATIIEiTT

TOTAL

SHOWINO
Policy-holders of nearly
O MILLION»
TWKÎVTÏ-TH
LARS, equal to

chusetts standard,
the Mew York standard.

THE SOURCE
OF HEALTH.

Cure Sick Headache, Constipation and Piles.
Are Purely Vegetable. Gentie yet thorough in operation. 25 cents; 5 boxes, $1.00. By Druggists and by
Hail.
Geo. Pierce & Co.* 30 Hanover St., Boston·

$8,361,920.4?
3,374,402.90
5,647,970.22
4,268,862.35

Death losses paid,

ITS
II AS ΤΗ Κ RE FOR Κ A SURPLUS of
ITNearly $400,000
according to the Massaand of
8700,000 hy

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

The Best
Liver Pills.

1848,

IN

IS A

$41.25

Λ

la the bane of so many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
a dose.
very easy to take. One or two pills make
or
They are strictly vegetable ana do not gripe
all who
action
their
please
but
gentle
purge,
by
for
Sold
$1.
in vials at 25 cents; five
use them,
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

SOULES PILLS,

MAINE.

OF

and which we shall offer for just

SICK

Headache,yet Carter'sLittle Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

a

circular

JOnN K. DeWITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. HATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director.
JOSIAII H. DRUMMONO, Counsel.

SÏNKINSON,

JAMES

MANAGER FOR CITY AGENCY.

eodtf

mar2f

Cotlon and Wool Carpets, Hemp Carpets,
UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Tapestry Brussels Carpets,
81 flawley SU Boston, lass.'

Photographer.
Special facilities for line Photos
of Groups, Picnics and otber parties, yachts, Island Cottages, Animals, dcc., by the Instantaneous
Process.
jlyl4

BODY BRUSSELS AND VELVET CARPETS,
and

a

3a>

UPHOLSTERV HARDWARE.

siii mi,
dM

feb9

HASKELL & JOIES,
-MANUFACTURERS OF—

OXLT

GENUINE

Rugs, Mats, <k, at the Lowest Prices.

and

oar

B»UEB,
Stop Roller I» Standard.

tWAak your Dealer for them, take no other

[WH0LE8ALSJ

CHAMBER FURNITURE.
and

Mahogany

eodly

ap21

FOR SALE.
fixtures and pood will of
the coal business of Chas. If.
O'Brion, located on
Brown's Wharf.

Stock,

Pine, Ash, Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany, Imitation, Cherry

A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fin
gers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
Students should use it. A great
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting
their technique.
Herman KotzschReferences:
■nar, VV. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Wm. Mason.

Curtafau,

Window Shailf^ Curtain Fixtnres,

full and complete stock of

We have devoted one and a half of onr entire floors to the display of Chamber
Sets, and we take pride in saying that no house in New England shows as large an
assortment or liner selection. Ninety styles of

"TECHNIGON"

ad Silk

VI MAKE Τ1IK

eodtf

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland,

Artistsniateriâisl

GROVE SEMINARY,

OAK

FRIENDS'

Chamber Sets,

—

at prices from $15.50 and up to $35 for Pine, $18 and up to $75 for Ash. $40 and
up to $250 for Walnut Marble Tops, $37.50 and up to $200 for Cherry Marble
Tops, $30 and up to $75 for Imitation Cherry and Mahogany and Solid Mahogany
Marble Top Chamber Sets for $75 and upwards. We can suit.any taste for cash or
one-fourth down, balance by the week or month.

ADDRESS

—

CHARLES H. O'BRION,
PRESS
aug7

OFFICE.

dtf

PORTLAND RAILROAD.
CONGRESS STREET STATION ROUTE.

SIDEBOARDS HALL STANDS, EXTENSION TABLES.
Enormous variety, all styles and prices.

On and after MONDAY, June U8tli. care
connecting with Maine Central Railroad
outward train» will leave as follow*:
Leave
Leave
Connecting with
Boston Steamers, Post Office trains leaving ConFranklin Wharf,
gress St. Station at
Α.

Λ. Μ.

Μ.

6.16
7.46

STOVES AND RANGES.

6.20
7.50
8.00
P. M.
12.00
12.10

Γ. M.

The largest stock and lowest prices in Maine, and every Range warranted or
money refunded. Any of the above goods sold for cash or on our Special Contract
System, one fourth down at time of purchase, balance by the week or month.

<xEN. AGENT,

PHOTOGRAPHER, 514 Congress Street.
dtf
jly9

β

jyss

OF

—

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS
ATTENTION !

Portland, Mt.

Congress St.,

For $32.50.

Barter's

mh9

ovAnlnv.

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL „SwvV

a

TO

on/1

ri «ν

Cor circular.

A. L. Sawyer, 537
Miss.
;T«o
jTy9

FOB

High
first class house ;
TO
rooms, In
and cold water in sleeping aud bath

Ι,Ρβ«ηηβ

Send

OK

particulars

Mchool of M«>ao|;rnphf·

Porliund

Oru»n ΚΑηίμιιιΙΐΛΓ 1st.

II

Sarsaparilia

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

C. W. ΛΙ.ί.Κί*
dtf

To

ΓΙ1HK Portland Railroad Company, which
X irst incorporated by tlie Legislature of

Purify the Blood
"Last spring I was troubled with boils, caused
by my blood being out of order. Two bottles of
Hood's Sarsaparilia cured me, and I recommend
it to others troubled with affections of the blood."
J. Schoch, Peoria, 111.
'•I had been troubled with hives and pimples
for some time. Other remedies having failed, I
I have
was advised to try Hood's Sarsaparilia.
taken two bottles, and am entirely cured. I think
Hood's Sarsaparilia has no equal as a blood-purifier." Effik M. Pebtrie, Portsmouth, Ohio.

Exchange Street.

Salesroom 18
V. O. IIIILVV.
marl4

Turcoman

THE NEW HOUSE OF COMMONS.

First Work May Be.

VUBNITI'IIE.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

and Alice G. Colby, aged 2 months 20 days.
In Bristol, July 29, Abbie Α., wire of Henry 0.
Huston, aged 42 years.
In Gardiner, Aug. 2, Gracie, daughter of Cbas.
F. 'JCrask, aged 2 years 9 months.

land. $76.
Alexander Lunsden to Paul L. Chandler, land.
$400.
Portland—Annie M. Deerlng et als to George
H. Young, land. $10.

How It Will Set To Work and What Its

NEW

4.40

M.
6.49

A.

8.29
P. M.
12.38
12.43
12.48
6.19
6.24
trains except-

with all inward
Cars
ing the Niglit Pullman.
E.
A.
NKWMAN, Gen'l Manager.
Je28dtf
will connect

THESE LOW PRICES ARE OHlYfoTa LIMITED TIME, THERE- DISSOLUTION
(^PARTNERSHIP.
FORE TAKE HOTICE AHD SELECT AT OHCE.
partnership
existing
Τ
style
All orders through the mails will receive prompt and careful attention, and Cuts
of Parlor and Chamber Sets, also samples of Carpets aud Curtain Goods on ap pli-

cation.

ΗΚ
heretofore
between
the subscribers under the
of A. F. UILL
& CO., has been dissolved bv mutual consent AH
debts and dues will be paid and collected b» A. F.
Hill
ALMON F. HILL.
HENKYW. BACK.
..

Portland, August 5,1886.

shall continue the business at the old stand,
No. 500 Congress Street, under the style of A. F.
HILL & CO.
aug6d2w
ALMON F. HILL.
I

First

Quality

Custom and Ready
Made

CLOTH INC.
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
maybe depended upon and fair
prices guaranteed.

Lancaster Building,
iny22

470 Congress St.
dtf

Address all

Communications

to

B.A.ATKINSON & CO
Corner Pearl and Middle Sts., Portland.
ISAAC C.
au2

ATKINSON, MAIVAGEH.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES Î
The best in the world. The
Expert," "Standard" and "Light
Roadster." New improvements,!
and prices reduced.
New 111a
chines this year, including a Ladies' Light Tricycle, and the Columbia "Safety" Bicycle.

C. II. LAMSON, 177 MIDDLE STREET
Uti

apl3

H«nd for

CntBl««ne, Free, d&wtf

